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FOREWORD
This report was prepared by personnel of the AiResearch Manufacturing
Company, Los Angeles, California_ under Contract NASw-1015. W. L. Burriss
was principal investigator on the program. S.H. Lin, Ph.D., was responsible
for the extravehicular suit heat balance studies. P. J. Berenson, Ph.D. 3
conducted the shirtsleeves environment thermal and comfort studies. The
contract was monitored by John Fuscoe of the Office of Advanced Research and
Technology, Headquarters, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Washington, D.C.
ABSTRACT
Thermal control of the human body is analyzed for the environments
obtained in spacecraft shirtsleeve cabins and extravehicular pressure suits
to provide environmental design criteria applicable to extraterrestial missions.
Basic heat and mass transfer correlations are used to establish dependence of
the thermal processes and comfort criteria on atmospheric pressure and compo-
sition, gravity, ventilating velocity, gas temperature, humidity, and mean
radiant temperature. The thermal and comfort criteria are analyzed for the
lunar and zero-gravity shirtsleeve cabins. Extravehicular suit thermal control
methods employing ventilation cooling, liquid-loop cooling, and radiation
cooling are analyzed to determine the relative performance_ limitations, and
problems associated with various methods of extravehicular suit thermal control.
Extravehicular suit heat balances are performed for earth orbital, lunar
orbita]_ Mars orbital, lunar plane, and lunar crater environments.
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
This document reports and summarizes a study program concerned with the
heat transfer mechanism involved in cooling the human body in space and lunar
environments. The work described was performed under NASA Contract NASW-IOIS.
In lunar and space missions, if man is to function optimally, he must be
maintained in a comfortable environment that provides a suitable thermal
balance° This does not mean that it is essential to provide in space an exact
duplication of man's terrestrial envi.ronment, for it is evident that man can
adapt satisfactorily to a fairly wide range of environmental conditions
without detectable degradation of his performance° Providing a comfortable
environment does require_ however_ that the heat removal from the body be
accomplished at temperature levels that are acceptable from the standpoint
of comfort and physiological needs.
In summary_ space environments ;mpose the following unique problems in
cooling of the human body:
Heat transfer constraints - The heat transfer modes that operate in a
normal terrestrial environment may be eliminated or impaired in space or
lunar environments. For example, the natura! convective heat transfer
mode important in a norma! earth environment is essentially eliminated
at reduced gravity° Also_ the radiative heat transfer mode may not be
available when the body is encased in a thermally insulated space suit
or in a cabin with wall temperature approaching skin temperature° In
addition, the effectiveness of ventilating gas flow may be reduced with
lowered ambient pressure. (Most spacecraft missions anticipate use of
cabin pressures less than 14o7 psia.)
Hiqh metabolic rates - The high metabolic rates that may obtain while
work is being performed in pressurized suits and/or in low-traction
environments will complicate the cooiing problem. Estimates of the effect
of low-traction environments on the metabolic rate are somewhat
speculative at presents although there is evidence that the metabolic
rate will be significantly increased for performance of a given task at
reduced gravity.
Thermal adequacy- The combination of high metabolic rates and the reduced
heat rejection rates results in the problem of providing adequate cooling,
particularly where ventilation serves as the primary means of cooling
with the crew in pressure suits.
Physioloqical stress - Because of the reduction of certain modes of heat
rejection from the body in spacecraft environmentss there wil! be a
tendency for the attainment of high sweat rates and h;gh body temperatures
in both the shirts!eeve and pressure-suit environments. High sweat rates
are undesirable from both a comfort and a physiological standpoint_
but may be unavoidable under certain conditions° There is some indication
l-l
of a serious problem in providing an adequate water intake under the
conditions of high average latent heat loads to avoid dehydration of
the body° Reduction in sweat rates to the minimum level (_nsensible
perspiration) appears to be highly desirable_ but may not be possible
in practice, It is important that_ whatever the design sweat rate_
the environment provide adequate evaporative cooling capacity for
removal of the moisture from the surface of the body at acceptable
body temperature levels° If the environment requires attainment of
high body temperatures during normal operation_ the safety margin
represented by heat storage capability available for emergency conditions
will be correspondingly reduced° That is_ from the standpoint of both
comfort and safety_ it is highly undesirable to operate near the limits
of human tolerances°
Definition of comfort zone - The conventional ASHRAE comfort zone
criteria are not necessarily applicable to space systems, because
different heat transfer processes may predominate in cooling of the
human body° Therefore_ it will be necessary to establish system
design criteria applicable to reduced ambient pressures_ reduced
gravity_ and pressure suits°
The approach to solution of these problems used in this study involved
analysis of the human body heat transfer and thermal control processes for
the environmental conditions encountered in space missions° This has in-
volved study of the relevant data applicable to a terrestrial environment in
order to determine the interrelationships between the controlling temperature
parameters and the heat transfer mechanisms° Fundamental heat transfer
correlations were then examined to estimate the effects of such environmental
factors as atmospheric composition_ temperature and pressure_ environmental
wall temperature_ ventilating gas velocity_ and gravity° The study con-
sidered the function of the heat transfer mechanisms (i) in both shJrtsleeve
and pressure-suit environments_ (2) under reduced (zero to I/6 g) gravitational
fields_ (3) under reduced (3°5 to 14o7 p_ia) ambient pressures_ and (4) for
metabolic rates corresponding to activities ranging from rest to high work
rates° The environmental criteria were then formulated from heat balances
for the body_ considering the available latent and sensible cooling capacity
of the environment within the limitations imposed by comfort considerations°
The comfort criteria developed in the study were based upon maintenance of
skin temperatures and sweat rates within specified ranges determined from
physiological investigations_
The design criteria for the shirtsleeeve environment in lunar and
spacecraft cabins have been determined in terms of the ventilating gas flow
and environmental temperatures tradeoffs for various atmospheric pressures
and compositions°
Environmental control of the body in a pressure suit environment has
been studied for ventilation_ liquid-loop_ conduction_ and radiation cooling
methods. Availble test data have been analyzed and correlated to provide the
basis for performance estimates.
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• Extravehicular suit heat balances were analyzed for orbits about the
earth_ the moon_ and Mars_ for the surfaces of the moon and Mars_ and for the
lunar crater environment by means of computer pFograms which are given in
the Appendixes to this report°
I-3
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SECTION 2
LITERATURE SURVEY
INTRODUCTION
This section of the report is devoted to a survey of the available
literature applicable to the problem of providing man with a suitable thermal
environment in extraterrestrial ambients. This has involved compiling infor-
mation concerning: (1) man's physiological requirements with respect to
thermal regulation and acceptable temperature levels and transfer rates;
(2) the metabolic rates that can be expected in confined quarters_ reduced
gravity, and pressurized suits; (3) human comfort criteria appiicable to
spacecraft environments; and (4) internal and external heat balances for pres-
sure and extravehicular suits in various space environments°
PHYSIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF MAN
General
Analysis of the energy transfer processes between man and his environment,
(and critical evaluation of the generality of the various comfort criteria
summarized in the following section) requires awareness of the physiological
mechanisms by which man responds to his thermal environment. The physiological
parameters related to human thermal comfort are sweat rate, skin surface
temperature_ and body internal temperature; only small changes in the latter
two can be tolerated without discomfort. Some latent heat rejection by evap-
oration occurs due to respiratory water loss, bdt most OCCURS at the skin
surface, where water is deposited by the sweat glands and by diffusion of water
through the skin. The remaining energy, termed sensible heat_ is transported
from the deep body tissues to the skin by the _low of blood and then transferred
to the atmosphere by a combination of convection and radiation heat transfer°
Energy Balance for Body
Man normally dissipates waste heat by a combination of heat transfer
processes including natural convection_ forced convection, radiation_ conduc-
tion_ and evaporation of moisture. The heat balance for the body is given by
Qmetabolic = Qwork * Qlatent * Qsensible + Qstored (2-,)
Any deficit in cooling is accompanied by heat storage, an undesirable condition
that can be tolerated for only a limited time. Although heat storage in limited
amounts can be tolerated before physical collapse occurs_ it will be assumed to
be intolerable for a normal steady-state operating condition. That is_ the
condition for thermal adequacy requires zero heat storage for normal operation.
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The thermal adequacycriterion requires the attainment oF a heat balance
for the body (without heat storage) at temperature levels consistent with the
interrelated factors of comfort, physiology, and minimumsweat rate. These
factors will be considered subsequently.
Heat Storac[eLimit
Thebody heat storage rate is usually estimated as a function of the
change in the weighted average of skin and rectal temperatures, as follows;
d (2-2)Qstored = 0,.83 W_-_ (Tbody)
where W = body mass, Ib
I + 2
Tbody = 5 Tskin 3 Trectal
The average heat capacity of the body tissues is given as 0.83 Btu/Ib OF in
Equation (2-2). A heat storage tolerance limit of approximately 600 Btu is
generally accepted for men with a body mass of 150 Ib (Ref. !5). This
represents a 4.6°F rise in average body temperature. Because of the greater
temperature increases experienced in the muscle masses during periods of high
physical activity, this limit is somewhat conservative. For example, it is
known that rise in temperature of the muscles, representing about 43 percent
of the mass of the body, will be approximately 400 percent of the rise in
rectal temperature° This factor wou!d indicate a heat storage tolerance of
approximately IO00 Btu for the same increase in rectal and skin temperatures
as would correspond to the previously cited 600 Btu limit. Recent pressure
suit heat balance studies by Wortz et al. (Ref. 30) appear to justify a
lO00-Btu heat storage limit for exercising subjects. In addition, it should
be noted that the different heat storage characteristics of various areas of
the body may be important in analyzing and interpreting apparently anomalous
data sometimes obtained in suit tests.
Work Output
The portion of the metabolic rate appearing as external work output will
vary with the nature of the task and the work level. It has been found that
the mechanical efficiency for performance of a given task remains relatively
constant, although the work capacity will vary greatly with different individuals.
The concepts of positive and negative work are important in evaluating
man's energy requirements. Negative work, which is represented, for example_
by lowering a weight in a gravitational field_ is accomplished at a lower
energy expenditure than the positive work required for the equivalent reverse
action. Thus, walking downhill or downstairs requires significantly less
energy than walking uphill or upstairs. The metabolic energy cost_ above
resting values, for performance of negative work has been found to be from 19
to 42 percent of that for performance of the equivalent positive work°
Figure 2-I shows the external work output as a function of metabolic rate
For: (I) exercising on a bicycle ergometer in light: clothing (Ref. 5);
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Figure 2-I. Work Output vs Metabolic Rate
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4(2) exercising on a bicycle ergometer in an unpressurized prototype Apollo
suit (Ref. 26); and (3) exercising with lifting-weights on a wall exerciser
(Ref. 14). In all of these casesj the external work output can be measured
directly. However_ in the case of tasks such as walking on a horizontal plane_
estimating the work output for purposes of design energv balances will be more
dlfficult_ since it cannot be measured directly. As a consequence_ it appears
that for the task of walking in a pressurized suit on the lunar surface_ it will
be necessary to neglect work output in formulation of the heat balances for
body cooling. Because of the increase in metabolic rates due to working in
pressurized suits_ it appears that it will not be conservative to make any
allowance for work output in formulation of the energy balances for the per-
formance of other extravehicular tasks_ since a significant part of the
increased energy input will be expended in moving the suit.
E_vaporative Coolin__
The evaporative cooling capacity of the environment will be an _mportant
factor in establishing human comfort conditions, Corre!ations of experimental
data for evaporative cooling capacity have been prepared by different
investigatorsc
Assuming the body to be totally wet_ the following expression has been
IRef 15).g!ven for the maximum evaporative cooling rate of a nude body ,, .
 _JP
Q_max = 0o0408 q 5-_ A (P,s - Pa)HzO Btu/hr (2-3)
The expression (Ps - P )H represents the difference in water vapor partiala 20
pressure between the evaporative surface (skin) and the ambient. The case of
a completely wet body will be obtained only under thermal stress conditions
and in humid environments. Also_ clothing could significantly reduce the
maximum evaporative cooling of the body to be obtained in a g_ven situation.
From the comfort standpoint as well as from the physiological standpoint_ it
is not desirable to approach the evaporative cooling limit. One of the
criteria to be considered in the discdssion of human comfort involves as an
index the ratio of the evaporative cooling required to maintain a heat balance
to the maximum possible evaporative cooling,
Nelson et al. (Ref. 12) give an appropriate expression for the evaporative
loss from the body_ as follows:
Q_ :_ 0.0261 (vp)O°4'P" s - Pa)H20' AC Bt_/hr (2-4)
where C represents the fraction of the body covered with sweat. The case of
C = I.O corresponds to a maximum evaporative capacity with a fully wet body
surface. The case of C : O.I approximates the insensible moisture loss from
the body provided by diffusion of through the skin° The maximum evaporative
heat loss given by Equation !2-3) is substantially greater than that expressed
by Equation (2-4). The variation shown may be an indication of experimental
accuracy or biological variance° As mentioned pre,,iously_ the evaporative
cooling capacity will provide the basis for one of the comfort design criteria
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" to be evolved. In subsequent sections of this report_ the dependenceof the
evaporative cooling capacity parameter on pressure and gravity will be
determined by use of established mass-transfer correlations. Both of these
correlations described here are based upon experimental data for heat transfer
from the human body. In the section fo!lowing_ the dependence of the sweat
rate on the relevant temperature control parameters will be discussed,
Thermoregulatorv Mechanisms
In a normal environmen% man may be exposed during the course of a day's
activities to a wide range of external ambients and_ at the same time_ may
sustain considerable variation in metabolic rate° Consequently_ the body has
a ndmber of provisions for thermal control that permit adaptation to a rather
wide range o _ conditions. The purpose of the thermoregulatory system is to
maTntain the _nternal temperature of the body at a certain level_ called the
"set-point_" which is specific For an individuaIE Set-point variances due to
individua) differences are small_ falling in the range represented by
98.0 ±O.5°F_ for a number of subjects (Ref. 3). The principal thermoregu-
latory mechanisms available for temperature control are the following:
I. Control of blood flow to the skin
2. Control of sweat production
3. Control of metabolic heat production by shivering
One of the major heat regulating provisions of the body involves control of the
blood flow to the skin_ since this blood flow serves to convey heat from the
;nterna! tissues_ where it is generated_ to the skin_ where it is dissipated.
Thus_ under cold conditions_ the body attempts to conserve heat by reducing
the Flow of blood to the skin areas by constriction of the peripheral blood
vessels. Under hot conditions_ vasodilation and increased peripheral blood
£!ow occur with the onset of active sweating.
The heat dissipation pathways subject to thermoregulatory control involve
sensible heat transfer by radiation and convection and latent heat transfer
by evaporation of moisture from the skin. The range of heat rejection rate
over which thermoregu!atory control is effective will be small for sensible
heat transfer compared with that for latent heat transfer. For e×ample_ it
can be shown that the heat rejection rate from the body by radiation and
convection will normally vary with skin temperature by approximately
20 Btu/hr-°F. Therefore_ in going from a comfortable skin temperature of 88°F
to the upper limit of 98°F_ the heat rejection rate by radiation and convec-
tion is increased by only 200 Btu/hr. As will be seen_ a considerably greater
range of control is available in the sweat mechanism.
At internal temperatures above the set-p0int_ vasodilation and active
sweating occur; at internal temperatures below the set-point_ vasoconstriction
and increased metabolism due to shivering occur. Skin temperature will modify
tkese effects_ making possible such physiological anomalies as simultaneous
sweating and shivering !with a high internal temperature and a low skin
temperatureio
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Sweat Rate
Kerslake (Ref. 7) found the sweat rate to be a linear function of the skin
temperature and heat flux, as follows:
Q_, C2Q t
: C I (T s - Tso + T ) (2-5)
The constants C, and C2 vary somewhat with the individual; Tso was found to
remain relatively constant at 93.9°F for several test subjects. On the basis
of this functional dependence, Kerslake concluded that control of the sweat
mechanism was centered in the deep skin area. The deep skin temperatures that
correlated the observed sweat rates were obtained from the expression
C2Q t
Tds = Ts + _A (2-6)
Thus_ the constant Cz was considered to represent the thermal resistance of
the skin. The coefficient, Cl, was found to range from JO to 17 Btu/hr-ft2-°F
while the coefficient C2 varied from 0.065 to 0°085 °F-ft2-hr/Btu. At a heat
flux of 50 Btu/hr-ft 2, the deep skin temperature will be from 3.2 to 4.2°F
higher than the skin temperature. The skin temperature will depend upon how
the heat flux is to be dissipated (by sensible heat rejection or by evaporation
of sweat).
In more recent work using improved experimental techniques# Benzinger
(Ref. 1,2,3) found that the eccrine sweat rate is controlled by the hypothalamus
and is dependent upon the cranial internal temperature only for skin temperatures
above approximately 91.4°F; it is suppressed by reduced skin temperature at skin
temperatures less than 91.4°F. As shown in Figure 2-2, the sweat rate is highly
sensitive to internal temperature for skin temperatures above 91.4°F and
internal temperatures above 98.4°F. For any given internal temperature above
approximately 98.4°F, sweat rates are seen to be diminished by approximately
320 Btu/hr for every OF decrease in level of skin temperature. It will be
noted that this is in agreement with the range for a similar parameter (C2 in
Equetions (2-5) and (2-6) obtained in the previously cited work of Kerslake).
The combination of reduced skin temperature and elevated internal temperature
(produced by working in low-temperature environments) shown in Figure 2-2 would
be representative of an unusual (although not impossible) environment. The
more common environmental situation for active sweating would be represented
by skin temperatures in excess of 91.4°Fo However, the condition shown by
Figure 2-2 may be representative of the situation obtained where the body is
cooled directly by conduction using one of the techniques analyzed in this
report.
Insensible Water Loss
The insensible water loss (which is not subject to thermorequlatory
control) from the body is represented by diffusion through the skin and by
water vapor content of the respiratory products. Wortz et alo (Ref. 18)
found that the respiratory water loss varies with metabolic rate, pressure,
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dry-bulb temperature, and dew-point temperature of the breathing gas.
Figure 2-3 shows the respiratory water loss as a function of metabolic rate
_or representative environmental conditions. The insensible water vapor loss
by diffusion through the skin is influenced by the vapor pressure gradient,
the skin temperature, and the barometric pressure (Refo 15). Under normal
conditions with respect to skin temperature (91°F) and humidity (50°F dew-
point)_ the insensible moisture loss by diffusion through the skin will range
from approximately 0.04 Ib/hr (at 14.7 psia) to 0.06 Ib/hr (at 5.0 psia)o
Therefore, it can be shown that the minimum moisture loss from the body wi II
_,ary from approximately 0.075 Ib/hr to Oo I0 Ib/hr for a metabolic rate of
500 Btu/hro
Skin Properties
The properties of the skin listed in Table 2-I (Ref. 15) are important
in the analysis of human comfort.
The "conductance" of the body represents the heat flux dissipated by the
body divided by the difference between the skin temperature and the internal
temperature. The effective conductance of the body can vary over a range from
3.5 to 48 Btu/hr-ft2-°_ depending whether vasodilation or vasoconstriction
prevails.
The skin temperature and thermal sensation data listed in Table 2-I are
applicable to test subjects at rest. It will be shown subsequently in the
report that decreased skin temperature levels will be preferable at increased
metabolic rates.
Ski n Temperature
Skin temperature is primarily a function of the thermal environment of
the body and the resulting heat exchanger with the ambient. Decreasing
environmental temperatures result in reduced skin temperatures. Decreasing
ambient pressures lead to increased skin temperatures, presumably because of
the lower rates of heat transfer. On the other hand, skin temperature decreases
w.th !ncreasing work load because of sweating°
By analysis of human calorimetric data, Herrington (Ref. 50) was able to
derive a linear first-order equation relating skin temperature to ambient air
temperature, radiant temperature, metabolic heat input, and evaporative heat
loss:
T = 0°286 T + 0.142 T + 0.0265M _ 0.02320,. _ 53.39 (2-7)
s a w -L
where TS_ Ta, T w refer, respectively, to mean skin surface, air, and wall
_emperatures, and M and Q,_ to metabolism and evaporat!on. This expression is
appllcab!e to activities while: seated with normal clothing in a terrestrial
environment; air velocities are about IO to 20 ft/min;and the average of air and
wall temperatures is between 50°F and 80°Fo Because of the thermoregulatory
e_fec_s represented by vasodilation and active sweating, this e_pression is
limited to conditions where skin temperatures less than 94°F are obtained.
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TABLE 2- I
PROPERTIES OF THE SKIN (REF. 15)
Approximate values of the physical dimensions of whole skin for the "average man": 154 Ibs 5'7 °'
Wei91_ t 8.8 Ib 4 kg
Surface area 20 sq ft 1.8 m2
Volume 5.7 qt 5.6 liters
Water content 70 - 75'_,
Specific qravi ty I. I
Thickm'ss 0.02 - 0.2 in. 0.5 - 5.0 nw11
Approximate values for thermal properties of skin:
Heat product ion
Conduct ance
Thermal conductivity (k)
Di ffusivity (k/pc)
Thermal inertia (kpc)
Heat capacity
40 Btulhr
5.5 to 48 BtulftZ-hr-°F
(.565 ±.0726) Btulft-hr-°F1 at 75.4 to 77°F ambient
27.1 x I0 TM ftZ/hr (surface layer .0102 in. thick)
15.6 to 60.5 Btu2/ft4-hr-°F
-._0. B Btu/Ib-°F
Skin temperature and thermal sensation:
Pain threshold for any area of skin llS°F (45°C)
When mean weighted skin temperature is:
above 95°F (35°C)
95°F (54°C)
below 88°F (51°C)
86°F (30°C)
84°F (29°C)
The typical sensation is:
unpleasant ly wa,'m
comfortably wal-m
uncomfortably cold
shivering cold
extremely cold
When the hands reach:
68°F (20°C)
59°F (15°C)
50°F (lO°C)
When the feet reach:
75.5°F (25°C)
64.5°F (18°C)
55.5°F (15°C)
They fee I :
uncomfortably c<)Id
ext r(._nle ly cold
palnfu! and numb
Approximate optical properties of skin:
Emissivity (infrared)
Reflectance (wave-length dependent)
Transmittance (wave- length dependent)
Solar reflectivity of surface
Very white skin
5 "white" subjects
6 "colored" subjects
Very black skin
Solar penetral on--very white skin
Solar penetrat on--very dark skin
_X).99
Maximum 0.6 to I.I_
Minima <: 0.5 and ;" 1.2p
Maxima 1.2_ 1.7_ 2.2_ 6_ II_
Minima 0.% 1.4_ I.% 3_ 7_ 12_
42_,
28 - 40_ average 54_
19 - 24_), average 21_
10_
45.5_ passes 0.1 n_ depth
59.6_ passes 0.2 mm depth
52.0_ passes 0.4 mm depth
19.0_ passes 1.0 mm depth
10.2_ passes 2.0 mm depth
75_ passes 0.1 mm depth
40_ absorbed in the melanin layer
55_ passes 0.2 rnm depth
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° By use of a combined black-globe temperature parameter replacing both the gas
and wall temperatures, the equation can be used for gas _elocities up to
IO0 ft/min. The evaporation rate, Q_, is determined by the following equation:
Q_, = 0.228 M (2_83
Combination of the two equations for elimination of the evaporation rate leads
to the following expression for the skin temperature"
Ts = 0.286 Ta + 0.142 Tw + 0o0318 M + 53.39 (2-9)
Unfortunately, Equation (2-9) is restricted to low metabolic rates, a
terrestrial environment,and a fixed split between sensible and latent cooling.
As a consequence, this will be of limited utility in the present study_which is
concerned with high metabolic rates and an extraterrestrial environment.
It will be important to design the environmental control system to provide
suitable skin temperatures because of its importance in establishing comfort.
According to Kerslake (Ref. 9), a mean skin temperature of approximately 91.4°F
is near optimum for resting subjects; with mean skin temperatures in excess of
9_.O°F, active sweating is obtained; with mean skin temperatures less than
86.0°F, metabolic heat generation by shivering is obtained. Thus, the two
limits in skin temperature can be identified, one represented by excessive
sweating_ the other by shivering. Within these two limits there exists the
range for optimum human comfort. In the analysis of the shirtsleeve cabin,
the optimum skin temperature will be assumed at 91._°_ since the metabolic
rates obtained should be those for sedentary activities. For the pressure
suit environment_ on the other hand_ it will be necessary to consider the
dependence of the skin temperature comfort zone on metabolic rate. Figure 2-%
for example_ shows the variation in mean skin temperature with metabolic
rate for both ventilated suits and liquid-cooled garments. Essentially no
sweating is obtained in the liquid-cooled garment, whereas with the ventilated
suit most of the cooling is obtained by evaporation of sweat°
Internal Temperature
As indicated previously, internal temperature is an important factor in
the thermoregulation of the body. The internal temperature is to some extent
a function of the external environment_ but is less so than the skin temperature.
Even under conditions where thermal adequacy is provided, there will be a
tendency for increased internal temperature at higher metabolic rates. This
is illustrated by Figure 2-5, which shows the "neutral-zone" internal temper-
ature range as a function of metabolic rate. The neutral zone represents the
conditions obtainable without thermal stress (as in a hot environment, for
example). The neutral range depicted in the curve can be accounted for by
individual differences and by thermal acclimatization of subjects with repeated
exposures. Shown for comparison in Figure 2-5 are the internal temperatures
obtained in ventilated suits and in liquid-cooled garments.
In addition to the previously described effects of internal temperature
on the thermoregulatory mechanisms, there are biochemical effects, called the
qJ0 effects, resulting from the temperature dependence of the chemical reaction
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rates which provide metabolic energy. That is_ at temperatures above
approximately 98 °F_ there will be approximately a 7-percent increase in
metabolic rate per OF increase in internal body temperature. Similarly_ at
temperatures less than about 98°F there will be a corresponding decrease in
metabolic rate due to a spontaneous decrease in chemical reaction rate. The
qi0 effect is important in considering the thermal tolerance limits for human
endurance. It will be noted that if the body is unable to adjust suitably to
the environment_ and the internal temperature falls outside the control rang%
the qI0 effect operates to provide a more severe condition_ by decreased
metabolic heat output under cold conditions_ and by increased metabolic heat
output during hot conditions°
Re_ional Requirements
As shown in Figure 2-6_ various areas of the body have differing thermal
characteristics and requirements that may be important in human thermal comfort
analysis. For example_ Kerslake (Ref. 8) found that resting test subjects
preferred temperatures varying from 83.5°F at the hands and feet to 94.2°F
for the head and torso.
Provision will be required for removal of the insensible perspiration,
even when the body is maintained at conditions where active sweating is not
obtained. This is ordinarily accomplished by atmospheric gas flow over the
surface of the body to remove the water vapor. Therefore, the areas of the
body characterized by high moisture production rates will require a relatively
large part of the total ventilating flow. This will be particularly important
in ventilation-cooled pressure suits. The face and head areas will usually be
adequately cooled by the breathing gas flow to the helmet° The groin and
armpit areas present special problems in suit ventilation systems because of
the high variability of the cooling requirement and the inaccessibility of
these areas to the total suit flow. The palms of the hands and the soles of
the feet are high sweat rate areas. The hands are difficult to cool (or heat)
because of the requirement for minimum bulk in the gloves°
Means of mass removal other than ventilation could be applied to the
problem of moisture removal from a pressure suit. For example_ it may be
possible to provide moisture removal by use of adsorbents or by diffusion
through permeable membranes.
METABOLIC RATES
The metabolic rate represents the energy production rate of the body
obtained by the oxidation of food. Thus_ the process of metabolism is
associated with production of energy_ consumption of food and oxygen_ and pro-
dution of metabolic waste products (water_ carbon dioxide_ urine_ and feces).
Obviously_ the material balance aspects of metabolism will be important to the
design of spacecraft life-support systems_ since these systems must have
adequate capability to process the required materials. Since most of the
metabolic energy will ultimately appear as waste heat_ it is important that
the environmental control system provide for removal of this waste heat from
the body under conditions that are acceptable from the comfort and
physiological standpoints.
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Figure 2-6. Regional Cooling Requirements of the Human Body
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Metabolic rate will depend upon many factors_ including_ in particular_
body size_ activity_ and body internal temperature. Table 2-2 shows metabolic
rates representative of various typical activities in a normal terrestrial
environment (RefoIS)o Average design metabolic rates on the order of 500
Btu/hr have been selected for the Mercury_ Gemini_ and Apollo spacecraft°
Since the crew is restricted to rather sedentary activities in these space-
craft_ use of this design metabolic rate is probably conservative° Sealed
cabin experiments in space cabin simulators by Welsh et alo (Refo 16_17)
involving two men for up to 30-day durations suggest that average metabolic
rates on the order of 330 to 380 Btu/hr will be obtained in space cabins°
The metabolic rates obtained on earth may be subject to considerable
variation when applied to the conditions that will be obtained in spacecraft
environments° The effects due to pressurized suits and reduced gravity will
be discussed in the sections following:
TABLE 2-2
METABOLIC EXPENDITURE FOR TYPICAL ACTIVITIES
Activity
Sleeping
Sitting at rest
Piloting a DC-3 in level flight
Writing (seated)
Writing (standing)
Instrument landing DC-4
Medium assembly work
Taxi-ing DC-3
Sheet metal work
Driving truck
Machining
Repair vehicle
Slow walking
Walking 2°5 mph on firm flat road
Walking under water
Walking 3°3 mph on plowed field
Walking in 12 to 18-in° snow
Metabolic Rate IBtu/hrl
3OO
40O
4OO
43O
48O
59O
680
680
760
79O
80O
82O
90O
660-1140
700-1700
850
3010
Pressurized Suits
Significant increases in metabolic energy expenditure will be obtained
for working in pressurized suits because of the restrictions to movement
2-16
afforded by the pressurized suit° Present extravehicular space suits represent
an extension of aircraft full-pressure suits_in which the pilot is restricted
in motion and limited to more-or-less sedentary activity ]evels_ with the suit
serving as a backup to the vehicle pressure shell° However_ in future extra-
vehicular space missions_ greater mobility will be required_ since man will
perform fairly extensive physical tasks_ such as walking on the lunar surface.
Figure 2-7 illustrates the increase in metabolic rate obtained in state-of-the-
art space suits for the task of walking on a treadmill with the suit pressurized
to 3°5 psi (Refo27_29_30).
Streimer et alo (Refol4) report metabolic rates for walking Io0 mph (in
three different suits pressurized to 3.5 psig) of !875, 2530_ and 3150 Btu/hr
as compared with the metabolic rates for walking in the same suits unpressurized
of 792_ 946_and II00 Btu/hro Walking Io0 mph in normal clothing was found to
require an average metabolic energy expenditure of 675 Btu/hro From these
data_ it was observed that encasing a man in an unpressurized suit led to a
!7- to 63-percent increase in metabolic rat%while pressurizing the suit results
in a 178- to 367 percent increase in metabolic rate relative to walking in
normal clothing° The suits used here are aircraft (Mark II and Mark IV) full-
pressure suits and the data are not necessarily applicable to spacecraft
extravehicular suits_ although the magnitude of the increase in metabolic rate
obtained in these tests is comparable to that observed for the Apollo and
Gemini suits°
Relatively little information is available concerning the metabolic rates
associated with performance in pressurized suits of tasks other than walking
on a treadmill. Part of the problem here is in defining the nature of the
activities in sufficient detail to permit development of test procedures that
provide adequate simulation of the tasks to be performed° During free-space
extravehicular excursions_ there will be no requirement for walking; movement
under zero-gravity conditions will probably be accomplished by use of the
arms. Thus_ it appears reasonable to assume that arm and shoulder movements
will predominate for tasks such as egress through hatches_ replacement of
components_ and repair operations° Most of the metabolic data obtained for
arm and shoulder movements in pressurized suits are highly variable_ For
example_ in one series of tests involving arm movements in a Gemini suit
pressurized to 3_5 psig_ the observed metabolic rates varied over a range from
600 to more than 1500 Btu/hr for performance of presumably the same operation.
Tn this case_ part of the performance spread was attributed to factors such as
suit fit and personnel acclimatization_ since the lowest metabolic rates were
obtained by a test subject who had extensive suit testing experience and the
best fit with the suit°
Streimer et alo (Ref. 14) reported metabolic rates for extension/flexion
cycling_ using a modified wall exerciser_ in pressurized suits. A _6-percent
increase was obtained in metabolic ra_e for performance of the task in an
unpressurized suit_ as compared with shirtsleeveso An additional _7-percent
increase was observed when the suits were pressurized to 3°5 psig_ Thus_ a
total increase in metabolic rate of II2 percent was observed for performance of
the arm exercise (with an average power output of 500 to 660 ft-lb/min) in a
pressurized suit as compared with shirtsleeves.
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" Reduced Gravity
The effect of reduced gravity on metabolic rate is somewhat uncertain at
the present time. It can be hypothesized that increased muscular activity
will be required to provide restoring forces for body movement in reduced-
traction environments. That is_ it will be necessary to use muscular forces
to provide restoring effects normally provided by gravity or friction. On
the other hand_ however_ it can also be postulated that less work will be
required in a weightless environment_ since the body will not be working
against a gravitational field_ in order to maintain a standing position_ for
example°
Whether one effect or the other predominates would appear to depend upon
the relative importance of gravitational and inertial forces° Margaria and
Cavagna (Ref, II) studied the mechanism of human locomotion under subgravity
conditions. Walking at I g is obtained by alternating conversion of potential
energy into kinetic energy_ with the kinetic and potential energy levels essen-
tially out of phase. The shift from walking to running occurs at a critical
speed (approximately 5.3 mph at I g) where the changes in kinetic energy are
too high to be sustained only by changes of potential energy° In running_
kinetic and potential energy are substantially in phase. Since the potential
energy changes will substantially b_ reduced for locomotion in subgravity_
the critical speed represented by transition from walking to running will be
considerably lower for the lunar environment. Margaria and Cavagna conclude
that locomotion on the lunar surface may not be possible by the walking mode
and will probably be similar from a mechanical standpoint to the running mode.
A jumping mode of locomotion is also postulated for the higher speeds. No
conclusion is drawn concerning the energy requirements for the lunar environ-
ment_ except for the statement that the metabolic energy expenditure will be
less than that obtained at I g.
Lomonaco (Ref. IO) reports an average 34-percent increase in metabolic
rate for walking on a treadmill in light clothing with simulated reduced
gravity conditions ranging from I/2 to 1/20 g, Streimer et al. (Ref.4) observed
a 12- to IS-percent increase in metabolic rate for extension/flexion cycling
with the arms under simulated reduced-gravity (low-traction) conditions for
the shirtsleeve and pressurized and unpressurized suit environments. In this
case_ one arm was used to do the work while the other arm was used to provide
a counteracting force to maintain position in the low-traction environment.
On the other hand_ other tests (Ref.6) indicate a reduced metabolic rate
under subgravity conditions_ amounting to 28-percent reduction for 2/5 g and
&8-percent reduction for I/6 g for walking on a treadmill° A recent Russian
paper postulates a 30-percent decrease in metabolic rate for walking on the
lunar surface. In fact_ the prediction is made that walking on the lunar
surface in a pressurized suit will require less metabolic energy expenditure
than walking in normal clothing at I g. No substantiating data or analyses
are presented for these conclusions.
Roth (Ref.&_) presents a detailed review of the literature concerned
with the mechanics of walking and concludes that an increase in metabolic rate
can be expected for reduced-gravity environments.
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4COMFORT CRITERIA
General
A number of different indexes for human comfort have been advanced (Ref.19).
The most common of these_ used for the design of terrestrial air-conditioning
systems_ involve a comfort zone defined in terms of dry-bulb and wet-bulb
temperatures° A large amount of literature is available concerning human com-
fort and physiology under a wide range of conditions in the earth environment.
Unfortunately_ because of important differences in gravity and pressure
obtained in space environments_ most of these data are not directly applicable
to the design of spacecraft environmental control systems° The discussion
here will be concerned with a critical review of different comfort criteria
that have been proposed_ to determine their general validity for all environ-
mentso
ASHRAE Comfort Chart
The conventional ASHRAE human comfort criterion such as that shown in
Figure 2-8 is used for the design of air-conditioning systems_ and is based
upon data from subjects sitting at the rest in light clothing with no forced
convection_ and a terrestrial environment with respect to gravity_ atmospheric
composition_ and pressure (RefoI9). The most recent ASHRAE data_ noted on
the chart as the lines labeled"slightly cool_ comfortable_' etco_ show a much
smaller effect of relative humidity than was indicated by the previously
assumed dashed lines-of-equivalent-comfort. Figure 2-8 shows that_ for the
above stated conditions_ a maximum number of subjects were comfortable at a
dry-bulb temperature of 77°F_ which is essentially independent of relative
humidity° The boundaries of the comfort zone are 71.5°F_ where a slightly
cool sensation is reported_ and 82°F_ where a slightly warm sensation exists°
The influence of relative humidity is shown to increase with increasing tempera-
ture. The ASHRAE Comfort Chart is applicable only for the conditions under
which it was developed_ but will prove useful in verifying general thermal
comfort analyses°
Aircraft Environmental Limit Chart
Figure 2-9 is a chart showing the relative comfort requirements of a man
and his ability to withstand various combinations of wet-bulb and dry-bulb
temperatures in high-speed aircraft° In developing this figure_ it was assumed
that: (1) personnel are sitting and performing no more than light manual work;
(2) standard temperature clothing (I CLO) is worn; and (3) air motion is the
equivalent of 200 ft/min linear velocity° The tolerance lines give the recom-
mended maximum duration to the stated conditions. Figure 2-9 was prepared some
time ago by the Air Force and does not take into account variations in the
pressure or the composition of the atmosphere (Refo2_)o
Dew-Point_ Dry-Bulb Temperature Correlation
Since wet-bulb temperature is a function of gas density_ and water vapor
partial pressure is the controlling parameter in latent heat transfer_ it is
evident that comfort zone correlations based upon use of the wet-bulb tempera-
ture are not generally applicable to the reduced ambient pressures frequently
2-20
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used in spacecraft environmental control systems. Figure 2-I0 shows a somewhat
more basic correlation of the unimpared performance zone as a function of dry-
bulb and dew-point temperatures (Ref.21). Since dew-point temperature is a
direct indication of water vapor partial pressure_ this would appear to be
suitable for reduced pressures. However_ since the convection heat rejection
rates from the body are a function of pressure and atmospheric fluid transport
properties_ it will not be possible to define comfort zone conditions independ-
ent of atmospheric pressure or composition. Also_ the effect of reduced gravity
on body cooling by the reduction or elimination of the natural convective heat
transfer mode must be considered. Therefore_ it appears that for a comfort
zone criterion to be applicable to spacecraft environments, the correlation
must consider the effect of reduced gravity, reduced pressure_ and atmospheric
composition on the heat rejection rates from the body.
Operative Temperature Comfort Correlation
Gagge_ Rapp_ and Hardy (Ref.20) describe a comfort criterion based upon
a combination of the heat transfer coefficients and respective temperature
potentials controlling each mode of sensible heat transfer. This relationship
is derived from a simplified heat balance for the body_ as follows:
Q = h (T -Tw) + h (T - T ) (2-10)r s C S a
Rearranging Equation (2-IO) leads to
h T +hT
Q = ITs - r Wh + hC a ] (h c + h )r (2-II)
r c
The "operative temperatures" Top_ is defined as follows:
Q : (h c + h ) (T -T ) (2-12)
r s op
Combining Equations (2-11) and (2-12) 3 the operative temperature is then
given by
hT +hT
r W C a
Top h + h (2-13)
c r
Therefore_ T correlates the combined effects of radiation and convection
op
cooling of the body and represents the hypothetical uniform temperature environ-
ment providing equivalent heat dissipation from the body for the same values
of h and h ; the difficult problem of predicting h and h remains. Comfort
c r c r
conditions were observed with nude subjects for operative temperatures between
85°F and 90°F using heat lamps to vary the radiation coefficient.
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• Constant Skin Temperature Comfort Correlation
Jannsen (Ref.22) analyzed the sensible heat loss mechanisms from the human
body obtained in a normal terrestrial environment and applied heat transfer
correlations to estimate the heat rejection rates for zero-gravity shirtsleeve-
environment space cabins. For radiation_ the heat transfer model involved a
man with an effective radiation area of 15.5 sq ft and an average thermal emis-
sivity of 0.94. Forced-convection heat transfer was assumed to be represented
by ventilating gas flow normal to a cylinder 1.0 ft in diameter with a total
surface area of 19.5 sq ft. The following example expression was obtained by
Jannsen for the sensible heat loss from the body in a pure oxygen atmosphere
at 5.0 psia:
F# Tch' V°'466Q = 2.S2 LLIo01 - \T6 J J + 0.932 (T c - T ) Btu/hr (2-14)a
By determining the comfort zone conditions in terms of body surface temperature,
Jannsen established a comfort design criterion for space cabins based upon
maintenance of a mean body surface temperature assuming no latent heat loss.
Figure 2-11 shows a thermal comfort correlation. If, for example_ in a normal
environment_ comfort is obtained at a skin temperature of 860F_ a comfortable
environmental temperature in a 5.O-psia cabin will be 720F. This analysis
does not consider the effect of the ambient environment on the latent coolin 9
capacity. Since the evaporative cooling mechanism is not directly related to
the sensible heat loss mechanlsm_the comfort criterion described by Jannsen
is probably not sufficient without an additional factor that accounts for
evaporative cooling.
Evaporative Capacity Comfort Correlation
Krantz (Ref.23) describes a comfort design criterion developed by Winslow
et al. (Ref. 25) based upon the percentage of utilization of the maximum
evaporative cooling capacity of the body. It was found that_ on the hot side
of comfortable conditions_ sweat production was definitely related to the
sensation of discomfort; on the cold side_ skin temperatures below 90°F produced
a cool feeling. The maximum evaporative cooling capacity occurs when the body
is completely covered with moisture. The sensation of comfort was related by
Winslow et al. to the percentage of the body covered by moisture_ as summarized
in Table 2-3.
Approximately I0 percent of the maximum evaporative capacity was provided
by insensible moisture loss from the body by respiration and by diffusion through
the skin. Hence_ this moisture loss is not subject to thermoregulatory control_
and an indicated evaporative cooling requirement less than this amount repre-
sents overcooling of the body. The comfort design method described by Krantz
involves analysis of the environmental conditions to estimate the sensible
heat loss from the body. The metabolic rate is estimated for the activity
level to be sustained. The difference between the metabolic rate and the
sensible heat loss, therefore_ is the required evaporative cooling. The
environmental design conditions are then evaluated with respect to the maxi-
mum evaporative cooling capacity; if the required evaporative cooling repre-
sents from IO to 25 percent of the maximum, the environment is in the
2-25
TABLE2-3
EVAPORATIVECAPACITYCOMFORTCRITERION(REF25)
Percent of Maximum
Eva___p__rative Capacity Comfort Level
0 to tO Cold
!O to 25 Comfortable
25 to 70 Tolerable
70 to tO0 Hot
Over tO0 Dangerous
comfortable range° If it is outside this range, some of the environmental
design factors (gas temperature, ventilating gas velocity_ or wail temperature)
should be changed to provide a comfortable environment This comfort criterion
accounts for all the important parameters and is applicable to all environments
once general equations for estimating the various heat loss terms are developed°
Figures 2-12 and 2-13 show the maximum evaporative capacity given by Krantz
(Ref,23) for a normal terrestrial environment. The source or basis for these
data is not discussed, although the values listed appear to be consistent with
those of Nelson et al.(Ref, 12) with an allowance for natural convection°
This approach will be adapted in a modified form to the problem of defining
comfort conditions for space environments. The sensible heat removal processes
will be corrected for reduced pressure and reduced gravity through use of heat
transfer correlations applicable to the specific process (forced convection:
natural convectionj radiation) The maximum evaporative capacity criteria
can be corrected for reduced pressure and zero gravity by use of mass transfer
correlations_ For the case of lunar gravity and the shirtsleeve cabin, an
additional correction representing natural convection at I/6g will be added
to the evaporative capacity..
Suit Ventilation Cooling
Perhaps more critical than the high work rates are the problems associated
with cooling the man in a space suit at the high metabolic rates Present
space suits represent an extension of aircraft full-pressure suits using
ventilation cooling_ Because of the availability of high-pressure cooled
bleed air from the aircraft air-conditioning system_ pressure drop of the suit
ventilating gas circuit is relatively noncritical in aircraft pressure suits°
In the case of space systems_ the ventilating gas is rec;rculated after puri-
fication in an atmospheric control system Because of the high power penalties,
suit pressure drop is important. As a consequence, must of the deve!opment
effort associated with the Project Mercury suit involved improvement of the
suit internal ventilating system to reduce ventilating gas pressure drop°
Figure 2-14 iI!ustrates the improvement that has been made in the Mercury,
Gemin;_ and Apollo suits_ compared with the Mark IV suit
2-26
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There has been some question concerning the adequacy of ventilation cooling
at high metabolic rates_ based upon the first suit heat balance studies_ in
which the heat loss by radiation has been reduced to a low value by use of an
efficient thermal insulating garment (Ref.29). The results of these studies
are summarized in Figure 2-15 for the case of 15-cfm ventilating flow with
the suit pressurized to 5.5 psi at altitude. At a metabolic rate of 1600
Btu/hr_ the cooling deficit and indicated heat storage is probably in excess
of 400 Btu/hr (with suit pressurized to 5.5 psig at a chamber pressure of
3o5 psia)o Since the actual cooling provided by the ventilating gas loop
averages about 900 Btu/hr for a metabolic rate of 1600 Btu/hr (which is
measured independently from the heat balance by spirometer techniques)_ the
cooling deficit could run as high as 700 Btu/hr_ depending upon work output
and efficiency. Figure 2-16 shows the results of pressurized suit tests
conducted at sea-level ambient pressure with a suit ventilating flow of 15 cfm.
In this case_ an average heat removal rate of IO00 Btu/hr was obtained for a
metabolic rate of 1600 Btu/hr. Comparison of Figures 2-15 and 2-16 suggests
that tests at sea level could be misleading in determining the thermal adequacy
of a system designed to operate at reduced pressures°
Albright (Ref.26) presents ventilating test data for an unpressurized
Apollo prototype suit in which metabolic rates of I080 and 1655 Btu/hr were
produced by a bicycle ergometero Table 2-4 summarizes the energy balance for
the two test conditions (one test subject):
TABLE 2-4
APOLLO PROTOTYPE SUIT VENTILATING TEST RESULTS (REF.26)
Metabolic output
Body heat loss
Sensible heat removal
Latent heat removal
Loss to ambient
Mechanical work
Heat removed
Condition I Condition 2
1655 Btu/hr
0
1655 Btu/hr
149 Btu/hr
1292
-50
 25.. o
1641Btu/hr
I088 Btu/hr
167
1255 Btu/hr
121Btu/hr
956
-50
167
i194" Btu/hr
The heat removal rates reported by Albright were obtained at a ventilating
gas flow rate of 15 cfm and a total pressure of 5o75 psiao In other tests_
the heat removal rates were somewhat (IO to 15 percent) less_ with little or
no increase in cooling capacity obtained for ventilating flows in excess of
approximately 15 cfm (shown in Figure 2-17)o It should be noted that the
ventilating performance given by Albright is somewhat better (with no indica-
tion of heat storage) than that reported by other investigators. The differ-
ence may be explained by variations in test conditions or test subjects_ or_
possibly_ by modifications in the Apollo suit design for improved ventilating
pe rfo rma nce.
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]n a series of tests on the Gemini l_odel G2C pressure suitj Wortz et aio
IRefo30) investigated body heat balances for a ventilating flow of i7oi cfm
with the suits pressurized _o 3.7 psig at sea level and 22_500-ft altitude
chamber pressures° Results of these tests are summarized in Table 2-5 in the
form of averages for the eight subjects which were obtained after a one-hour
testing period° In some of these tests, the subjects approached the limit of
their endurance (with rectal temperatures over 103°F and pulse rates in excess
of 200 bpm)o At the high metabolic races obtained in these tests, cooling
deficits ranging from 616 to 1296 Btu were obtained_ Part of the observed
cooling deficit may be represented by work output dissipated to the surround-
ingso Since the task involved walking a level treadmill in a pressurized
suit_ it is not possible To make a direct estimate of the work parameter°
On the basis of the observed increase in body temperature with an allowance
for increased temperature rise in the muscle masses_ it is estimated that a
maximum heat storage on the order of !000 Btu was obtained° Thus, it appears
that the work output under the most severe conditions is approximately 300
Btu/hr_
Suit Liquid-Loop Coolin_
A liquid heat transport fluid loop can be used to convey waste heat from
the suit to the system heat sink. Because of the relatively high bulk specific
heats of liquid (water _=__2Btu/ft3-OF, oxygen_-_-O,O045 Btu/ft3-°F)_ the power
requirement for heat transport by a liquid !oop will be significantly lower
than that for a gaseous transport: Ioopo Water is the most likely heat trans-
port fluid_ because of its good heat transport properties_ availability_ and
lack of toxicity°
Figure 2-!8 shows the suit heat exchanger arrangement investigated by
Felder and Sholsinger (Refo35) which involves use of thermal transport panels
containing liquid transport loop coo!ing coils° Ventilating gas is fed to the
cooling panels, where it is directed to the skin for removal of insensible
perspiration° Felder and Sholsinger report test resdlts based on use of a man
simulator; liquid-loop heat transfer effectiveness was in _he range from 27
to 64 percent for 60 to 70 percent sensible heat removal, heat removal rates
on the order of 50 Btu/hr-ft z, and liquid transport fluid flows in the range
from Io5 to 2°5 !b/hr-ft z Subsequently_ Bowen and Witte (Refo3!) report the
results of manned tests on a suit cooling system using a thermal transport
system of similar design,
Figure 2-19 illustrates the liquid-loop cooling method investigated by
Burton and Collier (Refo33)o This approach involves heat removal from the
body by conduction from the skin to tubes carrying a liquid heat transport
fluid° The heat transport tubes are attached to a garment which maintains
them in contact with the skin_ as shown in Figure 2-20° Cooling was provided
by 40 vinyl tubes (0o!25-in_ Outside diameter, Oo060-ino bore diameter)_ each
4 ft long in the original design and 6 ft long in subsequent _ersionso
The cooling tubes provided a contact area of 0_3 ft 2 for the initial
design and 0°45 ft 2 for the two later designs° Heat removal rates obtained
with all designs were substantiaI_y in excess of those predicted by considera-
tion of the thermal conductance of the skin and the heat transfer area of the
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cooling tubes° For example_ at a heat removal rate of 404 Btu/hr_ the coolant
inlet temperature was 70o5°F and the coolant outlet temperature was 81o3°F.
Assuming an average coolant temperature of 75o9°F_ a mean skin temperature of
91oO°F_ and an effective contact area of 0°45 ftz_ the overall heat transfer
coefficient is 59 Btu/hr-ftZ-°F. The skin conductance under the condition of
vasoconstriction represented by the test situation is approximately 3.3
Btu/hr-ftZ-°Fo The heat flux from the body to the transport loop is 890
Btu/hr-ftzo Assuming an internal temperature of 98o5°F with the skin tempera-
ture of 91oO°F, the corresponding heat flux from the body is estimated to be
24°7 Btu/hr-ft2_
Figure 2-21 shows the heat transfer effectiveness as a function of coolant
flow for two of the liquid-loop arrangements investigated by Burton and Collier°
These data were obtained with sedentary test subjects who were insulated with
mattresses As a consequence of the low metabolic rates represented by the
experimental condition_ relatively low heat removal rates (from 300 to 400 Btu/hr)
were obtained in these tests° However_ in other tests at the NASA Manned Space-
craft Center_ heat removal rates as high as 3400 Btu/hr were obtained with the
test subject in an insulated garment on a treadmi!l using a coolant flow of
150 Ib/hr with an inlet temperature near 32°Fo It should be noted that the
heat removal rates obtained by Burton and Collier involved use of a garment
providing essentially complete coverage of the body (excepting the head_ hands_
and feet)_ although the actual prime heat transfer surface represented less
than 3 percent of the total area of the body°
The principle of local cooling of the body has been investigated in detail
by Wortz et al. (Refo36_37) for the conditions obtained in a pressure suit at
reduced pressure. Using three internal heat exchangers (one on the chest and
one on each thigh)_ covering less than 15 percent of the surface area of the
body_ heat removal rates up to 750 Btu/hr were obtained for the thermal trans-
port loop at metabolic rates averaging IO00 Btu/hr° Ventilating gas flow rates
ranged from 2 to 6 cfm at 7°0 psiao No discomfort was reported by the test
subjects as a result of local cooling. Adequate cooling was reported during
several zero-ventilating-flow runs with the faceplate open° The 200- to 350-
Btu/hr heat removal rates obtained under these conditions may be attributable
to a combination of radiation and conduction_ Figure 2-22 shows the heat
removal rates reported by Wortz et al. for local area cooling of the body in
a pressure suit environment°
Crocker, Webb_ and Jennings (Ref.34) give test results for a liquid-cooled
garment somewhat similar in design to those tested by Burton and Collier° In
the tests reported_ metabolic rate was varied parametrically by walking in a
treadmill with the test subject in an insulated, impermeable overgarmento Heat
transport fluid mass flow was varied from 1.9 to 6oi Ib/min_ with the inlet
temperature controlled in the range from 40 to 80°F depending upon metabolic
rate° The garment heat removal rate appears to be primarily dependent upon
inlet temperature and relatively independent of coolant flow rate_ as shown in
Figure 2-23° It can be deduced from this curve that it will be necessary to
rather closely match coolant temperature with metabolic rate to provide the
proper cooling effect. Figures 2-4 and 2-5 show the average skin and rectal
temperatures as a function of metabolic rate using the liquid-cooled garment°
An increasing metabolic rate occurs with a decreasing coolant temperature for
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heat removal by the transport fluid° The difference between the rectal and
skin temperatures increases with increasing metabolic rate to provide the
temperature difference necessary for heat transport within the body°
Extravehicular Suit External Heat Balances
Extravehicular suit systems face somewhat different problems in various
extraterrestrial environments° This is due to the significant differences in
both the external environment and the internal requirementso For example_ in
the lunar surface environment_ thermal radiation from the lunar surface (at a
maximum temperature of about 710°R) requires careful design to avoid excessive
heat loads. Also, the task of walking on the lunar surface in a pressurized
suit may represent a high metabolic heat Ioado For a free-space environment_
on the other hand_ the metabolic rates may be somewhat lower because of the
less strenuous nature of the tasks that will be performed. In addition_ the
external thermal environment will favor heat leak from the extravehicular
suit° The Mars surface environment represents a special case with unique
problems. The atmospheric pressure (approximately !.7 psia at the surface)
is not sufficient to adequately support a man without a pressure suit. This
atmosphere complicates the problem of providing a heat sink for a portable
environmental control system since water will boil at an excessively high
temperature and other expendable evaporants have inferior characteristics.
High wind velocities are anticipated for the Mars surface_ requiring consid-
eration of convective heat transfer in the extravehicular suit heat balances.
The principal extravehicular suit programs now in progress involve the
Apollo and Gemini missions and use of fabric pressure suits° The limitations
of these suit designs with respect to mobility and increased work rates have
been established. At the present time_ there is increasing interest in
advanced suit designs_ particularly the "hard" all-metal suit° One hard suit
has reached an advanced prototype stage of development° This suit design
appears to offer a number of potential advantages with respect to mobility
characteristics.
Correale and Guy (Refo 59) describe some of the Apollo extravehicular
suit design considerations for the lunar environment° A design condition is
indicated with a solar angle of 20 degrees from the normal at a 200-ft distance
from a 14_O00-ft-high crater wall that has a 20-degree slope relative to
vertical° Suit thermal garment spectral characteristics are described as
: 0o10_ ¢ : 0.05
Kincaide (Ref. 42)describes the'original portable life-support system
design used with the Apollo extravehicular suit° This system provides a
ventilating flow of 15 cfm at a suit pressure of 3.7 psia for a 4-hour design
duration° The Apollo extravehicular suit assembly program has been redirected
to use a liquid cooling garment. The suit ventilating flow has been reduced
to 5 cfmo A peak cooling requirement in excess of 2000 Btu/hr is provided by
a coolant flow of approximately 240 Ib/hro
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Cramer and Irvine IRef. 41 ) analyzed geometrical models for the SOth-
percentile man Itotal surface area = 20.6 ft2). Figure 2-24 shows the
geometrical models evolved during the study. The simplest cylindrical model
was selected for the analysis of a passive thermal control. A spectral surface
coating providing a low _/e of O. If was recommended to provide the necessary
low surface temperatures° Whether this performance is attainable in a fabric
surface is unknown. In order to provide suitable thermal capacity to maintain
a minimum temperature of 66°F during the cold condition, a 0.625-in. layer of
water was proposed to be installed in the extravehicular suit.
Freedman (Ref. 40) presents test results involving a Gemini pressure suit
equipped with an insulating coverall in a space environment simulator. The
coverall insulation consisted of seven layers of 0.25-mil aluminized mylar
with seven layers of I°O-mil dacron spacer° Complete coverall weight was
5°7 Ib_ 1.4 Ib of which was insulation. The heat balances obtained in unmanned
tests in a space environment simulator are as follows:
Facing sun -66 Btu/hr
Back to sun -90 Btu/hr
Right side to sun -96 Btu/hr
No sun -152 Btu/hr
The overall heat transfer coefficient represented by the heat leaks above for
the thermal coverall is 0.025 Btu/hr-ft2-°F. Heat conduction through the
seams is said to be the dominant mode of heat transfer through the coverall°
Table 2-6 shows results of NASA extravehicular suit heat balance studies
for two different outer surface spectral characteristics. One of these
represents a white_ high-temperature-resistant nylon material. The second is
a simple aluminum coating applied to the fabric.
Table 2-7 gives the spectral characteristics specified by NASA for the
pressure suit used in Project Mercury.
Fejer and Seale (Ref. 58) report the results of thermal studies for
protective suit systems for the lunar_ martian_ and venerian environments.
The suit heat balance studies were based on use of an aluminized surfacr pro-
viding a solar absorptivity of 0.14 and a thermal emissivity of 0.47_ Using
a O. 125-in. layer of superinsulation (k = 5 x IO-4 Btu/hr ft)_ in the lunar
thermal environment the night-time heat leak is reduced from -1590 Btu/hr
(uninsulated suit) to-250 Btu/hr; the daytime heat gain is reduced from
I125 Btu/hr (uninsulated suit) to 89 Btu/hr. For the Mars surface_ a con-
vective heat transfer coefficient of 1.97 Btu/hr-ft2-°F was estimated_
assuming an ambient pressure of I°25 psia and a wind velocity of 57 mph.
Using a O0125-in. layer of superinsulation Ik = I.O x I0-2 Btu/hr ft OF at
Io25 psia)_ the night-time heat leak is reduced from -8400 Btu/hr to -2700
Btu/I,r and the daytime heat leak is reduced from -500 Btu/hr to -120 Btu/hr.
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Because of the relatively high environmental temperatures (+800°F) then
expected on Venus_ use of an entirely different insulation concept using
evacuated superinsulation in a double-wall protective vessel was proposed.
TABLE 2-6
COMPARISON OF SUIT AND COVERALL HEAT LEAKS FOR
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS (REF. z+O)
White Fabric Ah,mlnITpd rahrlc
S,,t face SpeLtral Characteristics
Solar ab_(_rp! Ivl ty, 0_ 0,.36 0.09
Thermal _.mlssivlty, _ O,B5 0..30
Sull Alone (k/L 15 Btt,/hr. ft_OF) Pleat leak (Btu/hr)
Orbital day
Orbllal night
Lunar s_rfac(, (lay
Lunar surface night
Covelall (kll 0,025 Btu/hr-ftT-°F) Heat
Orbilal day
Orbital nlqht
l..unar Stllfa(:e day
t.nar suffac_ nlqht
511 -I00
-1600 -600
2190 660
-4100 -1500
Leak, (Bt./hr)
I0 -I0
-14 -60
24 21
-180 -84
TABLE 2-7
MERCURY SUIT SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS (REF. 43)
Infrared spectral range emlttance
(spectral range 0 to /kL wlth surface fabrlc at
25 to 600°F)
New Material Reflectivity
a. Near Infrared (2000 n_l)
b. Visible range (500 mkl)
c. Ultraviolet range (200 t_l)
Material Reflectivlty After Abrasion and Wear
a. Near infrared
b, Visible range
c. Ultraviolet range
O. 06
0.88
0,8_,
0.87
0.82
O. 73
0.715
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Table 2-8 gives the Gemini suit thermal characteristics (Refo 45)_ It
should be emphasized that the thermal design of the extravehicular version
of the Gemini suit has not been defined at the present time and the values
listed in Table 2-8 should be considered to be representative of attainable
performance_ There is some doubt concerning the spectral characteristics of
the outer garment since other measurements of the material indicate a solar
absorptivity of 0o17 and a thermal emissivity of 0°88°
TABLE 2-8
GEMINI SUIT THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS (REF 45)
2
Area, n
The rma conduct ivl tv, Btu/hr-ft-°F
Material thickness, ino
Solar absorptivity
Thermal emissivity
Outer Helmet
Garment Shell Visor
4400 264 71
0,02 29 1.45
0_35 0.09 0,13
0°32 0 25 -
0°56 0_88 -
*Torso area = i650 in. 2, limb area = 2750 in02
The thermal design of the Apollo extravehicular suit has also apparently
not yet been frozen. As a consequence of the uncertainty concerning the ther-
mal and spectral characteristics of suits and suit materials, it will be
necessary to conduct the extravehicular su_t heat balances on a parametric
basis using the thermal and spectral characteristics as variables.
The thermal characteristics of the Gemin, suit will be used _n the base-
line studies, with various characteristics varied systematically to determine
their effect on overall performance°
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oSECTION 3
THERMAL PROCESSES, SUIT ENVIRONMENT
INTRODUCTION
Cooling of the human body encased in an extravehicular pressure suit can
be accomplished by a variety of processes_ depending upon design of the suit.
The initial approach, essentially an extension of aircraft full-pressure suit
design_ has involved use of a ventilating gas flow passed over the surface of
the body. This method is satisfactory for the relatively low metabolic rates
obtained in space cabins, where the pressure suit serves as a backup to the
vehicle pressure shell° For extravehicular activities in pressurized suits_
substantially higher metabolic rates are obtained° Increases in metabolic
expenditure on the order of 150 to 300 percent are required for a pressurized
state-of-the-art suit as compared with performance of the same task in a
normal shirtsleeve environment. Therefore, it will be necessary to design
extravehicular suit thermal control systems for metabolic rates as high as
1500 or 2000 Btu per hour°
It has not been possible to provide adequate cooling by ventilation with-
out excessive power penalties for circulation of the ventilating gas. Also_
with ventilating cooling_ the predominant body cooling process is evaporation
of moisture from the skin. The resultant high sweat rates and body temperatures
impose an undesirable physiological stress. As a consequence of these factors_
liquid-loop cooling methods have been adopted for extravehicular suits.
With the liquid-loop cooling method that has had the most detailed
investigation to date, the heat is removed from the body by conduction to
tubes containing a heat-transport fluid.
In addition to the ventilating-gas and liquid-loop suit cooling tech-
niques, other methods_ which involve use of radiation from the suit as the
primary means of heat rejection, are possible. In one of these_ a suit
design is used in which the inner wall is in contact with the skin. Cooling
in this case is done by conduction of heat from the body through the suit
wall to the outer surface_ where it is rejected by radiation to the environ-
ment. This situation would be represented by a tight "second-skin" suit
concept. Another approach would provide a gas space between the skin and
the suit inner wallo For low gas velocities_ the body would be cooled
primarily by radiation to the inner wall of the suit, conduction through the
wal|_ and radiation from the outer wall to the environment. In the second
case_ the suit concept used might resemble a state-of-the-art pressure suit
in which there was little or no circulation of the pressurizing gas.
The present study will be concerned with an analysis of thermal processes
for extravehicular suits and will not attempt to evaluate suit concepts. Four
principal cases will be considered:
ao Ventilation cooling
bo Liquid-loop cooling (conduction from body)
3-I
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Radiation cooling (conduction from body)
Radiation cooling (radiation from body)
VENTILATION COOLING OF PRESSURE SUITS
As indicated in Section 2 of this report, a considerable amount of test
data has recently been obtained for ventilation cooling of pressure suits
(Ref. 26, 27, 28_ 29_ 30). Since ventilation cooling is used by all presently
available full-pressure and extravehicular suits_ it can be considered_ in
terms of development, the most advanced suit cooling method. Unlike methods
in which heat conduction or radiation from the skin is the primary heat
transfer mode, ventilation cooling is able to utilize the thermoregulatory
mechanisms of the body for thermal control. Specifically_ heat dissipation
from the body is regulated by means of thermoregulatory control of the sweat
mechanism. As mentioned previously_ the physiological disadvantage of this
dependence upon the sweat mechanism increases with metabolic rate. In addi-
tion_ certain fundamental limitations on attainable heat removal rates have been
observed. The thermodynamic processes and the heat- and mass-transfer processes
will be analyzed to correlate observed performance and to determine ultimate
performance capabilities for suit ventilation cooling methods.
Thermodynamic Analysis of Ventilation Cooling
It can be shown that in the use of ventilation cooling it will be
necessary to depend upon dissipating much of the metabolic waste heat by
evaporation of sweat from the skin_ in order to avoid excessive penalties for
circulation of ventilating gas. The latent cooling capacity of the ventilating
gas flow is given by
Q._-= & AHhfg (3-I)
where AH represents the change in moisture content of the ventilating gas
from the suit inlet to the suit outlet. The moisture content (mass ratio)
is a function of the water vapor partial pressure_ the total pressure_ and
the molecular weight of the ventilating gas_ as follows:
H = PH_O MHzO (3-2)
(P - PH20)Ma
The sensible cooling capacity of the ventilating gas_ represented in this case
by convective heat transfer, is given by
Q = ,_IC AT (3-3)
c p
where AT represents thc_ rise in dry-bulb temperature of the ventilating gas
as it flows thro,19h the suit. Since the specific heat of the ventilating gas
will range from 0.2_! tc_ 0.2/_ Btu per Ib OF and the suit outlet temperature
will vary frnm appro×im._lely 85°to 90°F_ the total available sensible cooling
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Eapacity will amount to only 8.8 to I0.8 Btu per Ib of ventilating gas (for
a suit inlet dry-bulb temperature of 45°F). The latent cooling capacity will
be considerably greater. Figure 3-I shows the total cooling capacity of the
ventilating gas as a function of suit outlet dew-point temperature_ assuming
an outlet dry-bulb temperature of 90°F and an inlet dry-bulb temperature of
45°Fo It will be noted that with dry ventilating gas at the suit inlet_ the
cooling capacity of the ventilating gas is increased significantly_ for the
same outlet conditions. In recirculating systems using water vapor removal
by condensation_ it will usually be impractical to provide ventilating gas
inlet dew-point temperatures below about 45°F. Where desiccants are used
for humidity control_ very low dew points can be readily obtained. The gas
obtained from cryogenic or gaseous storage containers will ordinarily have
a very low moisture content_ so that the vent flow in an open-cycle system
will provide a substantial cooling capacity in the form of the moisture being
dumped overboard°
Efficiency of Suit Ventilation
Suit ventilating performance is frequently given in terms of a suit
efficiency_ _v _ which relates the actual moisture pickup to that theoretically
possible for the given suit inlet and outlet conditions.
(Po - PI)H20
_v = (Pos- Pi)H20
where Pos represents the water vapor saturation partial pressure at the suit
outlet dry-bulb temperature. Figure 3-2 gives the suit efficiency and outlet
relative humidity as a function of the suit outlet dew-point temperature.
Dew-point temperature is a somewhat more basic parameter than either relative
humidity or suit efficiency_ since it does not involve use of an arbitrary
reference. Ventilating efficiency will vary somewhat with suit design_
particularly with regard to the internal flow distribution. That is_ not all
of the ventilating flow passes over the same body area before returning to
the suit outlet. The commonly specified suit outlet relative humidity of
70 percent corresponds to a suit efficiency of 60 percent and a suit outlet
dew-point temperature of 79.5°F. This is somewhat higher than actually obtained
in tests. For example_ in the series of tests on the Gemini suit by Wortz
et al. (Ref. 30, Table 2-5)_ suit outlet dew-points on the order of 67 o to
_°_-were obtained under conditions of severe heat storage at high metabolic
rates (2000 to 2700 Btu per hour). Comparable performance has been obtained
with the Apollo suit (Refo 29).
Suit Ventilation Pressure Drop
The pressure drop characteristics of the Apollo and Gemini suits are
approximately correlated by the following expression:
c_, AP : 0.018 I_ TM inches of water
a s
(3-5)
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twhere the suit pressure drop_ APs_ is given in inches of water. Thus_ the suit
pressure drop depends upon the ventilating flow rate and gas density. The
density ratio_ Od _ represents the ratio of the gas density to that for air at
a reference condition (0°0765 Ib per ft 3 at 14.7 psia and 59.6°F); it can be
given in terms of the ventilating gas properties_ as follows:
PM
Gd = 1.22 _ (3-6)
a
The fan power requirement represented by the ventilating gas flow is
given by the following expression:
AP T
Wf = 0,0256 -- watts (5-7)
_If o d
where _f is the fan efficiency and AP T is the total pressure drop in inches
of water. Combining Equations (3-5)_ (3-6)_ and (3-7) and restricting con-
sideration to a pure oxygen ventilating gas at 45°F results in the following
expression for the fan power chargeable to suit ventilation alone:
_2.67
Ws = 0.0770 7 watts (3-8)
Equation (3-8) illustrates the sensitivity of the power requirement for suit
ventilation to ventilating flow and pressure. Figure 3-3 shows the pumping
power chargeable to suit pressure drop as a function of ventilating flow and
pressure, if Equation (3-8) is given in terms of the ventilating gas
volumetric flow rate_ _ the following expression is obtained:
_2. 67 p0.167
W : 0.00477 .... (3-9)
s _f
Therefore_ the power increases with increasing pressure for constant volumetric
flow. Since the ventilating devices used in suit loop systems tend to provide
constant volumetric flow with varying pressure_ the characteristic represented
by Equation (3-9) may be important where the system is required to function
over a range of pressure.
Because of the pressure drop in accessories such as absorption beds_
heat exchangers_ and fittings_ the total pressure drop will be somewhat
higher than that given for the suit alone by Equation (3-4). In the various
spacecraft suit loop systems designed to date_ component design has varied
(at the expense of size and weight) to provide an overall pressure drop of
3 to 6 inches of water (exclusive of suit pressure drop) at the design
flow_ which has ranged from IO cfm for the one-man Mercury system to 36 cfm
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for the three-man Apollo system° Since the pressure drop characteristic
obtained for most of the suit loop accessory equipment is that for laminar
flow,
C_dAP = k
e e
(3-1o)
and the pumping power chargeable to the accessory equipment is given by
"2k m
W = 4°26 e watts
e _
(3-11)
Ventilation Coolin 9 Energy Transfer Analysis
Present space and pressure suit assemblies vary to some extent in the
internal ducting arrangement used to distribute the ventilating gas over the
surface of the bodyo In most designs_ the ventilating gas is brought into
the suit at the waist or chest and is split into five parts_ with a portion
of the flow going to each of the extremities and to the head. Figure 3-4
shows a typical suit ventilation arrangement. Depending upon the suit
design, the ventilating gas flow may be exhausted through the helmet or may
be collected at the chest and exhaust there. The heat transfer analysis to
follow will not be concerned with specific suit designs with particular
ven[ilating gas flow splits but will involve a basic heat and mass transfer
analysis to determine the ultimate capabilities of ventilating gas suit
cooling methods° Figure 3-5 shows the ventilation gas distribution model
to be used in the heat transfer analysis.
I, Sensible Heat Transfer
Suit cooling by ventilation provides heat removal from the body by
sensible heat transfer and by evaporation of moisture from the skin. The
ventilating gas thus serves as the instrument for both sensible and latent
heat rejection° In order to minimize the pumping power associated with
recirculation of the ventilating gas_ it is customary to design for both
low pressure drops and minimum ventilating gas flows° The heat- and mass-
transfer processes take place within the laminar flow regime° If the transfer
processes can be represented by laminar gas flow parallel to a flat plate and
the effect of the mass transfer on heat transfer (by creation of convective
currents) can be neglected_ the heat transfer coefficient can be obtained
from the following equation:
where
Nu : 0,,664 Pr °°33 Re °'s°
hL
Nu = Nusselt number = --
k
Pr = Prandtl number = -_
k
60 VPL
Re = Reynolds number -
3-12)
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The Prandtl number is a function of the gas properties alone and will average
close to 0.70 for the gas mixtures and temperature ranges of interest in the
present application.
The ventilating gas velocity_ V, is determined by the ventilating mass
flow_ the gas density, and the average internal ventilating gas flow area, e.g.,
V - m ft/min (3- 13)
60 pAv
On the basis of the geometric model shown in Figure 3-4_ if there is a clear-
ance of 0°75 in. between the body and the suit inner wall, there will be an
approximately average flow area (Av) of 0.196 ft 2 available for the passage
of the ventilating gas. Assuming the ventilating gas is ducted to the
extremities and exhausted at the waist, the characteristic flow dimension, L,
is 3.5 ft. Using these geometric parameters, the expression for the Reynolds
number becomesx
Re = 0.298 - (3-14)
The Reynolds number is a correlating parameter for gas flow that is essentially
independent of pressure when expressed in terms of mass flow as above.
Table 3-I lists the thermal and transport properties of a number of
gases that are possible constituents of ventilating gas systems. Special
techniques are required for the estimation of the thermal conductivity and
viscosity of gas mixtures.
The heat transfer coefficient, h_ can be calculated from Equation (3-I),
and is assumed to remain essentially constant for a particular set of operating
conditions. Since the ventilating gas temperature will vary with time in the
suit, it will be necessary to integrate the following energy balance expression:
h (T - T) dA : _ C dT (3-15)
s p
For the case where the body temperature is constant, the following expression
is obtained for the heat transfer effectiveness:
T -T _ _._.p_
o i hA
E - Ts - T.I = - exp ( - (3-16)
where T and T. are the ventilating gas outlet and inlet temperatures,
o i hA
respectively. The expression _ is the number of transfer unit (NTU) for
heat transfer. P
Figure 3-6 shows the estimated heat transfer effectiveness as a function
of ventilating gas flow.
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Figure 3-7 shows the estimated suit outlet dry-bulb temperature as a
function of ventilating flow for average body temperatures of 92 and 97°F.
Comparison of the calculated suit outlet temperatures with those actually
obtained for the Gemini suit (Ref. 27) (shown in Figure 3-8) discloses that
the higher heat transfer effectiveness is realized than would be predicted by
the simple heat transfer analysis presented here.
It can be demonstrated that the sensible heat rejection from the suit
is better represented by the correlation applicable to heat transfer during
laminar flow through ducts_ namely_
fDh_°'33
Nu = 1.86 Re °'33 Pr °'33 l\_-J
(3-17)
The Reynolds number and Nusselt number in this correlation are defined in
terms of the hydraulic diameter, as follows:
Dh
Re = -_
ALL
v
h D
Nu - h (3-19_
k
Assuming the same geometry as was used in the previous analysis_ the hydraulic
diameter, Dh_ is equal to 0.222 ft. Therefore, the heat transfer model is
represented by a duct 0.222 ft in diameter by 3.5 ft long. Figure 3-9 shows
the predicted suit outlet dry-bulb temperature as a function of mass flow
(given in terms of mass flow_ the heat transfer model predicts that sensible
heat removal will be independent of pressure level). Shown for comparison
in Figure 3-9 is a correlation of test data for the Gemini suit. The
difference between the theoretical values and the test data may be the
result of heat transfer in the distribution ducting_ which has been neglected
in the present analysis.
Under the conditions obtained with high metabolic rates in ventilated
suits_ the test subject is under thermal stress with a high sweat rate_ and
an elevated skin temperature on the order of 97°F is representative of the
test situation for the data shown in Figure 3-8. However_ in the thermal
design of future space suits_ it will be undesirable to design for elevated
body temperature. Since it will be desired in most instances to maintain
the skin temperature below approximately 92°F to avoid active sweating_ the
previous heat transfer analysis can be used to estimate the sensible cooling
to be obtained with a ventilating gas flow. Since this estimate does not
allow for any heat transfer inside the gas distribution ducts, this estimate
will be on the conservative side. With some suit designs_ at low ventilating
flow rates_ it has been observed that the ventilating gas temperature approaches
the suit outlet value before the gas leaves the distribution ducting.
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2, Latent Heat Transfer
The mass transfer analog to Equation (5-12) (for laminar flow over a
plane surface) is the following;
hdL
D - 0°664 Sc°°s3 Re °°s° (5-20)
where hd = mass transfer coefficient_ ft per hour.
The characteristic length dimension_ L_ represents the length of the
ventilating gas flow passage° The diffusion constant_ D _ is given by the
fol!owing expression for diffusion of water vapor in air:
12o7 T io81
D = T (4--_) Ft2/hr (3-21)
The Schmldt number is then given by
(T_T_Sc
D p P D 12o7 46O
-Io81
(5-22)
Therefore_ the Schmidt number is independent of pressure and will be equal to
approximately 0°523 for diffusion of water vapor in air at a temperature of
85°Fo
The mass transfer coefficient_ hd_ can be determined from Equation (3-20).
Following is a material balance for an incremental section of the ventilating
flow path:
FnM
hdPH2 0 (mws - m ) dA = _ dmw M w
a
(3-23)
where m is the mole fraction of water vapor at the evaporating surface and
ws
m is the mole fraction of water vapor in the ventilating gas stream. By
w
substitution, Equation (3-23) can be simplified and expressed in terms of
water vapor partial pressures_ as follows:
h d [p - p ] dA = _s a H20 _ dPH20 (3-24)
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"Assuming constant water vapor partial pressure at the evaporating surface_
the following expression can be obtained for the mass transfer effectiveness:
hAp -I
Emt = [Ps[P° Pi]Pi] H_OH20 - exp(- d_)j (5-25)
The mass transfer effectiveness expression is analogous to that for heat
hdAP
transfer (Equation 3-16); the dimensionless group -- represents the number
of transfer units for mass transfer. The mass transfer coefficient_ unlike
the heat transfer coefficient_ is dependent on pressure; Equation (3-25)
together with Equations (3-20) and (3-21) show the mass transfer effec-
tiveness_ like heat transfer effectiveness_ is independent of pressure
when expressed as a function of mass flow.
Figure 3-I0 shows the mass transfer effectiveness as a function of suit
ventilating flow rate. The mass transfer effectiveness parameter is equiva-
lent to the suit efficiency parameter given by Equation (3-4) and shown in
Figure 3-2, if the suit outlet temperature is equal to the skin temperature.
Since maximum suit efficiencies fall in the range from 40 to 60 percent_ it
is evident that the mass transfer effectiveness predicted by the material
transport correlations will be somewhat high. Perhaps the most significant
source of error in the analysis may be due to the assumption of uniform
evaporation over the surface of the body. Because of the differing thermal
characteristics of various areas of the body_ this assumption is probably
not valid even under conditions of severe thermal stress_ where maximum
sweat rates are obtained.
Figure 3-II shows a correlation of the latent cooling capacity test data
for the Gemini suit in terms of mass flow. This correlation is consistent
with a mass transfer model based on flow through ductsj which is compatible
with the previous correlation of sensible heat removal. The mass transfer
analog of Equation (3-17) is the following:
hdDh ___h_ 0.33D 1.86 Sc °'33 Re 0.33 (3-26)
3. Combined Sensible and Latent Coolin 9
Based upon the previous analyses of sensible and latent heat transfer
processes_ estimates can be prepared for the total cooling effect to be
obtained with suit ventilation. Figure 3-12 shows the maximum cooling to be
obtained as a function of venti fating flow. It will be observed that a
point of diminishing return is quickly reached with increasing ventilating flow_
particularly when the increasing suit pressure drop is taken into consideration.
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• Therefore_ it appears that ventilation cooling will be marginal w!th
respect to performance for suit heat loads in excess of !IOO to 1200 Btu/hr.
It will be noted from Figure 3-12 that the problem of high sweat rates will
be alleviated only slightly by increasing the ventilating flow.
LIQUID-LOOP COOLING OF PRESSURE SUITS
Because of the relatively high density of liquid heat transport fluids
compared with ventilating gases_ liquid-loop suit cooling methods offer
potential engineering advantage over suit ventilation_ particularly at high
metabolic rates_ where large ventilating gas volume flows would be required
to provide thermal adequacy. In addition_ liquid-loop suit cooling provides
a significant physiological advantage with respect to reduced sweat rates
and reduced body temperatures under the high work rates obtained in pressurized
suits°
Heat can be removed from the suit and transferred to the thermal transport
loop by a number of different types of internal heat exchange device° These
arrangements involve two basic principles: (1) conduction from the body by
means of coolant tubes in contact with the skin and (2) evaporation of recycled
water from the wicks in contact with the skin. The first arrangement involves
use of full- or partial-coverage cooling garments inside the suit° The sec-
ond scheme consists of a series of internal heat exchangers that condense
water from the ventilating gas stream and return the condensate counter-
current to the ventilating flow (by means of wicks) for reevaporation. In
this way_ the water is repeatedly reevaporated at the same place and the
cooling effect is obtained without eccrine sweating° The water that is
recycled can be (1) introduced from an external supply_ (2) provided in the
original charge in the form of wet wicks_ or (3) obtained from the body as
perspiration.
Although the conduction methods are probably preferable from the standpoint
of heat transfer efficiency_ the reevaporative methods may offer advantage
with respect to control simplicity_ flexibility in handling varying heat
!oads, and ability to provide emergency cooling. Other internal heat exchange
methods_ such as those that depend upon radiation on to a liquid-cooled sur-
Face as the primary heat transfer process_ do not appear to be competitive.
Conduction Coolinq Heat Transfer Analysis
The liquid transport fluid will be distributed in a number of parallel
small-diameter tubes covering all or part of the body surface area. For the
case of streamline flow in small diameter tubes at low temperature differ-
ences_ McAdams (Ref 52) gives the following heat transfer correlation
hd F_I o-''
_- = ,.B6L_kL_I (3-27)
Following is a heat balance for heat transport fluid flowing through an
element of tube length
- dT (3-28)h _ (Tw T) dL = _ Cp
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Integration of Equation (3-28) for constant tube wall temperature_ Tw_ results
in the following expression for the transport fluid heat t_ansfer effectiveness:
T.
To ' I' - exp (- h _ dL
- T. _ C ) (3-29)
Etf = Tw i k P ]
Figure 3-13 shows the heat transfer effectiveness as a function of coolant
mass flow rate in terms of the heat transfer surface efficiency. Since not
all of the tube area will be in contact with the skin_ it would be expected
that only a portion of the total surface area will be effective in removing
heat from the body°
From comparison of the experimental data of Burton and Collier (Ref. 33)
with the theoretical results in Figure 3-13_ it would be estimated that the
heat transfer surface efficiency is between 5 and I0 pe_ce,,t_ averaging close
to 8 percent for the first cooling garment configuration tested by Burton and
Collier. For the second thermal garment_ which involved a greater tube
length_ a somewhat lower surface efficiency is indicated in Figure 3-14. The
reduction in performance_ relative to theoretical performance_ with increasing
coolant flow may be explained by a decrease in skin temperature. Burton and
Collier did not measure skin temperatur%but assumed it to be constant at
gl°F in calculating thermal garment effectiveness. The data of Crocker_
Webb_ and Jennings (Ref. 34) indicate significant reduction in skin tempera-
ture with increasing heat removal rate. This would be expected, of course_
if the body is assumed to offer a constant thermal resistance. Figure 3-15
shows the thermal conductance of the body as a function of liquid-loop heat
removal rate. For the range of heat removal rate from 600 to 1600 Btu/hr,
the thermal conductance appears to be essentially constant at an average
value of approximately 75 Btu/hr-°F. This corresponds to the lower limit on
conductance obtained by other investigators under conditions of vasoconstriction
(Ref, 3). Thermal conductances above this level represent the occurrence of
vasodilation.
The liquid-cooled garment performance data reported in Ref. 33 and 34
were obtained with garments provided with approximately 240 ft (40 parallel
tubes_ each 6 ft in length) of tubing with a OoI25-in. outside diameter and
a Oo060-ino inside diameter. The total heat transfer surface area is then
3°77 ft 2 (based on inside diameter) or 7.85 ft 2 (based on outside diameter).
Burton and Collier calculated the tube surface area in contact with the body
to be 0.45 ft 2 for the garment. This represents 5.7 percent of the total
outside surface area of the cooling tubes which is in approximate agreement
with the performance shown for this garment in Figure 3-14.
Conduction Cooling Comfort Analysis
Where the body is cooled by conduction_ somewhat similar comfort consid-
erations will be applicable. The inherent thermoregulatory mechanisms may
be less effective in maintaining internal temperature in the desired range
with conduction cooling of the body, since the sweat mechanism will not
be used in the thermal control processes. Therefore, temperature control
3-24
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may be a more difficult problem_ since metabolic rates can vary over a wide
range_ and conduction cooling tends to provide constant heat removal rates.
The approach to be used here for establishing comfort conditions for
conduction cooling is based upon maintaining skin temperature within a
specified range_ bounded on the high side by the onset of active sweating
and on the low side by the occurrence of shivering_
I. Zero Sweat Rate Criterion
The requirement for zero eccrine sweating has been specified for the
liquid transport systems to be used with extravehicular suit assemblies.
The previously cited physiological data of Kerslake (Ref_ 7) and Benzinger
(Ref. !_ 2, 3) can be analyzed to establish the conditions consistent wi_h
the requirement for zero eccrine sweat rate° For example_ if the sweat
rate is set equal to zero in Equation (2-5)_ the fol!owing expression is
obtained for the skin temperature as a function of the body heat flux:
C Qt
_
(Ts)Q_ = 0 = Tso A (3-30)
Using the range of C 2 obtained by Kerslake (from 0°065 to 0°085 Btu per
hr-ft2-°F)_ it can be demonstrated that the skin temperature for zero
sweat rate decreases with increasing metabolic rate and that the frequently
cited sweating threshold of 91.4°F is applicable to low metabolic rates only.
This is illustrated in Figure 3-16. Benzinger's data (shown in Figure 2-2)
indicate supression of the onset of vasodilation and active sweating with
reduced skin temperature. These data can also be used as the basis of
another zero sweat rate criterion_ if the effective conductance of the body
is known° Under the condition for no active sweating_ it appears reasonable
to assume occurrence of the minimum skin conductance (for full vasoconstric-
tion) of 3.3 Btu per hr-ft2-°F. The zero sweat rate criterion developed
from Benzinger's data is also shown in Figure 3-16o It will be noted that
there is a significant difference between the zero sweat rate skin temperature
correlations° This may be accounted for by differences in experimental
conditions or in methods of calculating mean skin temperatures° Shown for
comparison in Figure 3-16 are the skin temperature data of Crocker_ Webb_
and Jennings (Refo 34) obtained with a liquid-cooled garment. Presumably_
these tests were conducted under conditions where very low eccrine sweat
ra_s were obtained. The liquid-loop cooling skin temperature data correlates
fairly closely with the zero sweat skin temperature correlation derived from
Benzinger's data. Therefore_ it appears appropriate to base the zero sweat
criterion for conduction cooling upon the liquid-loop data°
2: Shiverin_ Limit Criterion
The commonly specified skin temperature limit of 84 o to 86°F for the
onset of shivering applies to low metabolic rates° Like the skin temperature
limit for onset of sweating_ the skin temperature level representing the
threshold for shivering decreases with increas ng metabolic rate. Crocker_
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Webb, and Jennings (Refo 34) cite the data of Cannon and Keatings (Ref. 55)
(for the minimum skin temperature at which shivering provides a steady if
depressed internal temperature level) to establish a minimum skin temperature
level for conduction cooling of the body.
Another criterion for minimum skin temperature can be based upon heat
loss from the body under conditions of vasoconstriction produced by cold
conditionso Nielson (Ref. 56) obtained conductances ranging from 59 to
88 Btu per hr-°F for a subject working at low skin temperatures. Assuming
an internal temperature of 98o0°F, the shaded area shown in Figure 3-17
represents the range of body heat loss predicted as a function of mean skin
temperature from Nielson's data. Presumably, within this range it is possible
to obtain a steady-state heat balance at internal temperature levels consistent
with the thermoregulatory set-point. Consequently, thermal adaptation to
this range of skin temperature should be possible without shivering° The
limit defined by the body conductance of 3.3 Btu per hr-ft2-°F will be used
as a lower boundary in the conduction cooling comfort zone.
3. Conduction Coolin 9 Comfort Zone
Figure 3-18 shows the conduction cooling comfort zone, based upon the
previous analyses of the skin temperature limits established on one side
by sweating and on the other side by shivering. It is evident that the range
of skin temperature indicated for thermal comfort is fairly narrow, particu-
larly at the lower heat removal rates. The requirement for zero eccrine
sweat rate is unnecessary from a comfort standpoint, since comfort conditions
can be obtained at high sweat rates if adequate latent cooling capacity is
provided. However, for reasons discussed previously, it is highly desirable
to minimize sweat rates° It should be noted that the previous analysis did
not consider the problem of thermal sensations. The available data indicate
that at high work rates the reduced skin temperatures will be subjectively
acceptable.
Comparison of Conduction and Radiation Liquid-Loop Coolinq
It has been proposed to design a liquid transport suit cooling system
that depends upon radiation from the skin to the coolant tube walls as the
primary means of removing heat from the body. This approach can be shown
to be much less efficient in terms of effective cooling capacity per unit
tube area than removing the heat from the body by conduction to the tubes.
Figure 3-19 shows the relative cooling capacity for radiation and conduction
cooling of the body, as a function of the coolant temperature level. Although
the effective area for conduction cooling is much less than that assumed for
radiation (0.45 ft 2 as compared with the total tube area of 7.85 ft 2 assumed
for radiation), the cooling rate for conduction cooling of the body (based
upon the data of Ref. 34) is much greater. It should be emphasized that this
comparison is based upon comparable garment designs; in one design, the tubes
are maintained in close contact with the skin for conduction cooling, and in
the other, the tubes are spaced from the body for radiation cooling. Even if
the heat transport garment provided complete coverage of the body, it does
not appear that radiation cooling would be competitive with the conduction
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cooling technique from a heat transfer standpoint. However_ there may be other
considerations involving crew acceptance resulting from the lack of physical
constraint by skin contact that might favor the radiation cooling technique.
Estimated Liquid-Loop Performance
The previous heat transfer analysis for liquid-loop suit cooling can be used
for performance predictions_ if allowances are made for the temperature drop due to
conduction through the coolant tube walls. Assuming the inner wall of the coolant
passages to be at T and the outer wall to be at the mean skin temperature_ T
w s
the heat conduction through the tube wall with an effective area_ Aeff_ is given by
ktAef f
Q - Lt (T s - Tw) (3-31)
where k t apd L t represent the thermal conductivity and the thickness of the tube wall_
respectively. "The heat transfer to the coolant is given by
Q = EtfmC p (T w - T i) (3-32)
Combination of Equations (3-31) and (3-32) with elimination of T results in the
w
following expression for the heat transport through the coolant tubes:
_CpEtf(T s - T.)Q = i
I + _CpEtfLt
ktAef f
(3-33)
By differentiation of Equation (3-33) with respect to T.i for constant Ts_ Etf _ and
ktAef f
_% an expression can be obtained for evaluation of the parameter L in terms
t
of the variation of the heat removal rate with coolant inlet temperature. From
the data given in Figure 2-23_
!tAef----_f = 58.8 Btu/hr-°F (3-34)
L
t
Figure 3-20a shows the results of heat transfer calculations using heat transfer
surface efficiencies comparable to those obtained by Burton and Collier (Re_ 33)
while neglecting the tube wall temperature drop. Figure 3-20b gives equivalent
performance after allowing for the tube wall temperature drop represented by the
value of the heat conduction parameter given by Equation (3-34). It will be noted
that the thermal resistance of the tube wall will significantly affect
performance_ particularly at high heat fluxes. Shown for comparison in Figure 3-20b
are the performance data obtained from References 33 and 34. It appears that a
reasonable correlation is obtained for the data obtained by two different investigator_
using liquid-cooled garments of similar design characteristics. Attainment of higher
performance will require increased effective area coverage of the body or reduction
in the tube wall thermal resistance (bY increased thermal conductivity or reduced
wall thickness).
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RADIATION COOLING (CONDUCTION FROM BODY)
In order to evaluate the possibility of a passive thermal control system
for an extravehicular suit based upon tile principle of heat conduction from
the skin to the suit outer wall_ computations were made based upon the thermal
properties of an existing suit design (the Gemini suit). It should be recog-
nized that an extravehicular suit designed for passive thermal control would
have thermal properties tailored for that purpose. Figure 3-21 shows the
heat balance used for the extravehicular suit heat balance studies. Section 5
of this report describes the extravehicular heat balance calculation methods.
When heat conduction through the walls of the extravehicular suit is
taken into account_ the surface temperature distribution will be substantially
different from the equilibrium temperatures with zero heat leak. Figure 3-22_
for example_ shows the surface temperature distribution for the case where
tile skin is in contact with the inner wall of the suit. In this case_ the
composite suit thermal characteristics are represented by an equivalent
thermal conductivity of 0.02 Btu/hr-ft with a wall thickness of 0.35 in. (Ref. kS).
For the conditions shown_ the temperature gradient around the body is reduced
from 300°F to approximately lO0°F. The corresponding heat leak represents
a net loss of 337 Btu/hr. Figure 3-23 shows the heat flux distribution. The
portion of the suit facing the sun has a maximum input heat flux of 35 Btu/hr-ft2_
while the dark-side portion of the suit has an output heat flux of between
30 and _0 Btu/hr-ft 2. The heat flux integrated over the area of the body
leads to a net heat loss of 337 Btu/hr for the conditions specified.
THERA_L AND
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• The variation in the total heat leak from the extravehicular suit with
the orbital parameters is given in Figure 3-2_. For the extravehicular suit
characteristics used here, the suit heat leak will range from 200 to 700 Btu/hr.
It should be emphasized that the values shown in this study are based
upon the assumptions that equilibrium conditions will be attained and that
peripheral heat conduction in the garment will be negligible. Thermal
inertia will substantially modify these curves, although cursory calculations
indicate that the extremes indicated will be attained, unless special pro-
visions in the form of heat storage materials are added to the suit. The
short-duration peaks, however, will be reduced, both by system thermal capacity
and the ability of the body to adjust to varying environmental conditions.
Where the orbital plane is normal to solar radiation (_ = 0°), the heat leak
from the suit remains constant at -340 Btu/hr. Where the orbital plane is
parallel to the solar radiation, an average heat leak rate of approximately
-600 Btu/hr is obtained.
Other methods of modifying the heat rejection rate from the suit involve
use of thermal insulation and of different spectral characteristics for the
outer surface. Addition of insulation and use of an outer surface with a
higher thermal emissivity would serve to maintain heat rejection rate while
reducing its range of fluctuation.
One of the problems with the concept considered here results from
collection of insensible perspiration on the inner wall of the suit. This
could be accommodated by use of porous wall materials permitting diffusion
of water vapor overboard or by use of an inner garment that collects the
moisture. An inner garment would serve the additional purpose of providing
thermal insulation to assist in thermal regulation.
RADIATION COOLING (RADIATION FROM BODY)
A passive cooling system in which an air gap islocated between the body
and the suit inner wall requires a less radical new extravehicular suit concept
than the previous case where the suit wall provides conduction cooling of the
body. Figure 3-25 shows the heat transfer model used in system thermal
analysis. As before, the baseline suit thermal characteristics are based on
a state-of-the-art suit assembly (the Gemini suit). In this case, different
characteristics of the suit will be varied parametrically to determine what
effect they have on suit heat leak.
For the case where an air gap separates the inner wall of the suit from
the body, an additional thermal resistance, represented by the air gap,
appears in the heat transfer path. If the gas is essentially stagnant or it
flows through the gap at relatively low velocities, the thermal resistance is
primarily determined by radiative heat transfer. The addition of the internal
air gap significantly reduces the heat loss from the extravehicular suit.
Figure 3-26, for example, shows the heat flux distribution for the case with
the air gap. (Figure 3-27 shows the heat flux for equivalent conditions
without the air gap). Comparison of the two figures shows that the maximum
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oTHERMAL AND
PROTECTIVE GARMENT_
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Figure 3-25. Heat Transfer Model for Radiation Cooling of the
Extravehicular Suit with Radiation from the Skin
to the Inner Wall
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heat flux input is reduced from 34 Btu/hr-ft 2 to 2S Btu/hr-ft 2 and the maximum
heat loss is reduced from -40 Btu/hr-ft 2 to -32 Btu/hr-ft 2. Corresponding total
heat leaks are reduced from a maximum of -614 Btu/hr to -484 Btu/hr. Therefore_
from a thermal standpoint_ whether or not the air gap is desirable depends
upon the design objectives concerning heat dissipation.
Figure 3-28 shows the total heat leak for the extravehicular suit with
an internal air gap as a function of the orbital parameters. It can be shown
by comparison with Figure 3-24 that the air gap reduces the range over which
heat loss will vary. This is probably desirable as a means of passive
temperature control. Other means of providing passive thermal control to be
investigated involve use of thermal insulation and special surface coatings.
Figure 3-29 shows the effect on heat leak of varying the thickness of the
suit wall. Relatively little change is obtained when the suit is exposed to
sunlight; greater reduction in heat leak is obtained during dark-side operation
or when the suit is in the shadow of the vehicle.
The previous heat leak calculations have been based upon an extravehicular
suit in the immediate vicinity of a spacecraft_ the suit maintaining a fixed
orientation relative to the earth-spacecraft vector. Figure 3-30 shows the
heat leak as a function of extravehicular suit orientation where the suit is
remote from the spacecraft. It will be observed that the heat leaks are some-
what greater than those described previously for comparable conditions. The
maximum heat leak increases from -484 Btu/hr to -660 Btu/hr. Therefore_ if
the extravehicular excursion involves moving a significant distance from the
spacecraft_ it will be necessary to allow for a greater heat leak from the
suit. It can be seen that suit orientation will have relatively little effect_
although it may be necessary to consider this factor in designing passive
thermal control systems for extravehicular suits.
As shown in Figure 3-31_ the spectral characteristics of the outer surface
of the extravehicular suit will exert an important effect on the suit heat
leak. For the spectrally selective surface (c. = 0.80_ _ = 0.20)_ an
average heat leak of approximately -$84 Btu/hrbis obtaine_. For a reflective
surface coating (Cb_ = 0.05_ _b = O. IO)_ an average heat leak into the suit
of approximately *78 Btu/hr is obtained. For typicalsuit surface character-
istics [cb = 0.56_ _b = 0.32)_ the heat leak will be approximately -342 Btu/hr.
Therefor% the suit surface characteristics can be selected either to
minimize or to maximize the radiative heat loss.
It can be concluded that selection of the suit surface spectral character-
istics will be an important factor in the thermal design of extravehicular
suit systems. However_ practical considerations based upon material avail-
avility and durability may limit selection. For example_ it has been found
that aluminized mylar_ which has good performance if minimum heat leak is
desired_ is not sufficiently durable. A high-temperature-resistant nylon
fabric is presently favored as the outer material for space suit assemblies.
Performance approaching that given for the spectrally selective surface can
be obtained at the present time.
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o" Since there is considerable uncertainty at the present time concerning
attainable performance with materials suitable for extravehicular suit outer
surfaces_ additional extravehicular suit heat balance computations were made
using suit spectral characteristics obtained from the literature cited in
Section 2 of this report. The results of these studies are given in
Figures 5-52 and 5-33 and are summarized in Table 5-2. If the solar absorp-
tivity can be reduced to values less than O.I_ the difference between the
maximum and minimum heat leak (between day and night conditions) can be reduced
to less than 200 Btu/hrj for the assumed suit insulating properties. Of
course_ this variation can also be reduced by addition of thermal insulation
which would additionally serve to decrease overall heat rejection_ which_ in
this case_ would be a disadvantage. However_ increase of the thermal
emissivity to approximately 0.9 will increase the maximum heat rejection rate
to approximately 800 Btu/hr. Therefore, it can be concluded that if a thermal
emissivity of 0.9 and a solar absorptivity of approximately 0.05 are attainable_
the extravehicular suit heat rejection rate will be approximately 750 ±50 Btu/hr
in an earth orbit.
The theoretical limit for radiation cooling of the body can be determined
by means of a simple calculation assuming, (1) the entire surface of the body
(19.5 ft z) to be available for radiation_ (2) the skin temperature to be 91°F,
and (3) the inner wall temperature of the suit to be 52°F (established by the
freezing point of water). The maximum theoretical heat transfer rate determined
by this computation amounts to IIO0 Btu/hr. It can be concluded from this that
any suit cooling scheme using a radiation gap between the body and the inner
wall will not dissipate heat at higher rates, without buildup of ice on the
inner wall of the suit. If only 80 percent of the area of the body is available
for radiation_ which is the usual value assumed in estimating radiative heat
loss from the body_ the theoretical maximum.heat removal rate is reduced to
880 Btu/hr. Thisis ratherclose to the value determined by the heat transfer
analysis. Consequently_ it can be concluded that the attainable heat rejection
rate will not be increased by any combination of suit thermal or spectral
characteristics_ where the body is cooled by a radiation through an air gap.
With any type of cold wall radiation cooling scheme, condensation of moisture
on the cold surface will represent a design problem. It may be possible to use
wicks or membranes to remove the condensate.
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TABLE 3-2
EFFECT OF SUIT OUTER SURFACE SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS ON
EXTRAVEHICULAR HEAT BALANCE FOR 160-NM EARTH ORBIT
Suit Outer Surface
Spectral Characteristics
c_b
O. 20
0.32
0. I0
O. 06
O. 09
0.15
O. 56
Ref.
Maximum
Cb
0.80
0.56 45
0.05 39
0.88 43
0.30 40
0.10
O.85 40
-715
-575
+197
-770
-430
+210
-750
Heat Transfer Rate (Btu/hr)
Minimum Averaqc
-440
-!25
- 80
-655
-242
-162
-590
-584
-342
+ 78
-708
-333
+ 25
-&89
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Extravehicular suit cooling by ventilation appears to be limited to heat
removal rates of about 1300 Btu/hr for ventilating gas flow rates up to 15 cfm
at 3.7 psia. Most of this heat removal will be accomplished by evaporation
of sweat from the body. At high metabolic rates_ the high sweat rates obtained
with ventilation cooling will be accompanied by high skin and internal temperatures_
which are undersirable from both comfort and physiological standpoints. In-
creasing ventilating flow beyond approximately 15 cfm results in relatively
small gains in cooling rate while greatly increasing the power requirement for
suit ventilation.
Suit ventilation performance data can be correlated by the heat and mass
transfer equations developed for flow through ducts. If the ventilating flow
is expressed in terms of mass flow rate, the heat transfer effectiveness and,
mass transfer effectiveness (as well as the corresponding dry-bulb and dew-
point temperatures) can be correlated as a function of flow, independent of
pressure. The mass transfer effectiveness applicable for flow through equivalent
ducts correlates with the observed suit performance if a water-vapor partial
pressure at the skin_ (Ps)H20, less than that given for the skin temperature
is assumed. A water vapor partial pressure at the skin of approximately 0.50 psi
has been found to provide the best correlation of the test data with the
calculated performance. The water vapor partial pressure at the mean skin
temperature of 96°F is 0.84 psi. Part of the difference can be explained by
vapor pressure lowering due to dissolved electrolytes in the sweat that evaporates
from the skin.
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" Extravehicular suit thermal control by llquid-loop cooling methods involving
conduction of heat from the body appears to be capable of removing essentially
any internal heat load within the capability of man to generate_ without active
sweating. Liquid-loop conduction cooling of relatively small prime heat transfer
surface areas of the body has provided heat removal rates in excess of 2000 Btu/hr
under conditions where essentially no sweating is obtained.
Liquid-cooled garment performance is correlated by a simple heat transfer
analysis that considers only the transfer coefficient on the liquid side and
the thermal resistance of the tube wall. For high heat removal rates_ it is
necessary to consider the reduction in mean skin temperature_ which is given
approximately by heat flow through a constant conductance (at a minimum value
of 3.3 Btu/hr-ftZ-°F for full vasoconstriction) from a constant internal
temperature heat source.
Comfort design criteria have been developed for conduction cooling of the
body_ based upon maintaining skin temperature within limits represented by
thresholds for onset of sweating and shivering_ respectively. Conduction
cooling tends to provide constant heat removal from the body for constant skin
temperature and consequently is not subject to thermoregulatory control.
Therefor% it will be essential to provide some means of matching cooling
capacity with metabolic rate_ where conduction heat transfer provides the major
mechanism for cooling of the body.
The temperature control requirements depend to a large extent upon the
thermal control methods used with the extravehicular suit. The temperature
control used with the extravehicular suit thermal transport assembly can be
either active or passive. If active_ it can be either automatic or manual.
Passive control schemes may involve use of the thermoregulatory mechanisms of
the body to maintain suitable conditions. An example of this is the conventional
suit ventilating loop where sweat rate varies to provide a thermal balance. The
suit cooling concepts involving conduction of heat from the skin will probably
r_quire some type of active temperature control. Control systems based upon the
Following principles are possible.
Suit Outlet Humidity: increase in suit outlet humidity indicates
occurence of sweating and requirement For additional cooling.
Tympanic membrane temperature: can be measured by thermocouple or
microbolometer for direct indication of cranial internal temperature.
Skin temperature: increase in skin temperature above predetermined
temperature level (91 to 94°F) indicates onset of sweating.
O Galvanic Skin Resistance: substantial increase in skin conductivity is
observed at sweat point.
• Subjective control" manual control in response to comfort sensations.
• Rectal or oral temperatures
Metabolic rate: respiration rate or pulse rate can be monitored to
given an approximate indication of metabolic rate.
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Since there are major problem areas beyond the scope of the present discussion
associated with application of any of these techniques, temperature control
can be considered to be a major prob!em area in application of conduction
cooling methods to extravehicular suit systems
Liquid-loop cooling methods employing radiative heat transfer between
the skin and the cooled surfaces have been found to be noncompetitive with
liquid-loop systems using condution cooling of the body. For example, a
thermal transport garment design capable of removing over 2000 Btu/hr by con-
duction from the skin will remove less than 400 Btu/hr by radiation.
Cooling of the body by conduction directly through the suit wall to the
outer surface where the heat is dissipated by radiation was studied, assuming
the skin temperature to be maintained at an average value of 90°F. In the
earth orbital case analyzed in this section of the report, a net heat loss from
the suit was obtained for the proper suit spectral characteristics, although a
relatively high heat flux input might be obtained on one side of the suit
_facing the sun) while the other slde_facing space) would have a correspondingly
high heat flux output. By proper selection of suit spectra! characteristics
!high thermal emissivity, low solar absorptivity); the range of heat Flux can
be reduced.
If it is necessary to provide an air gap between the body and the inner
wall of the suit, as it appears probable, the thermal resistance imposed by
radiation through the air gap will reduce the total heat rejection rate by
approximately 230 Btu/hr (for one set of conditionsi. The maximum heat rejec-
tion from the body by means of radiation from an extravehicular suit appears
to be limited by ice formation on the inner wall to rates !ess than IIO0 Btu/hr.
It has been shown to be possible to achieve, in practice, a heat rejection rate
of 750 Btu/hr from an extravehicular suit (in an earth orbit! with a variation
of ±50 Btu/hr with variation in orbital position, by proper selection of suit
spectral characteristics.
Development of an extravehicular suit assembly using purely passive thermal
control methods appears to be remote because of the complexity of man's require-
ments, the range of metabolic rates that w:ll be obtained, and the variation
in the external environments. However, it is ev!dent that: for certain space
environments it will be possible to dissipate a considerable part of the internal
heat load by radiation as a means of reducing the size and we;ght of the
portable environmental control system° For example, assuming an average design
heat rejection rate of 1500 Btu/hr, approximately 50 percent of the heat sink
can be provided by radiation (in an earth orbit)_ thereby ef_ecting an evap-
orant saving of 0.72 Ib/hr of operation and a f_xed weight saving in equipment
of from 4 to 7 lb. It can be concluded, therefore, that there is ;ncentive for
use of radiation cooling of extravehicular suits in conjunct;on with conven-
tional liquid-loop or ventilating-gas suit cooling systems, although it appears
unlikely that it will be possible to provide a!l of the thermal control
requirements by passive radiative methods°
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SECTII_N _
T_ERMAL PROCESSES, SHIRTSLEEVE ENVIRONMENT
Until recently, studies of atn_sphere conditioning of spacecraft have
been concerned almost exclusively with the requirements for pressure suit
operation. In the Gemini missions_ as in the previous Mercury flights_
the crew is maintained in ventilated pressure suits (unpressurized during
normal operation). The Apollo spacecraft will have provisions for removing
the pressure suits for much of the mission, although the basic environmental
control system is optimized for suit operation.
Long-duration missions require extended capability for shirtsleeve
operation. Unfortunately_ some of the design criteria applicable to a
spacecraft shirtsleeve cabin are incompletely known. For example_ comfort
zone conditions of temperature, humidity_ and ventilation rate are commonly
based on experience in the earth environment. The data obtained from such
experience may not be directly applicable to spacecraft, where the normal
gravity field is lacking and an artificial low-pressure atmosphere will be
used. In Section 2_ comfort criteria are analyzed to determine design
methods applicable to space environments.
The heat transfer model to be used in the analysis of the shirtsleeve
environment consists of a vertical cylinder with an average diameter of
1.0 ft and a surface area of 19.5 ft 2 The metabolic heat load is to be
dissipated by a combination of sensible and latent heat removal processes.
Sensible heat removal is represented by radiation and forced convection at
the outer surface of the clothing. It is assumed here that latent heat
transfer occurs with the evaporation of moisture on the skin with the water
vapor diffusing through the clothing with negligible resistance to be
swept away by the ventilating flow. Natural convection is neglected for
the free-space environment because of the absence of gravity_ although it
is considered for the lunar surface environments. The purpose of the
analysis is to parametrically establish the effects of ventilating gas flow,
wall temperature_ clothing_ and atmospheric composition and pressure on heat
removal rates from the body in a shirtsleeve space cabin.
ENERGY TRANSFER ANALYSIS
Energy Balance Criterion
Body temperature and sweat rate depend upon a balance between metabolic
energy production_ work output, and energy transfer to the atmosphere. Man
normally dissipates waste energy by a combination of radiation and convection
heat transfer, and evaporation mass transfer. Any deficit in the energy
balance is accompanied by heat storage in the body_ which requires a change
in the average body temperature. Although heat storage up to 600 Btu can
be tolerated before physical collapse occurs (Ref. 15)_ it was assumed to be
zero in order to generate comfort zone predictions valid for long-duration
4-1
4conditions. In addition_ the energy dissipation due to human work output
was assumed to be negligible. Therefor% the heat balance which must be
satisfied for the body is
M=Q +Q +% (4-I)
r c
To achieve minimum sweat rates_ most body cooling must be accomplished
by sensible heat transfer with either free or forced convection. The above
heat balance must be achieved at atmospheric temperatures and velocities
consistent with the interrelated factors of skin temperature_ physiology_
comfort_ and minimum sweat rate discussed previously in this report.
Thermal Parameters
The factors that influence the thermal analysis are shown schematically
in Figure k-I; the equations are developed in detail below. The geometrical
model of man shown in the figure is the same as that used by Jannsen
(Ref. 22)_ although in the analysis to follow the model was assumed to be
in a sitting position. The boundaries of the comfort zones were predicted
using Equation (k-I) by setting the fraction of maximum evaporative capacity_
C_ equal to 0. I0_ 0.25_ and 0.70_ and evaluating the three cooling terms
with a comfortable skin temperature of 91.4°F.
Effect of Clothinq
All the sensible heat is assumed to pass through the clothing by
conduction_ and the clothing heat transfer area is assumed to be equal to
the surface area of the man. Both of these assumptions are somewhat conserva-
tive_ since some sensible heat transfer occurs from unclothed portions of the
body; in addition_ the clothing surface area may be 40 percent greater than
that of man (Ref. 12)_although probably not all of the increased area is
available for heat transfer.
The relationship between clothing surface temperature_ Tc_ and skin
temperature_ T _ obtained by considering a simple conduction process through
s
clothing of thickness_ L_ is as follows:
or
Qr + Qc - kAL (Ts - Tc )
L (Qc + Qr )
T = T - -
c s k A
(4-2)
The value L/k is known as the clothing or CLO value. The reference
point for the CLO value is taken as a man in a suit with no glovesj or
light gloves_ and leather footgear with liqht socks. This is known as I CLO
and corresponds to a value for L/k of 0.88 °F-sq ft-hr/Btu. The CLO
value ranges from four for artic equipment to zero for the unclothed
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Figure 4-1. Thermal Analysis Parameters
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subject, A value of 0.5 CLO is often used, as it is typical of light indoor
clothinq. Figure 4-2 shows the temperature decrease across the clothing for"
different CLO values and sensible heat rates.
Radiation
Thermal radiation that normally occurs between the numerous equipments,
structures, and man is an appreciable fraction of the heat lost in most
cases. Therefore_ radiation heat transfer must be considered in the heat
balance considerations for man.
The actual radiation heat transfer problem is a complex one involving
numerous thermal radiation sources at different temperatures and geometries.
The problem can be greatly simplified by theoretically collecting all equip-
ment and structures into an equivalent enclosure at a mean radiation tempera-
ture. This procedure must be followed since equipment and structure cannot
be represented parametrically. Therefore_ the mathematical model used in the
following analysis is based upon a man in an enclosure at a single mean
radiation temperature. The crewman is also assumed to be at a single mean
temperature_ equal to the temperature of the outer surface of the clothing.
The basic equation for radiation heat transfer between the man and the
enclosure is
Qr = o Fcw(T 4 _ T 4c w )Ar (4-3)
Values of the gray-body view factor can be calculated with the following
equation (Ref. 47):
I
Fcw= l--+'_{c A I_w_r I _ (4-4)
If man is in an enclosure much larger than himself_ the ratio A /A is
r w
small_ and Fcw = ec. Therefore_ Equation (4-5) generally can be written
as
A (T 4 _ T 4) (4-5)Qr =o ec r c w
Substituting the assumed value of the radiation area (15.5 sq ft) and
the value of the Stefan-Boltzman constant_ o_ into Equation (4-.5) yields
the final simplified radiation cooling equation for man.
Qr = 2.65 x I0 -_ ¢c (Tc4 _ Tw _) (4-6)
Figure 4-3 shows the radiation cooling rate as a function of clothing
surface and mean wall temperature.
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"Heat-Mass Transfer Anal_).gy
Latent cool in 9 is the result of a mass-transfer p,oces:, which occurs
when the density of water vapor at the skin surface is greater than the water-
vapor density in the atmosphere. The coolin 9 capacity equals the rate of
water-vapor mass transfer multlplied by the heat of vaporization of water at
skin temperature. The prediction of mass transfer rates for small mass-
fraction components is greatly simplified by the use of the Heat-Mass Transfer
Analogy_ as described by Eckert (Ref. 48): in conjunction with heat transfer
similarity relations.
A mass transfer coefficient, hD, can be defined as follows:
The similarity between Equation (/4-7) and the corresponding heat tra,',ler
equations is obvious. Dimensional analysis of mass-transfer differential
equations reveals the dimensionless property ratio defined by Equation (_-8)
which is referred to as the Schmidt number, Sc.
Sc ='_-
pD (4-8)
The significance of the Schmidt number in mass transfer is similar to the
significance of the Prandtl number in heat transfer; in particular_ the mass-
fraction and temperature profiles are similar when Sc -- Pr (Ref. /48). Extend-
ing the analogy further_ a dimensionless mass transfer coefficient, hDL/D ,
can be defined by nondimensionalizing Equation (4-7) in the same way that the
dimensionless heat transfer coefficient_ hL/k_ was developed.
The general statement of the Heat-Mass Transfer Analogy revealed by
detailed analysis is that the solution of a mass-transfer problem can be
obtained from the equations for the corresponding heat transfer problem if
the Nusselt number_ hL/k_ is replaced by the dimensionless mass-transfer
coefficient hDL/D ; and the Prandtl number_ Cp_/k is replaced by the Schmidt
number _/pD. This law has been verified for laminar and turbulent flow over
a flat plate_ through a tube, and around cylinders and spheres (Ref. &8!.
Forced Convection
A fan that blows air toward a sitting man to provide adequate cooling
does not yield a simple_ well-defined heat transfer geometry. Some of the
flow may be parallel to the axis of the cylinder, while the rest is perpen-
dicular; and the flow may be either laminar or turbulent. After considering
the eqL_ations which apply to each of these cases, the geometrical model that
generally covers the situations of interest most accurately will be selected.
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Thevalue of the dimensionless Reynolds number_ pVL/_ determines
whether the flow will be laminar or turbulent in forced-convection problems.
The flow wil I be laminar if the Reynolds number is less than approximately IO 5
for flow both paral lel and perpendicular to a cyl inder (Ref. /_B). For the
velocities_ characteristic lengths_ and fluid properties of interest_ the
Reynolds nunlber will be less than IO s', therefore only laminar flow correlations
wil I be used.
Theoretical analysis of laminar flow parallel to a surface has yielded
the following experimentally verified equation_ which is valid for Prandtl
numbers from 0.6 to 15.0 (Ref. gB).
0.5 0.33
The fluid properties in Equation (_-9) should be evaluated at a film
temperature equal to the average of the wall and the fluid bulk temperature.
Empirical development of dimensionless heat transfer correlations from a large
mass of data obtained with many gases and liquids in laminar flow perpendicu-
lar to a cyl inder provided Equation (4-I0)_ which is val id for Reynolds numbers
between IO0 and IO_O00 (Ref. 51).
0.5 0.33
hd _ 0.60 (4-10)
k \--_< /
There is a distinct similarity between Equations (4-9) and (4-I0); the
major difference in this case is the fact that the length of the flow path
parallel to man will generally be double the effective cylinder diameter. The
difference in the heat transfer coefficients calculated with these two equations,
however_ is only 25 percent. Because flow perpendicular to man requires a lower
forced-convection velocity to provide a given amount of cool ing_ Equation (4-I0)
was selected for further use.
The forced-convection mass transfer equation_ which will be used to
estimate the latent cooling by evaporation_ was obtained by making the modi-
fications to Equation (4-I0) called for by the Heat-Mass Transfer Analogy_
with the following result:
-_-- = 0°60 -_-, (4-1 I)
- _ - pD
The preceding equations are applicable to any fluid_ at any pressure
within the stated restrictions on Reynolds and Prandtl numbers. The develop-
ment of simplified equations for air (oxygen-nitrogen mixtures) is described
below.
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_implified Forced-Convection Equations for Oxygen-Nitrocjen Mixtures
Over the range of atmospheric temperatures of interest for human thermal
comfort (40°F to IO0°F)_ the combination of fluid transport properties that
appears in the above equations has a negligible variation for air. Inserting
the properties of air into Equation (4-I0), and combining the resulting equa-
tion for the heat transfer coefficient with the pertinent information in
Figure 4-I gives the following equation:
Qc = 0.,407 _ (T - T ) (4-12): c a
Since the properties of oxygen-nitrogen mixtures are approximately
independent of the fraction of each component, Equation (4-12) is applicable
to any oxygen-nitrogen mixture, for all total pressures. Figure 4-4 shows
the range of forced-convection cooling rates achievable with reasonable
velocities and temperature differences_ for a total pressure of 6 psia.
A simplified equation for latent cooling is obtained in a similar way.
Eckert reports a correlation for the diffusion coefficient of water in air as
fol lows :
12.7 (_.___ 1.8 ft2
O - p (psia) _460) hr (4-'3)
Substituting Equation (4-13) and the transport properties of air into Equation
(4-11), and combining the result with the pertinent information in Figure 4-5
gives the following simplified latent cooling equation.
Qj, = 2.46 C Ta _ (PS - Pa )H20 (4-I4)
Equation (4-14) applies to all oxygen-nitrogen mixtures, for all values
of pressure and relative humidity. With C = I, the results predicted by the
above equation are 15 percent higher than the maximum evaporation rates tabu-
lated by Kranz (Ref. 23) and I0 percent higher than the measurements of
Clifford et. al. (Ref. 40). The maximum evaporative capacity predicted by
Equation (4-14) with C = I is presented in Figure 4-5 as a function of pressure,
velocity_ and dew point; atmospheric temperature and dew point have a relatively
small effect on latent cooling for the practical range of these parameters.
These calculations indicate that latent cooling increases with decreasing
pressure, primarily because the diffusion coefficient is inversely proportional
to pressure.
The appropriate conversion factors have been incorporated in developing
Equations (4-12) and (4-14) so that the velocity can be expressed in ft per
min and the pressures in psia.
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Free Convection
Free-convection flow in a gravltational field s which occurs because of
the buoyancy forces resulting from density differences, is a preferred method
for cooling man, because it requires no additional power and equipment. This
mode of heat transfer is generally adequate for normal activities on earth,
a0d may provide adequate coollng on the moon even though the gravitational
field is only I/6 that of earth; zero-gravity environments require forced
convec t ion.
The dimenslonless parameter which characterizes free-convection process,,s
is tho Grashof number, Gr s which is defined as follows:
L 5g pap
Gr = 2 (/4-15)
For values of Gr-Pr less than I09, the flow is laminar; this will generally
be the case in human body cooling.
Theoretical analysis of laminar free convection yields the following
experimentally verified equation, which is valid for all Prandtl numbers (Ref.
48).
hL _ 0,67 [ pr ] 0.25 0.25k 0.952 + Pr (Gr • Pr)
(4-16)
The fluid properties in Equation (4-16) should also be evaluated at an
average film temperature. Equation (4-16) applies to a vertical cylinder if
the cylinder length is used for the characteristic length s and to a horizontal
cylinder if 2.5 times the diameter is used (Ref. 48). Since the length of the
vertical cylinder for a sitting man is approximately equal to 2.5 times the
cylinder diameter, the results for free-convection cooling are essentially
independent of the body orientation.
Free convection with combined heat and mass transfer is complicated by
the effect of the water vapor on the density difference (Ref. 48). For this
case s the following equation for the density difference was derive_ using the
perfect gas equations.
(Tc - Ta) + c a H_O RH20
L_p = Pa T T RH2 0 Ra (4-1 l)
Fi,nally s the free-convection mas transfer equation obtai,ned' by modifying
Equation (4-16) i,s
0.25 0.25
h0L [ sc ] <G, sc)D - 0.67 0.952 + Sc
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The plrecedlngequations are applicable to any fluid, at any pressure_
provided Gr-Pr and Gr'Sc are less than I09. The development of simplified
equatloms [or an oxygen-nitrogen atmosphere is described below.
Simplified Free-Convection Equations for Oxyc]en-Nitroclen Mixtures
Combining Equations (4-15), (4-16)_ and (4-17)_ and the transport prop-
erties of air, with the pertinent information in Figure 4-I gives the
following equation: (IQc 4.4 (Tc - Ta ) Pg 0.005 P(Tc - Ta ) _ 1.02 (Pc - Pa (/_-19_
With comfortable conditions_ (P - Pa )c H20 is much less than the maximum
value over most of the body and has a small effect on the buoyancy force. II
was therefore neglected; which simplified Equation (4-19) further to provide
the following final result for free-convection cooling in air.
2
Qc _ 1.17 P .q (To - Ta ) 0.25 (To - Ta) (4-20_.
The free-convection cooling calculated to be available on the moon is
presented in Figure 4-6 as a function of pressure and temperature difference.
Combining Equations (4-15), (4-15), (4-17), and (h-I8) and the transport
properties of air_ with the pertinent information in Figure 4-1 provided the
following simplified latent cooling equation:
Q(, =_ 25.7 --_ (Ps - Pa)H, O g O.OOSP(Tc - Ta ) + 1.02(Ps - Pa)H20 (_-21
The second term in the brackets was not deleted from the latent cooling
equation as it was from Equation (4-19) becaus% over the IO to 25 percent of
the body area where most of the latent cooling is occurring under comfortable
conditions_ this term will be close to the value given in Equation (4-21).
With C = I in Equation (4-21)_ the free-convection maximum evaporative capacity
was calculated as a function of dew point and of atmospheric pressure and tem-
perature; the results are shown in Figure 4-7.
Combined Free and Forced Convection
The simplest method for treating problems of combined free and forced
convection involves the use of a rule proposed by McAdams (Ref. 52): calcu-
late both the free and forced convection heat transfer coefficients using
the appropriate equations and use the higher of the two values. The accuracy
of this approach has been found to be within 25 percent of the measured results.
In the problem of interest here_ forced convection would probably be used
only under conditions where the required heat transfer rate is much greater
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than that provided by free convection. It is of interest to know_ howeve%
the forced-convection velocity at which the forced-convection heat transfer
coefficient is equal to the free-convection heat transfer coefficient, The
following approximate equation for this critical velocity in air was developed
by setting Equations(4-12)and (4-20) equal to each other-:
Ig )_ '.) • _ 0V = 8°3 (T - T ft/min (4-22)crit c a
With a lO°F temperature difference between the clothing surface and the
atmospheric temperature_ the critical velocity is 26 ft per min on earth and
I0.5 ft per min on the moon.
COMFORT ZONE ANALYSIS
General
The information presented in the previous sections on physiological
characteristics_ comfort criteria_ and energy transfer analysis are combined
in this section to yield predictions for the boundaries of comfort zones in
an oxygen-nitrogen atmosphere as a function of gravity_ forced-convection
velocity_ metabolism_ and atmospheric temperature and pressure. The require-
ments to be satisfied are: the energy balance stated in Equation (4-I); a
skin temperature between 90°F and 93°F_ with 91.4°F being a preferred value;
and a required evaporation rate between IO and 25 percent of the maximum
evaporative capacity for the comfortable zone_ and 25 to 70 percent in the
tolerable zone. The energy transfer equations for oxygen-nitrogen mixtures
are summarized in Table 4-I.
The development of the comfort zone boundaries is straightforward for
a nude body. The added heat transfer resistance of clothing requires a
trial-and-error solution for the clothing surface temperature_ using
Equation (4-2) in addition to the equations in Table 4-I. The calculation
procedure is summarized below for both free and forced convection_ and results
are shown for I/2 CLO as well as for a nude body.
Free-Convection Comfort Zones
The parameters that affect free convection are apparent from an exami-
nation of Table 4-I. In order to present the results as compactly as possible.
some simplifying assumptions are adopted. It is assumed first that the mean
radiation temperature of the wails and equipment is equal to the atmospheric
air temperature. Also_ because in practice the dew-point temperature under
long-term comfortable conditions is allowed to vary only within narrow bounds
and therefore has a small effect on maximum evaporative capacitv_ the water-
vapor partial pressure in the atmosphere_ Pall20 _ is assumed to be constant.
The remaining variables are gravity and atmospheric pressure and temperature.
Therefore_ the total free-convection cooling_ which is equal to the metabolism,
can be plotted versus atmospheric temperature for various combinations for
gravity and pressure.
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Tile calculation procedure is summarized in Table 4-2 for l iqblly clothed,
earth condit ions.
TABLE 4-2
ct.
FREE-CONVECTION COMFORT ZONE CALCULAIION PROCEDURE
I I
a I
6O I
7O I
T
C
81
Q Q
r c
269 202
191 127
T
C
80.9
84.5 84.4
p :. I/,.7 psia; g = I; CLO = I/2; ¢-= 0.8
Q (c
1192
1130
i Q ' Q,CH Qr c
-co-.-;-o.....o 7o-
..... ..........._1_.2!?o__....1. I
The trial and error solution for T c requires an arbitrary selection of a
value for Tc: calculation of Qr and Qc using the equations in Table 4-1., and
then calculation of T using Equation (4-2). When the assumed and calculated
C
value of T c agree: the calculation proceeds as shown in Table 4-2.
Free-convection comfort zones were predicted for the gravity and atmos-
pheric pressure existing on earth; the results are shown in Figures 4-8 and
I_-9 for nude and I/2 CLO conditions: respectively. The results shown in
Figure I+-9 were calculated with clothing and dew point values corresponding
to those used in developing the comfort zone boundaries shown in the ASHRAE
Comfort Chart presented as Figure 2-4. The seated: at-rest activity used to
develop Figure 2-4 corresponds to a metabolism of approximately 400 Btu/hr.
The circles shown on Figure z_-9 at a metabol ism of 400 Btu/hr represent the
ASHRAE data. The agreement with the prediction is significant; the slightly
cool and slightly warm temperatures: which would define the boundaries of the
comfortable range_ are within I°F of t.he predicted values. The comfortable
temperature is in the middle of the comfortable zone: and the warm tempera-
ture is 5°F greater than the upper limit for the comfortable zone. The
excellent agreement between the comfort zone predictions presented in Figure
4-9, which is based upon the general analysis described above, and the ASHRAE
data provides considerable confidence in the val idity of the correlations and
methods used.
Comfort zone predictions were also made for a lunar gravity of I/6 earth
gravity_ and a pressure of 6 psia, which is contemplated for some lunar
shelters: with the results shown in Figures 4-I0 and 4-11. Free-convection
comfort zone predictions: similar to those shown_ can be made for any set of
conditions and can be used to determine if free convection will provide com-
fortable conditions_ and the atmospheric temperatt,re required for the meta-
hol isms that wil I exist.
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forced-Convection Comfort Zones
Velocity is an important parameter in forced-convection cooling problems,
in addition to all the parameters that affect free convection. It is there-
fore impossible to present the forced-convection comfort zone information in
as compact a way as was possible with free convection. The same simplifying
assumptions about wall temperature and dew point are useful, but a separate
figure showing the comfort zone boundaries as a function of velocity and
atmospheric temperature must be prepared for each metabolism and atmospheric
pressure.
The first step in the preparation of forced-convection comfort zones is
to insert Equations (4-6), (4-12), and (4-14) into Equation (4-I) and to solve
for the velocity; this provides the following result:
IO M - 2.65 x I0 -8 ¢ (Tc_ - T 4) 1
v -- c T w
.407 _ (Tc-T a) + 2.46_ (P - P )H2s a 0
The calculation for a nude body is straightforward, as T is equal to
.c
the skin temperature. Then, for each combination of metabolism and atmos-
pheric pressure, Equation (4-23) can be solved for velocity as a function of
atmospheric temperature, while C takes on the comfort zone boundary values of
O. IO, 0.25, and 0.70. The results of this calculation for a pressure of 14.7
psia and a metabolism of 500 Btu/hr is shown in Figure 4-12.
The trial-and-error calculation required to establish clothed, forced-
convection comfort zones is illustrated in Table 4-3.
T T
a c
60 82
70 83.5
TABLE 4-3
FORCED CONVECTION COMFORT ZONE CALCULATION PROCEDURE _
Q
r
276
178
M-Q
r
224
322
34.3
21
o.= Q/j 
18.4
18.8
18.1
65
Qc
146
170
T
c
82
83.7
M = 500; CLO = I/2; c = 0.8; P = 14.7 psia; C = 0.10
For each value of C and Ta, a value of T c is assumed. With the assumed
value of clothing temperature, the radiation cooling and velocity is calcu-
lated; and with the calculated velocity value, Qc is calculated. The clothing
surface temperature is then calculated using the calculated values of Qc and
Qr in Equation (4-2). When the assumed and calculated value of T c agree, one
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_oint has been established. The results of this calculation for the conditions
given in Table 4-3 are shown in Figure _-13o Figures _-14 through _-17 were
prepared to show the effect of metabolism and clothing on forced-convection
comfort zones for a pressure typical of those recommended for various Iong-
term_ shirtsleeve-environment space missions° Increases in both metabolism
and clothing tend to increase the velocity required at a given temperature and
broaden the comfortable zone.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
While the equations_ criteria_ and calculation procedures described above
provided predictions that were in substantial agreement with empirical infor-
mation_ in some cases it may be necessary to refine the analysis to eliminate
some of the simplifying assumptions and uncertainties° For this reason a
brief discussion of some of these details is presented below°
The comfort zone charts were prepared assuming a constant skin tempera-
ture of 91o4°Fo Skin temperatures between 90°F and 93°F are comfortable_
however_ and values as high as 95°F tolerable° It is possibl% therefore_
that a skin temperature of 90°F should be used to evaluate the lower boundary
of the comfortable zone at lO percent of maximum evaporative capacity_ while
values of 93°F and 95°F should be used to evaluate the boundaries at 25 and
70 percent of maximum evaporative capacity_ respectively. This would have the
effect of broadening both the comfortable and tolerable zones. While the
results of F_'_:'_.estock_ et alo, (Ref. 5) indicate that this may be a better
approach_ additional comfort data are required before a final decision can be
made°
The assumption that the mean radiation temperature of the walls and
equipment is approximately equal to the atmospheric gas temperature is very
useful for general parametric studies_ but may be seriously in error. It
will_ therefore_ be necessary in many cases to perform a more rigorous radia-
tion heat transfer analysis once the enclosure geometry and temperature
distribution h_ve been established in some detail.
The effect of clothing was greatly simplified; the heat transfer resis-
tance of the clothing was assumed to be uniform over the entire body_ and the
heat transfer area and the evaporative cooling capacity were assumed to be
unaffected by the presence of clothing. It is difficult to improve upon these
assumptions due to the lack of detailed information about clothing heat trans-
fer resistance and area° Also_ until these assumptions are shown to cause
significant error in the results there is little motivation to improve them.
However_ these clothing assumptions should be considered for each case to
determine if the rationale used to justify their use is valid.
The regional variation in body temperatur% heat rejection_ and sweat
rate shown in Figure 2-3 was used to justify some of the assumptions in the
analysis_ but was not directly applied in detail° Once again_ until it has
been shown that using a uniform skin temperature leads to a significant error
in the results_ there is little justification for analyzing the body as a
number of separate regions°
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0• Average heat and mass transfer coefficients were used to calculate the
cooling rates. Tn factj there may be substantial variation of these coeffi-
cients with position (Ref. 53). The discussion of this feature in the
referenced paper may_ thereforej be of interest.
It was assumed that the maximum water-vapor partial pressure on the skin
is equal to the saturation pressure of water corresponding to the skin tem-
perature. Due to the presence of oils and salts in sweat_ howeverx the actual
maximum water-vapor partial pressure may be only 90 percent of the saturation
pressure (Ref. 54). The value of this uncertainty is consistent with those of
the other simplifying assumptions.
In much previous work_ the importance of relative humidity has been
exaggerated. The latest ASHPd_E data_ which are presented in Figure 2-4_ shows
a much smaller effect. This is in agreement with results predicted by the
equations contained in this report, which show that relative humidity becomes
important only at relatively high atmospheric temperaturesj where the atrnos-
pheric water-vapor partial pressure can become a significant fraction of the
water-vapor saturation pressure corresponding to skin temperature.
Latent cooling by evaporation has a minimum value due to respiratory
water loss and diffusion of water vapor through the skin; the latter provides
much the larger contribution. The comfort criterion adopted states that this
minimum value is I0 percent of the maximum evaporation rate (Ref. 25). While
this may have been true for the test conditions under which the comfort cri-
terion was developed_ the general validity of this statement is questionable;
this is because respiratory water loss is primarily a function of metabolismj
and diffusion of water through the skin would be much more independent of
atmospheric conditions than maximum evaporation rate. Additional testing is
therefore recommended to determine the important relation for the minimum
quantity of latent cooling.
The heat and mass transfer analysis described above assumed a constant
value fo_ the temperature and water vapor content of the air flowing by the
body. In fact_ the temperature will tend to increase due to convective heat
transfer and the water content due to evaporative cooling. Approximate esti-
mates of the magnitude of these effects have shown that_ in general_ they
cause less than a I0 percent decrease in cooling. For example_ the air tem-
perature rise associated with I00 Btu/hr of convective cooling in a 6 psia
atmospherej assuming an air velocity of 40 ft/min intercepts a body cross-
sectional area of 3 sq ft_ is only 2°F. Similar estimates can be made in any
particular case to determine if the uniform temperature and water content
assumption is justified.
The equations given in Table 4-I_ which were used to develop the comfort
zones presented in Figures 4-10 to 4-17_ apply only to oxygen-nitrogen
atmospheres. While this is the conventional atmosphere for man_ others (for
example_ oxygen-helium) are being considered for some space missions. The
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development of the comfort zones for these unconventional atmospheres proceeds
in the same way as for air. However_ it will be necessary to develop a
separate set of simplified equations by inserting the fluid properties for
each composition into the general energy transfer equations presented in this
report.
The general approach described in this report for predicting conditions
for human comfort accounts for the interrelated factors of physiology_ com-
fort_ and energy transfer. The approach appears to be valid_ based upon
comparison with limited experimental data_ even though many simplifying
assumptions were incorporated in the analysis. Final confirmation of the
general validity of this approach requires additional comfort data at reduced
pressure and more than one metabolism.
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SECTION 5
EXTRAVEHICULAR SUIT HEAT BALANCES
INTRODUCTION
Results of some of the earth-orbital extravehicular suit heat balance
studies were presented in Section 3 of this report to illustrate the effects
of two different radiative suit cooling concepts. Both of these involved
radiation from the outer surface of the suit as the primary means of cooling.
The difference between the two concepts is that in one method_ the body is
cooled by conduction through the suit wall, and in the other method_ the
body is cooled by radiation to the inner wall of the suit through an air gap.
Environmental Parameters
This section of the report is devoted to a mo_ extensive discussion of
computation methods and presentation of results applicable to environments
other than earth-orbital. Extravehicular heat balance studies have been
made for the following environments:
Earth orbit_ 160 nm s in proximity to spacecraft and remote from
spacecraft
Lunar orbit_ 50 nm_ in proximity to spacecraft and remote from
spacecraft
Mars orbit_ 600 nm 3 in proximity to spacecraft and remote from
spacecraft
Lunar planes
Lunar craters_ 20-degr.ee wall (from normal)
Mars surface
For purposes of discussion and description_ the environments can be
classified as planetary orbital_ lunar surface_ lunar craters_ and Mars sur-
face. Table 5-I lists some of the relevant thermal parameters for the extra-
vehicular heat balances.
Earth and Mars thermal radiation fluxes for orbital heat balances were
calculated from planetary heat balances. Thus_ the average thermal radiation
flux for earth and Mars orbits is 25 percent of the solar constant. For com-
putation of the planetary thermal heat flux in a lunar orbit_ it was necessary
to consider the surface temperature variatibn with position_ which is given
approximately by the cosine law.
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TABLE 5- I
PLANETARY THERMAL PARAMETERS
Radius_ nm
Albedo
Solar constant_ Btu/hr-ft 2
Earth
3441
0.35
443
Planet
Moon
938
0.07
&43
Mars
1799
0.15
190.5
Extravehicular Suit Thermal Parameters
The man in a pressurized extravehicular suit was assumed to have an
effective surface area for radiant interchange of 21.8 ft 2 in the form of a
cylinder 13.2 in. in diameter and 69.1 in. long. The spectral characteristics
of the outer surface of the suit were varied over the range shown in Table 5-2
to demonstrate the effect of these parameters.
TABLE 5-2
ASSUMED SUIT SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS
Surface Type
Ref lect ive
Suit material
Spectral ly
selective
Solar
Absorptivity
0. I0
0.32
0.20
Thermal
Emissivity
0.05
0.56
0.80
Typical
Material
Aluminized mylar
Gemini suit
Nylon_ dacron
It is believed that this range of spectral properties will adequately cover
the performance that can be anticipated.
Figure 5-I shows a typical wall construction for fabric suits. In order
to make the study as realistic as possible_ a composite thermal conductivity
of 0.02 Btu/hr-ft_F was used with a composite wall thickness of 0.35 in.
This performance is representative of state-of-the-art (Gemini) pressure
suits. In severe thermal environments_ such as that on the lunar surface_
the addition of an outer thermal garment using "superinsulation" (multiple
5-2
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i
COVERALL f UNDERGAk!'IEH I
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Figure 5-I. Typical Suit Wall Constructi¢_.
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layers of aluminized mylar) with an effective thermal conductivity of 5 x IO-4
Btu/hr-ft_F was assumed. The implication of meteoroid protection provisions
on system thermal design were not considered.
In the extravehicular suit heat balances discussed in this section of the
report_ the extravehicular suit is assumed to have ventilating gas gap between
the suit inner wall and the body. The effect of the ventilating gas velocity
on heat transfer was neglected_ it was assumed that the predominant heat
transfer process between the suit and the body was radiation from a mean skin
temperature of 90°Fo
Heat Balance Computation Methods
In determination of the extravehicular heat balances, the effective sink
temperature is an important parameter that characterizes the external thermal
environment and a surface in that environment. The effective sink tempera-
ture represents the equilibrium temperature of a surface with no heat trans-
mission other than by radiant interchange with the surroundings° The effective
sink temperature _s calculated from an energy balance that considers the energy
flux represented by the radiant source (Qx) _ the absorptivity of the surface
to that radiation (_bx)_ and the view factor of the surface to the source of
radiation (F):
X
c_ _b T 4 : TI, Q el F (5-I)es x bx x
Because of the complexity of the view factor equations for the cases treated
in the present study program_ detailed listing of the heat balance relation-
ships will not be given here° Rather_ reference is made to the three computer
program tabulations contained in the appendixes. The discussion in this
section of the report will be concerned primarily with results of the computer
stuJies and with the assumptions forming the basis for the analysis.
The extravehicular suit heat balance computations were made on the basis
of attainment of equilibrium conditions. Thermal inertia will tend to reduce
some of the peaks and valleys shown in the temperature and heat flux distri-
butions. Since the study was intended to be of a parametric nature with
extravehicular suits of an undefined design_ this approach should be valid
in establishing the scope of the problem° In the performance analysis of
extravehicular systems for specific missions_ the extravehicular assembly
design_ the spacecraft thermal parameters_ and the mission parameters should
be defined in sufficient detail to permit a transient-state analysis.
PLANET ORBITAL
Figure 5-2 shows the geometry assumed in the orbital extravehicular
studies. The computer program developed for this study, tabulated in
Appendix A for reference_ is applicable to a man in an extravehicular suit
with arbitrary surface properties and insulating characteristics in variable
proximit F to a spacecraft of arbitrary diameter_ internal heat generation_
5-4
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PROJEET[ON UPON ORBIT PLANE
Figure 5-2. Planet Orbit Extravehicular Heat Balance Geometry
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Qand surface characteristics, The orbit height and inclination_ vehicle
anomaly, planet diameter and albedo, and solar constant are all variable°
The computer program assumes circular orbits and spherical spacecraft°
Table 5-3 shows a typical tabulation for an earth-orbital extravehicular
heat balanceo In this case_ the orbital plane was inclined at a 4S-degree
angle relative to solar radiation° For convenience in the heat balance studies_
the orbital plane was referenced at an angle (9) relative to solar radiation.
Since in an a_tual orbit this angle will be continually changing_ the data
presented do not represent orbital histories but give the variation that can
be anticipated with varying orbital parameters°
Earth Orbit
Figures 5-3_ 5-4_ and 5-5 present the effective sink temperatures
obtained by extravehicular suits in 160-nm earth orbits. Figures 5-3 and
5-4 are applicable to a suit with a spectraIIy selective surface coating
(¢b _ 0_80 and _b = 0°20) and Figure 5-5 is applicable to a suit with a
reflective coating (_b = 0_05 and _b = O. IO_o Figure 5-4 demonstrates the
effect obtained when the extravehicular suit moves away from the spacecraft
to a distance where the thermal inputs from the spacecraft to the suit are
negligibleo As might be expected, the result of this is an increase in the
temperature gradient obtained around the body°
As previously mentioned_ the effective sink temperature parameter
represents the equilibrium suit surface temperature with no heat conduction
through the suit wall Heat conduction will drastically modify the surface
temperature distribution° This is illustrated by Figure 3-22 for a typical
earth-orbital case
Lunar Orbit
Because of the lack of atmosphere on the moon_ the lunar surface
temperature varies greatly with position of the sun relative to the surface.
Therefore_ in the lunar orbital heat balances_ variation in the thermal
radiation with orbital position was taken into account. Figures 5-6_ 5-7_
and 5-8 show the effective sink temperature for extravehicular suits in
50-nm lunar orbits, Figures 5-6 and 5-7 are applicable to suits with spec-
tralIy selective surfaces (_b = 0°80 and 0_b = 0o20); Figure 5-8 gives the
effective sink temperature obtained with a reflective surface (¢b = 0.05 and
_b -- 0oi0). As can be deduced from these curves_ the lunar orbital mission
vehicle has a relatively low-temperature environment relative to an earth
orbit°
Mars Orbit
A Mars orbit will provide a relatively low-temperature environment
because of the reduced solar constant obtained in the vicinity of Mars.
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Table 5-4 shows typical heat balances for a 600-nm Mars orbit. Figure 5-9
shows the suit surface temperature distribution for no heat conduction through
the suit wall (with and without the vehicle) and with heat leak through the
suit wall. The temperature gradient is substantially eliminated for the
rather high to l heat leak of -765 Btu/hr. As shown in Figure 5-I0, the
suit heat leak remains relatively hiqh with variation in the orbital parameters.
This is partl_ attributable to the assumed 600-nm Mars orbit_ which is repre-
sentative of present mission profiles for Mars missions.
LUNAR CRATERS
The computer program for the lunar crater environment (given in Appendix C),
developed during this study for extravehicular suit thermal analysis_ takes
into account the temperature distribution obtained in the vicinity of a lunar
crater wail. Figure 5-11 shows the geometry used in the heat balance analysis.
The intensity of the thermal environment near lunar walls results from both
an increase in the temperature of the base floor and the additional thermal
radiation generated by the crater wall itself. Figure 5-12 shows the crater
bottom temperature as a function of solar angle and distance from the wall.
Table 5-5 gives a typical heat balance computation for a solar angle of
40 degrees and a crater wall slope of 20 degrees (relative to the normal).
A wall height of 14_000 ft and a slope of 20 degrees have been indicated by
Correale and Guy (Ref. 33) as providing the most severe thermal lunar environment.
The 40-degree solar angle has been found to provide the highest heat leak in the
present studies. Table 5-5 gives the heat flux and temperature distributions as
a function of thermal insulation thickness and distance from the crater wail.
Figure 5-13 shows the heat leak into the suit as a function of distance
from the crater wall and solar angle for an insulating garment thickness of
O.I in. It will be observed that the highest heat leak is obtained at a solar
angle of 40 degrees for distances from the crater wall up to &O00 ft. This
maximum heat leak at a 40-degree solar angle is also shown in Figure 5-14,
which gives the heat leak into the suit as a function of the insulation
thickness.
Figure 5-15 shows the effect of using a reflective outer surface on the
extravehicular suit heat leak in the lunar crater thermal environment. Two
results can be noted. One is the reduction in the peak heat leak with no
thermal garment. The second is the displacement of the peak heat leak from
a solar angle of &O degrees with the previous surface characteristics to an
angle of approximately 50 degrees. For the case of a O.I-in.-thick thermal
garment_ however_ the heat leak does not appear to be highly dependent upon
the surface spectral characteristics. Figure 5-16 gives the heat leak as a
function of thermal garment insulation thickness, illustrating the rapidly
diminishing return with respect to performance improvement obtained after a
heat leak into the suit of approximately 150 Btu/hr is reached.
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LUNAR PLANES
Most of the lunar surface in the initial exploration areas will be
represented by relatively flat planes° The computer program developed for
the lunar plane surface environment is given in Appendix B_ As indicated
prev;ously_ these areas will be significantly less severe from the standpoint
of the thermal environment° Figu re 5-17 gives the lunar surface temperature
for these areas as a function of solar angle° The surface temperature is
shown as dropping to zero with sunset° Actually_ the surface temperature
starts at exponential decay from about 250°R at sunset to about 190°R at sun-
rise° The lunar surface temperature shown here is based upon heat balances
for the lunar surface° Also shown in Figure 5-17 are the average effective
sink temperatures for vertical cylindrical surfaces for the two surface
characteristics°
Figure 5-18 shows the suit heat leak as a function of solar angle and
_nsulation th]cknesso A maximum heat leak into the suit is obtained at a
solar angle of approximately 20 degrees° At sunset_ there will be a signifi-
cant heat loss from the suit_ Approximately Ool-ino thickness for the insu-
lating garment will keep the heat leak from the suit at or below 130 Btu/hr.
In the previous analysis of the lunar crater thermal environment_ it was
determined that approximately the same amount of insulation would keep the
heat leak into the suit from exceeding approximately 150 Btu/hro
As shown in Figure 5-19_ if the surface characteristics of the suit are
changed to those obtained for reflective materials_ a net heat leak into the
suit is obtained for all solar angles during the lunar day° It will also be
noted that for insulation thicknesses of more than about 0°02 in°, a somewhat
h_gher heat leak will be obtained with the reflective suit surfacej although
the difference will not be largeo
MARS SURFACE
The Mars surface environment will be cold in compar;son with that of the
lunar surface° Figure 5-20 shows the extravehicular suit heat leak on the
Mars surface_ Under all conditions, a net heat loss from the suit is indicated.
Other computations show that if the suit surface is changed to a reflective
material (_b = 0oi0 and eb = 0°05), a negligible net thermal interchange is
obtained during the Mars day_ The analysis performed here used the lunar
plane computer program (Appendix B) and neglects the effects due to forced or natura
convection in the Mars atmosphere There is reason for belief that high wind
velocities are characteristic of the Mars surface (Ref, 58)o Figure 5-21 gives the
extravehicular suit heat loss rates for the Mars surface environments computed by
Fejer and Seale (Refo 58),
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QDISCUSS]ON AND CONCLUSIONS
In planetary orbital environments there is a tendency toward heat loss
from extravehicular suits° It has been found that the situations in which
there wi!l be a net heat input into the suit from the external environment
wl;! be relatively few, although there may be a significant heat flux
gradient between the hot and cold parts of the suit° This conclusion has
been verified by the experimental work cited by Freedman (Refo 40) for the
Gemini suit in a space simulator° The magnitude of the heat loss from
extravehicular suits in planetary orbits can be controlled by thermal insu-
lation or by selection of materials with suitable surface spectral properties.
It can be concluded that the radiative suit cooling schemes considered in
Section 3 could be applied to orbital environments about earth, the moon,
and Mars°
The thermal environments obtained on the lunar surface will tend to
provide a net heat input into an extravehicular suit during the day° Use
of a O°!-ino layer of superinsulation should maintain the heat leak into the
suit below 150 Btu/hr (in a lunar crater) or below IO0 Btu/hr (on the lunar
planes)° It appears that the extravehicular suit spectral characteristics
will be less important for the lunar environment than for the planetary
orbital environments because of the insulation requirement resulting from
the high thermal radiation flux (from the hot lunar surface), which reaches
a peak intensity on the order of 435 Btu/hr-ft 2. Under the most severe
thermal conditions, the view factor' of the extravehicular suit to solar
radiation wil] be relative!y low_ Therefore, the solar absorptivity will
have relatively little effect upon the heat balance° For the case of thermal
emissivity, there will be two counterbalancing effects, one associated with
surface temperature (and the consequent heat conduction through the suit),
and a second involving heat flux. For example, although high equilibrium
surface temperatures are obtained with low-emissivity surfaces, because of
the reduced heat flux, there will tend to be less heat conduction into the
suit. Therefore, low-emissivity materials wil! tend to be favored for
lunar extravehicular Suits, although the overall differences will not be great.
The analysis of the Mars surface environment uses a computer program
developed for lunar extravehicular heat balances and neglects atmospheric
effects° Since the Martian atmosphere will undoubtedly affect the surface
temperature and atmospheric convection will probably be an important factor
in the extravehicular suit heat balance_ the results given by these computations
for the Mars surface environment are at best approximate.
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ISECTION 6
CONCLUSIONS
SHIRTSLEEVE ENVIRONMENT
Comfort Criteria
Design criteria applicable to the problem of providing comfort conditions
in spacecraft cabins have been developed and correlated with established
comfort criteria for normal terrestia] environments. This comfort correlation
is based upon maintenance of skin temperatures and latent cooling rates within
specified limits_ and considers the effects due to atmospheric pressure,
gravity_ ventilating gas flow_ atmospheric temperature, water vapor partial
pressure, atmospheric composition_ and mean radiant (wall) temperature.
Reduced Gravity
In a zero-gravity space cabin_ it will be necessary to provide a minimum
ventilating gas velocity of approximately 20 ft/min to replace natural con-
vection. In the lunar shelter environment, natural convection will provide
adequate cooling of the body without ventilating other than that required for
thermal and atmospheric control. The comfort zone for a sedentary subject in
light clothing (I/2 CLO) in a normal terrestia] environment is between
environmental temperatures of 72 and 82°F, with the optimum near 77°F. The
comparable comfort zone for a O.O psia lunar cabin will _II between 69 and
8_°F, with the optimum near 7_°F.
Atmospheric Pressure
The effect of decreasing the design atmospheric pressure is to reduce the
sensible heat transfer and increase the latent cooling capacity !because of
the increase in mass transfer coefficient resulting from the increased diffu-
sivity of water vapor in air with decrease in pressure). Where minimum sweat
rates are required_ the effect of reduced pressure is to reduce the design
environmental temperature by approximately 3°F. If increased sweat rates
(well within the comfort and physiological limits) can be permitted_ the effect
is to allow an increase of approximately 2°F in comfort zone.
Humi di ty
The heat transfer studies conducted under this program have shown, in
agreement with the latest ASHRAE findings, that the comfort zone is relatively
independent of humidity over a relatively wide range of conditions.
EXTRAVEHICULAR SUITS
Metabolic Rates
It will be necessary to design for metabolic rates on the order of
2000 Btu/hr for walking on the lunar surface in a pressurized suit at relatively
6-I
i6
low speeds (under 1.2 mph). For free-space e×tra_ehic_!ar excurs_ops_ l:he
design average level for metabolic output may be substant,al_/ lower because
of the less sustained and less strenuous nature of the tasks to be per_ormed_
although it will probably be essential to have a high peak capability comparable
to the lunar surface systems. The effect of reduced grav!ty on metabolic rate
for performance of various tasks {including walking on the lunar surface) _s
somewhat speculative at the present time_ since coptradlctor v data ha,,e been
obtained by different investigators. There is perhaps sl_ght!y more e_,idence
to indicate a moderate increase (up to 30 percent) in metabolic rate in reduced
gravity environments.
A portion of the high metabolic rates obtalred ,n pressurized suit: tests
is a result of the q;0 effect (the spontaneous i_crease in _,etaboltsm due to
increased internal temperature) produced by inadequate cool!ng. Therefore_ it
appears that with adequate cooling_ provided by conduction (oo!ing of the body_
for example_ the metabolic rates required for workirg _n pressurlzed su_ts may
be 20 to 30 percent lower than those obtained _n _ent;!ated suit tests.
Venti lation Coolin 9
Ventilation cooling will provide a maximum heat removal rate on the order
of 1300 Btu/hr. Most of this cooling capacity wi!! be obtaired by e_aporation
of sweat. The resulting high sweat rates and body temperatures represent an
undesirable physiological stress. However_ _enti!at_or (oollng o_fers an
advantage over other methods in utilizing the thermoregalatorv mecharism of the
body to provide thermal control.
Liquid-Loop Cool in 9
The superiority of liquid-loop cooling over ventilation coo_ng (Jr extra-
vehicular suits for high metabolic rates has been we!] estabilshed, heat
removal rates in excess of 2500 Btu/hr appear to be feasi b!e and practical
where the body is cooled by conduction to the coolant tubes Cooling oT the
body by radiation from the skin to the coo!ant tubes does rot appear to be
competitive with conduction cooling of the body from the heat trar.sfer
efficiency standpoint. However_ since conduct;on cooling essentia]ly bypasses
the body's thermoregulatory controls and tends to provide constant heat removal
rates (with constant coolant flow and temperature)_ it w;]! be recessary to
provide thermal controls that match system cooling capacity with the metabo!!c
output. Development of suitable control methods tan be cors,dered to be a key
problem area.
Conduction Cooling Comfort Criteria
Design methods for human comfort have been establ;shed _or conduction
cooling of the body. This comfort zone is based apor, ma;rraining skTn temper-
ature between an upper limit for active sweating and a lower i:mLt TOt the
onset of shivering. The dependence of this zone or metabolic rate has been
determined.
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Radiative Cooling
By proper selection of surface spectral characterist;cs and suit wall
thermal conductivity, in free-space environments ;t is possible to dissipate
much of the metabolic waste heat by radiation from the suit outer surface,
without excessively wide excursions in heat reiectior rate with different
external environmental conditions. It appears possible to hold the difference
between maximum and minimum heat rejection to within ±50 Btu/hr_ or a total
spread of IO0 Btu/hr_ for radiative heat rejection rates up to 750 Btu/hr.
It is concluded tha% because of the compiexity of man's environmental
requirements and the anticipated range of variation in metabolic output and
external thermal environment_ use of passive radiative thermal control methods
to extravehicular suits is unlikely. However_ there are significant incentives
for employing radiation cooling to provide part of the required heat rejection
(in conjunction with a conventional ventilating gas or liquid cooling system)_
as a means of reducing the size and weight of portable environmental control
systems.
Planetary Orbital Environments
]n edrth_ lunar_ and Mars orbits_ the extravehicular suit heat balances
tend to result in net heat losses. The spectra} characteristics of the outer
surface of the suit will be important in determinlpg the magnitude and
excursions of the extravehicular suit heat balance. Where it is desired to
use radiation from the suit to aid thermal contro!, an outer surface coating
that provides high thermal emissi_;_y _ 0_9) and a low solar absorptivity
(< 0.!0) is desired. Where minimum heat leak by radiation from the suit is
desired_ both thermal emissivity and solar absorptivity should be low.
Lunar Surface Environments
The day-tlme lunar surface thermal environments tend to provide heat input
into an extravehicular suit. By use of a therma! insulating coverall with
O.l-in. layer of multiple-layer insulation_ the maxlmum heat leak into the suit
can be reduced to under I00 Btu/hr for lunar planes and to under !50 Btu/hr for
lunar craters. The spectral characteristics of the outer suit surface were found
to be less important for the lunar surface environments than free-space environ-
ments because of the predominant effect of thermal radiation _rom the !unar
surfaces during the day.
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SECTION7
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
SHIRTSLEEVES ENVIRONMENT COMFORT CRITERIA
Inadequate atten_Ton has been given the problem of providing man with a
thermally adequate and subjectively comfortable environment in space cabins.
Because of the different relationships that will be obtained for the various
heat transfer processes in space cabin environments_ conventional comfort
criteria used for the design of terrestia! air conditioning systems may not be
applicable. In the present study_ comfort criteria were developed which were
based upon ma!ntenance of skin temperatures and latent cooling rates at levels
compatible with human comfort for varying atmospheric pressure_ gravity,
ventilating gas flow_ atmospheric gas temperatur% mean radiant temperature_
and atmospheric composition, A good correlation was obtained between the
ASHRAE comfort zone for a norma! terrestia] environment and the general comfort
criteria established by the study. However_ this represents a single point
and additional verification by comfort tests at varying pressure_ composition_
and ventilating rate are highly desirable. The test conditions should simulate
those to be encountered in space cabins as closely as possible with respect to
subject selection, clothing, ventilating flow arrangements_ and crew duty
stations. By firmly estab!pshing the thermal design criteria for space cabins_
it w!]l be possible to provide an acceptable environment consistent with the
objectives of minimum equipment we!ght and power consumption.
HUMAN THERMAL ANALOG
Development of a general human thermal ana!og would permit the designer of
space environmental control systems to predict the response of the human body
in alien environments. A number of specia!ized thermal analogs have been
created for special cases_ such as those obtained in exposure to cold environ-
ments (see, for example_ Ref. 46_ 47_ 49). However_ a more general treatment
is required that permits consideration of high metabolic rates_ both hot and
cold environments_ and varying pathways for heat dissipation. Development of
this analog wi]! involve consideration of both the physio!ogica] and the heat
transfer processes associated with body _herma! control.
CONDUCTION COOLING OF THE HUMAN BODY
The advantages of conduction cooling of the human body have been established
by the study. Improvements in conduction cooling methods appear to be possible
and should be studied. One possibi!ity invo!ves a partial coverage cooling
garment design (shown schematically in Figure 7-I). A cooling garment of this
type would appear to be sdited for e_travehicular missions characterized by
moderate metabolic rates or with extravehicular thermal systems using a com-
bination of liquid-loop and radiative cooling. Another possible improvement
in thermal garment design, shown in Figure 7-2, involves tubing design for
improved mobility and heat transfer contact area characteristics.
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Figure 7-1. Partial Coverage
Design
Figure 7-2. Improved Mobility
Design
LOCAL BODY COOL]NG
Tests conducted by Wortz_ et al. (Refo 36_ 37) indicate that subjective
comfort: may be obtained with limited area coverage of the body. The possibility
of providln 9 all of the required heat dissipat,on by cooling a limited area of
the body should be investigated experimentally. From the conduction cooling
data obtained and analyzed during the present study program, it appears that
only a small skin area is actually Jn c.on_act with the coolant tubes. The skin
functioned to some e_tent as an extended surface or fin to the prime surface
presented by the coo!apt r:ubeso The improvement in heat remora] rate to be
gained by increased prime surface area should be determined [o provide data
for optimizing the conduction cooling method°
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AppendixA
ComputerProgramfor Extravehicular Heat Balance
for Planetary Orbital Environments
p
8
* JOB H1460 S,H, LIN (MAN IN ORBIT) (3501-110617-01-0100.)
C ORBITAL RADIANT HEAT FLUX AND SINK TEMPERATURE PROGRAM FOR MAN IN
C SPACE,
DIMENSION COS(26) ,SIN(261,CEN(26I,CVN(26)
DIMENSION XWDI2OO),XW(/O0) ,IN(TVt?O0) ,HEAl)N,',( 161
DI ME N.qlON PIIll)(26),l l!h(PG) ,I VP,( >6),CPSI (26),SI'C I (26) ,AI"EB(26I ,AFVB
1(261
COMMON XlD,BB,BBV,BBX,WW,SNI,_W3,XW6 IYW31YW6.1i_W3tZW6,XD
COM_ION S,AI_BEDO,NCASE,XWD,XW,NW,EI41TV,IMIN,DTEMP,EM,NPAGE,HEADNG
COMMON HCD,IISD,FEV,CVI,CV2,CV3,DQV,AEV
COMMON AI H,Xq_ l ,NS,N.ql ,NS.-',F_HID,CPSI ,%PCI *FEB,FVB,AFEB,AFVB,CB],CB
13,C_',, AK'r A ,Aq I {)F , A! N'_, II_I , _,II_FK, ql DE 1K,FNDK,E ND1K,E S
RFAF) INPt;T TAPE 6|,,411'_,K_4AX
DO 99 K=I,KMAX
C READ PROBLEM HEADING IONE DATA CARD),
READ INPUT TAPE 41,6105,HEADNG
6 I('1_ FORMAT( 16A5}
C ORBIT PLAN[ INCLINATION,DEGREES,(XID),
( AN(,LE BETWEEN BODY AXIS AND BODY POSITION VECIOR,DEGREES,(XDEtD),
C ANGLE BETWEEN BODY-CRAFT VECOIR AND BODY POSITION VECTOR,DEGREES,(
C XDD ) •
C RV=RADIUS OF SPHERICAL SPACECRAFT (FFET),
C HV:DI.qTANCE FROM (_ODY TO _,PACECRAFI SURFACF (FEET)°
C ()V:INTEI_NAL IlEAl IOAF) (BTU/IIR) INSIDF SPACECRAFT,
C RFAI) THF ANGLFS (I)EG.) AND INFOPMAIION PERTAINING TO VEHICLE.
READ INPUT TAPE 41,6110,XID,XDELD, XDD,RV,HV,QV
C IF NO RADIATION FROM THE VEHICtE IS TO BE CONSIDERED,(SET RV=O,O)
6110 FORMAT IBFIO,O}
C RB=PAI>IUS OF CYLINDRICAL SUIT (INCHES).
C HB=HEIGHT OF CYLINDRICAL ._>UIT (INCHES).
C R=RADIUS OF PI_ANET INAUTICAI MII.Es).
C H--HEIGHT ABOVE SIJRFACE OF PLANEI (NAUTICAL MILES),
C TMAX=MAXIMUM PLANETARY SURFACE TEMPERATURE (DEG. RANKINE)
C TMIN--=MINIMUM PLANETARY SURFACE TEMPERATURE (DEG. RANKINEI
C READ SUIT AND PLANETAPY DATA,
READ INPUT TAPE 4],6llO,RB,HR, R,II,TMAX,TMIN
C WSTART=INITI/_L ARGI'M_NT OF OMEGA,DEGREES
C WEND:FINAL ARGUMENT OF OMEGA,DEGREES
C NW=NUMBER OF INTERVALS INTO WHICH THE OMEGA RANGE IS DIVIDED
C NS=NUMBER OF SUIT SURFACE ELEMENTS
C LUNAR ORBIT (NCASI_:I),EARTH OR_II (NCASE:2)
C READ ORBITAL ELEMENT RANGE (OMEGA,DEGREES)
READ INPUT TAPE 4],z_]IO,WSIAPT,W.FND
C READ ORBIT INTERVALS,SURFACE ELEMENTS AND PLANET IDENTIFICATION
READ INPUT TAPE 41,AIIS,NW,NS,NCASE
4115 FORMATIBI TO)
C S=S.LAR CONSTANI,F4TUItIR-FT*w2
C ALBFDO--PLANETARY ALREDO(O.Q7 FOR MOON,O.35 FOR EARTH)
C ASIa=SOLAR(DIRECT AND RI ELECTED) ABSORPTIVITY OF SUIT:ARB
C AEB:INFRARED ABSORPTIVITY AND EMISSIVITY OF SUIT:AVB:EB
C ASV:SOLAR (DIRECT AND RE_LECTLDI ABSORPTIVITY OF SPACECRAFT:ARV
C AEV=INFRARED ABSDRPTIVITY AND EMISSIVITY OF SPACECRAFT--EV
C READ SURFACE RADIATION PROPERTIES AND PLANETARY ALBEDO
RT. AD INPUT TAPE 4. I,41IO,S,ALI_EI)O,ASL_,,AEB,ASV,AEV
C TtlICK=THICKNF SS Of Tiff qPA(E SuIT fINCHES)
C BK=IIIERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF sPACE SUIT MATERIAL (BTUIHR-FT-RI
C THI=INSIDE SURFACE TLMP, : BODY SKIN TEMP. (R)
C EII#=EXCHANGE FACTOR FOR INSIDE SURFACE Eli-B)
RI AF_ INPIJT TAPE 41,_11FI,T_(I(K,i'K,TI_I,E'IB
( f.'I_'l I IMINARY ¢AI CUI AI ION Of- ANn, I F-DEPENDENT QUANTITIES. (St}!')
A-I
Xt=XtD=O,OI745329252
XDEL=XDELD=O,01745329252
SNI=SINF(XI)
CSI=COSF(XII
SNDEL=SINF(XDEL)
CSI)EL=COSF(XDEL)
COMPUTES COMMON TERMS FOR
RR=R*R
RH=R+H
A=R/RH
AA=A*A
BB=SORT_ (I.O-AA}
TH2=ATANF(A/BB)
XWD(I}=WSTART
XW(1)=WSTARTmO,01745329252
IF(XID)5,4,5
4 NW=I
GO TO 15
5 FNW=NW
DWD=(WEND-WSTART)/FNW
DW:DWD*O,OI745329252
DO I0 I=2tNW
XWD{I)=XWD(I-I)+DWD
10 XW(I)=XW(I-I)+DW
15 NSI=NS+I
NS2=NS+2
FNS=NS
DPHID=360,OIFNS
DPHl=6,2831853/FNS
PHI[)(1)=0,O
PHI=0,0
£05{I}=I,0
CPSI(1)=SNI
SIN(I}=O,O
SPCI(])=O.O
£EN(1)=SNDEL
CEN(NSI)=-CSDEL
£EN(NS2)= CSDEL
DO 20 J=2oNS
PHID(J)=PHID{J-I)+DPHID
PHI=PHi+DPHI
£OS(J)=COSF(PHI)
(PSI(J)=COS(J}_SNI
SIN(J)=SINF(PHII
SPCI(J)=SIN(J)_CSI
20 CEN(J)=SNDELmCOS(J)
CB]=ASB*S
CB3=CBImALBEDO
AREA=3,1415927_RB
AEND=AREA_RBI144,0
AREA=2,0mAREAUHB/144oO
ASIDE=AREA/FNS
AREA=AREA+2,01AEND
SK=BKm]2,0
RATIO=RB/(RB-THICK)
SIDEK=SKI(RB_LOGF(RATIO)I
ENDK=SK/THICK
ENDTK=EIB_O,IT]3E-8
SIDETK=ENDIK/RATIO
ES=AEBmO.]713E-8
SUBSEOUENT SUBROUTINES,
A-2
DO 30 J=]tNS2
FEB(J_=FEBFVBIJ,CEN,AtAA,BB,TH2)
30 AFEBIJI=AEBeFEB(JI
GO TO (41t42I*NCASE
41DTEMP=TMAX-TMIN
EM=(1.O-ALBEDOI*SIIIO.2*DTEMPe*4+DTEMPIm3eTMIN+2.0WDTEMPmDTEMPITMI
IN_TMIN÷2.01DTEMPOlMIN*m3÷2.O*TMIN_*4Im4.0*O.1713E-O8)
PRINT OUT INPUT VARIABLES OR PARAMETERS.
42 NPAGE=I
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 42,h20O_HEADNGoNPAGE
4200 FORMATIIH].qXoI6ASo4X.4HPAGE.14)
NPAGE:NPAGE÷I
WRITE OUTPUI TAPE 42.420],R.ALBEDOtS
4201 FORMAT(IIIt20XolBHPLANET ISPHERICAL)*I+F33*3,I6H = RADIUS IN*M.|*I
ItF33*3.gH = ALBEDOo/.F33*3o31H = SOLAR CONSTANT IBTUIHR-SQFII I
GO TO I43*44).NCASE
43 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 42.4202.EM,TMAXoIMIN
4202 FORMATII,F33.3,22H = INFRARED EMISSIVIIY,I.F33.3*33H = SURFACE TEM
IPERATURE (R) (MAX.I,I,F33.3,33H = SURFACE TEMPERATURE (R) (MIN*I I
44 TESTRV=RV-0*O05
IFITESTRV) 445o445,444
444 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 42*4203tRV*ASV*AEV*QV
4203 FORMAT(/I/,2OX,22HSPACECRAFT ISPHFRICAL)*/oF33*3.I6H = RADIUS (FEE
]T),/tF33*3.2IH = SOLAR ABSORPTIVITY_/,F33.3.24H = INFRARED ABSORPT
21VITY,I,F33.3*30H = INTERNAL HEAT LOAD (BTU/HR) )
445 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 42.A204,RB,HB, THICK.H
420_ FORMATIIIIt2OXo]BHSUIT (CYLINDRICALI*I*F33*3oIBH = RADIUS fINCHES)
]tI*F33*3,18H = HEIGHT (INCHESItloF33.3,21H " THICKNESS fINCHES).
2/.F33.3.38H = DISTANCE FROM PLANET SURFACE (N.M.) )
IFITESTRV) 447,447t446
446 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 42,4246,Hv
4246 FORMATI /+F33.3+39H = DISTANCE FROM VEHICLE SURFACE IFEETI !
447 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 42_4247,ASB_AEBlBK,EIB_TBI
4247 FORMATI/,F33*3o21H = SOLAR ABSORPTIBITYo/_F33*3*24H " INFRARED ABS
IORPTIVITY_/_F33.3*37H = THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (BTU/HR-FT-Rl,/_F33*3
2_28H = INTERCHANGE FACTOR E(B-I I_/_F33.3_
331H = SKIN. TEMPERATURE OF CREW (RI )
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 42+4205,XID+XDELD
4205 FORMATI///,2OX,]7HANGLES IN DEGREES,t_F33.3*92H = ORBIT PLANE INCL
1)NATION ANGLE, /,36X_45HIW.R.T* PLANE PERPENDICULAR TO SUN DIRECTI
20N)/_F33o3_30H = ANGLE BETWEEN BODY AXIS AND+/_36X_20HBODY POSITIO
3N VECTOR )
IF(TESTRV) 449_449_64R
448 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 42.4248,XDD
4248 FORMATI I,F33.3_40H : ANGLE BETWEEN BODY-VEHICLE VECTOR AND.I,36X
1,20HBODY POSITION VECTOR)
C PRELIMINARY CALCULATION FOR SPACECRAFT.
500 MSHADE=2
XD=XDD*O.OI745329252
SND=SINFIXDI
CSD=COSFIXD)
XX=XDEL-XD
SNDD=SINFIXX)
CSI)D=COSFIXX)
RHv=Rv+Hv
AV=RV/RHV
AAV=AV*AV
BBV=SORTF(1.D-AAVl
THV2=ATANF(AV/BBV)
RHV=RHV_O.O00164579]TI
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t...HZD=RHV_CSD
HSD=RHVmSND
DOWN=RH_(RH+2oO_HCDI÷RHVORHV
BBX=SQRTF(1,0-RR/DOWNI
FEV=0,5_(I,0-BBX)
DOWN=SQRTF(DOWN)
UP=SNI/DOWN
XX=HSD/DOWN
DD=ATANF(ABSFIXX)/SORTF(leO-X_XXI]
IFIXX)2t3o3
2 DD=-DD
3 WW=_,7123890-DD
HCD=(RH+HCD)_UP
HSD=HS_*UP
CVN(II=-SNDD
CVN(NSII-CSDD
CVN(NS2)=-CSDD
DO 520 J=2oNS
520 CVN(J)=-SNDD*COS(
CBS=CB]_(1,0-ASV)
CVI=ASVmS
CV2=AEV*FEV
CV3=CVI*ALBEDO
DOV=QV/(4.0m3,I_I5927_RV_RVI
DO 530 J=I,NS2
FVB(J)=FEBFVBIJ,CVN,AV,AAV,BBV,THV2)
530 AFVBIJ)=AEB_FVBIJ)
CALL SIIADOX(MSIIADE,NSHADE)
CALL TCRAFTIMSHADE)
GO TO 9g
449 MSI4ADE=3
CBS=O,O
DO 533 J=ltNS2
533 AFVB(J)=0,0
CALL $HADOXIMSIIADE,NSHADE)
99 CALL TSUIT(NSHADE)
CALL EXIT
END
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6FUNCTION FEBFVB(J,CSNtA1,A2+R2,AN21
C COMPUTES FORM _ACTORS FOR PLANETARY OR VEHICULAR THERMAL RADIATION
DIMENSION CSN(261
C=CSN(J)
CC=CtC
IF(C) 103_101,10?
C THI=90.O DEGREES OR I,_707963 RADIANS
101 FEBFVB=(AN2-AI_BZ) 13,1415927
RETURN
102 ANI=ATANFISORTF(I.O-CCI/CI
GO TO 104
103 _Nl=3,1415927-ATANF(-SQRTFIloO-CCI/CI
104 ADD12=AN]÷AN2
SUBI2=ANi-AN2
IF(ADD12-1.5707963)IIO,110,105
105 IF(SUB12-1,5707963)130,140.140
C (THI+TH2) SMALLER THAN 90.0 DEGREES (FULL VIEW)tCASE ]
l]O FEBFVB=A2*C
RETURN
C (TH]+TH2) GREATER BUT (THI-TH2) SMALLER THAN 90 DEGREES,CASES 2,3
130 SINX=SINF(ANI)
X=SORTF IABSF I A2-CC ! )/SI NX
Y=B2_CC/S INX
ANG=2,0*ATANFIXISORTF(I,O-X._X) )
YB=ABSF (YI (AT mC ! )
AS IN=A2_'ABSF ( C ) iATANF ( YBISORTF I 1, O--YBaYB | )
FEBFVB=O.5_'A2mC +(X_Y+ASIN+O,5_(ANG-SINF(ANGI } )/3e 1415927
RETURN
|THI-TH2) GI_EA'tER THAN 90 DEGREES (NO VIEW)
]aO FEBFVR--O.O
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE SHADOXIMSHADE,NSHAD_I
COMPUTES THREEI3) SETS OF SHADOW ANGLE INTERCEPTS.
COMMON XIDtBBtBBV,BBXtWWoSNIo_W3tXW4_YW3oYW_oZW3.ZW4_XD
NSHADE=6
IFIXID)220,_50.220
220 SS=ABSF(SNI)
CSX=BB/SS
IF(£SX-Io0)221,_21,222
221 ANG=ATANFISQRTFII.O-CSX _CSX)ICSX)
XW3=4.7123890-ANG
xW3D=XW3*57,29577951
XW4=4o7123890÷ANG
XW4D=XW4*57,29577951
NSHADE=NSHADE-3
222 IF(MSHADE-3)223.250t223
223 MSHADE=2
CSX=BBVlSS
[F(CSX-I.0)231,231,232
23] ANG=ATANF(SQRTFII"O -CSX_CSX)/CSX)
YW3=i.5?OI963-ANG-XD
yW4=YW3+2.0_ANG
NSHADE=NSHADE-I
IF(YW3)235.236.236
235 YW3=6.2831854+YW3
236 IF(YW4)237*238.238
237 YW_=&.2831854_YW_
238 IF(YW4-YW3)239,2_O,240
239 NSHADE=NSHADE-I
240 YW3D=YW3*57,29577951
YW4D=YW4_57.29577951
232 CSX=BBX/SS
IF(CSX-I.0)241,241,250
241 ANG=ATANF(SQRTF(1.0-CSX_CSX)fCSX)
MSHADE-MStlADE-I
ZW3=WW-ANG
ZW3D=ZW3W57,29577951
ZWA=WW+ANG
ZW4D=ZWkW57.29577951
250 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 42,_210
4210 FORMATIIII,20X,23HSHADOW ANGLE INTERCEPTStIIXtSHENTERo6Xt_HEXIT)
GO TO (251.251,253,254,254.256),NSHADE
251 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 42.#_2]],XW3D.XW4DoYW3DtYW4D
_21! FORMATIIH 25X,24HSUIT IN SHADOWS (PLANETI,2Xt2FIOo3t/oL_IXtgH(VEHIC
ILE),2Xt2F]0.3)
GO TO 260
253 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 42,_212,xw3D,XWkD
4212 FORMAT(IH 25X.24HSUIT IN SHADOWS (PLANET).2Xt2FI0.3,/,41X,gHIVEHIC
ILE),Sx,4HNONE.6X._HNONE)
GO TO 260
254 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE _2,#_213,YW3D,YWaD
4213 FORMAT{]H 25X,24HSUIT IN SHADOWS (PLANET),SX,4HNONE_6X_4HNONE,I_I
1X_?H(VEHICLE),2X,2FIOo3)
GO TO 260
256 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE _2.4214
_2]_ FORMAT{]H 25X,2_HSUIT IN SHADOWS (PLANET),SX.Z_HNONE,6X_HNONE./._I
iX,gH(VEHICLE),SX,hHNONE_6X,#,HNONE)
2h0 GO TO (261,262_270),MSHADE
26! WRITE OUTPUT TAPE _2,I_2]5,ZW3D.ZW4D
_.215 FORMAT(]H 25X.?6HVEHICI F IN SHADOW (PLANEI).2FIO.3)
GO TO 270
A-6
,i
262 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 42o_2]6
4216 FORMAT|]H 25Xt26HVEHICLE IN SHADOW (PLANETIo3Xo4HNONEt6Xt4HNONEI
270 RETURN
END
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_JJBROUTINE TCRAFIIMSHADE)
C COMPUTES SINK TEMPERATURES FOR A SPHERICAL SPACECRAFTe
DIMENSION XWD(200)tXW(20OItEMITVI200)oHEADNG(16)
COMMON XIDtBB_BBVtBBX,WWtSNI*_W3tXW_tYW3tYW4tZW3tZW4_XD
COMMON StALBEDO,NEA5E,XWO,XWtNW,EMITV°TMIN,DTEMP,EM,NPAGE_HEADNG
COMMON HCDoHSDtFEVtCVI_CV2,CV3tDQV_AI_V
NLINE=51
DO 350 I=I,Nw
IF(NLINE-501302t302t301
301 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 42,4200,HEADNG_NPAGE
WRIIE OUTPUT TAPE _2,4201
NPAGE:NPAGE_I
NLINE=0
302 W:XW(l)
GO TO()OOt315)tMSHADE
300 IF(W-ZW3)315t310,305
305 IF(W-ZW4)310,31Ot315
310 ONE=O.0
GO TO 320
315 ONE=O,25mCVl
320 COSV=SINFIWI*HCD +COSFIwI*HSD
IFICOSV)325t325t326
325 THREE:0.0
TE=TMIN
GO TO 327
326 THREE=FEV*COSV*CV3
TE=DTEMP*COSV+TMIN
327 GO TO(328t329)_NCASE
328 ET=O,1713E-OB_EMmTE _4
GO TO 330
329 ET=0,25_(1,O-ALBEDO) _S
330 TWO=CV2_ET
EMITVIII=ONE+TWO+THREE+DQV
IF(AEVI350,350,349
3_9 TV_=EMITV(I)/(AEV_O,]713)
TV=TV4_0,25mIO0.0
NLINE=NLINE+I
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 42,4251,XWD(1)tONEtTHREE,TWO,DOV_EMITV(1)oTV4_TV
4251 FORMATIIH F9,2,3XtSF8.2,TXt2FS,2)
350 CONTINUE
4200 FORMAT(IHI,9X,16AS_I4X,4HPAGE,14)
4201FORMAT(IHO]OX,16H-ABSORBED HEAT FLUXES IBTU/HR-SQFTI-SPACECRAFT96X
I°SHTS**4tSX_'2HTSt/,SX,_HOMEGA_SX,6HDIRECT,2X,6HREFTD,_2X_6HPLANET_
22X,6HINSIDE_/_SX_SHIDEGI_6X,5HSOLAR,3X,5HSOLAR_2X_6HEMISSN_3X_HHE
_AT_4X_SHTOTAL,gX_6HIE-OS)_4X_3HIR)_/)
RETURN
END
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m42O5
St)BROt_TINF TSUII(NSHADF)
COMPUTES SINK TEMPERATURES FOR A CYLINDRICAL SUIT,
DIMENSION XWD(2OO),XWI2OOI+EMIIVI2OOI,HEADNG(I61
DIMENSION PHID(26),FEB(26I,FVD(26I,CPSII261,SPCI(26I,AFEB(261,AFVB
I(26)
DIMENSION FSBI26)tFREB(26),FRVB(26I
COMMON XIt),H_,HBV+_BX,WW,SNII_W3,XW41YW3,YWa,Zw3,ZW_,XD
COMMON S,_LBEDO,NCASE_XWD,XW,NW,EMITV_IMIN.DTEMPtEM.NPAGE,HEADNG
COMMON HCD,HSD,FEV,CVI,CV2,CV3,DOV,AEV
COMMON AEB,XDEL.NS+NSI,NS2,PHID*CPSI.SPCI,FEB,FVB.AFEB,AFVB.CBI,CB
I3,CHb.AREA,_LIDE,A£ND, TBI,SIDEK,SIDETK,ENDK,ENDTK,{C
NtlNE:51
DO 615 I=I,NW
g=XWil)
IFINLINE-47)205,205,200
200 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 42,4200,HEAONG+NPAGE
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 42,4201
NPAGE=NPAGF+]
NLINE=O
205 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 42,4205,XWD(1)
NLINE:NLINE+I
FORMATItH F9,2I
GO IOI310,310,310,330,320,34OI,NSHADE
310 IFIW-XW3)315,335+311
311 IF{w-xw4)335,335,315
315 GO TO(33O,32O,34O),NSHADE
320 IFIW-YW3)3fi0,335.321
321 IF(W-YW_)335.335,340
330 IF(W-YW3)331*335,335
331 IFIW-YW_)339,335,340
335 DO 337 J=ltNS2
337 FSBIJ)=O,O
GO TO 360
340 CDW=COSFIXDEL+W!
FS_(NS|)=SINF(XDEL+W)mSNI
FSBINS2I=-FSBINSI)
DO 345 J=I,NS
345 FSB(JI=CPSIIJI_CDW+SPCI(JI
DO 350 J=I,NS2
IF(FSB(J)I347,350,350
347 FSB(JI=O.0
350 CONTINUE
360 SEw=SINF(W)mSNI
SVW=-SINF(W+XDI_SNI
IFISEW)4IO,_IO,405
405 TE=DTEMPeSEW+TMIN
DO 406 J=I+NS2
406 FREBIJI=FEBIJ).SEW
GO TO 415
410 TE=TMIN
DO 411J=I,NS2
41] FREBIJI=O,O
415 IFISVWIa60_60,_95
455 DO 456 J=I,NS2
456 FRVBIJI=FVBIJI*SVW
GO TO 470
460 DO 461 J=I,NS2
461FRVB(J)=O,O
470 GO TOI47]t_72),NCASE
41] ET=O.III3E-OD_EMwTFme4
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GO TO 600
472 ET=O.25m(I,O-ALBEDO)_S
600 AVGT_=O,O
OLOAD-O,O
TK=SIDETK
CK=SIDEK
DO 6]0 J=I,NS2
IF(NLINE-47}602t602,601
601 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 42t6200,HEADNGtNPAGE
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 42t_201
NPAGE=NPAGE+I
NLINE=O
602 ONE=CBlWFSBfJ)
TWO=AFEBIJ)_ET
THREE-CB3_FREB(J)
FOUR=AFVB(JI_EMITVIII
FIVE=CB5*FRVB(J)
TOTAL=ONE+THREE+FIVE+IWO+FOUR
TB4=TOTAL/ES
TB=TB4_O,25
IF(J-NSII5OltSOOtS01
500 TK=ENDTK
CK=ENDK
501 TERM=TKeTBI_I4
TMID=((CK_(TB-TBI)+TERM)/TK)_mO,25
DX=O.5*ABSF(TMID-TBII
X2=O•5_(TMID+TBI)
XL=X2-DX
XR:X2+DX
KOUNT=O
502 ORATE=TK_X2_a-TERM
TOUT=X2+QRATE/CK
YMID=ESeTOUTee4-TOTAL+ORATE
IF(ABSF(YMID)-I,E-2) 510t510,503
503 IFIYMID)50_,510,505
504 XL=X2
GO TO 506
505 XR=X2
506 KOUNT=KOUNT+I
X2=OeStIXL+XR)
IF(KOUNT-15)502tSO2tS]O
510 X2=TOUT
IFINS-J)606,605,605
605 AVGT4=AVGT4+TB_ASIDE
QLOAD=OLOAD+QRATE_ASIDE
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 42t_210,PHID(JI_ONE,THREEtFIVEtTWO_FOURtTOTALoTB
1,X2,ORATE
42]0 FORMAT(]H 9X,Fg,2,3X96FB.2,3x,3FS,2)
GO TO 610
606 AVGT4=AVGT4+TB4_AEND
OLOAO=OLOAD+QRATEIAEND
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 42,4211tONE,THREE,FIVEolWO,FOURtTOTALoTB,
IX2,0RATE
4211 FORMAT(IH ]4X,3HEND,/IX,6FB,2,3X,3F8,2)
610 NLINE=NLINE+I
AVGT_=AVGT4/AREA
AVGT:AVGT4_*O,25
TSKIN=(AVGTh-QLOAD/(AREA_ES))_O.25
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 42,_212,AVGT,TSKIN,OLOAD
4212 FORMATIlH+,96X,2FS.2,FT,l,/)
A-IO
,i
615 NLINE=NLINE+I
4201FORNATIIHO23Xo46HABSORBED HEAT FLUXES (BTU/HR-SOFTI-SPACE SUIT-9
129XII4HAVERAGE VALUESo/SXtSHOMEGAoSXo3HPHIo6X,22HDIRECT REFLECTED
2SOLAR,2X_oi4HIHERMAL EMISS,,15X_2HT$_4Xt6HI(OUTD,gXtSHQRAtEt4X,2H?S
3t4Xt6HT(OUT)92XtSHQ(INI,/15XoSH(DEG),4XoSH(DEGIt6X,SHSOLARt2Xt
414HPLANET VEHICLEt2Xt]4HPLANET VEHICLEo3X,5HTOTALo6Xt3H(R)o6Xt3H(R
RETURN
END
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iAppendix B
Computer Program for Extravehicular Heat Balance
for Lunar Surface Environments
oC
4105
C
4110
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
4115
C
C
C
20
JOB HI4q_ S.U. LIN (FOR ANY IS) (10-22-1964|
SUIT HEAT TRANSFER STUDY FOR MAN ON LUNAR SURFACE.
DIMENSICN Th(20),HEADNG(16),TCR{26),TCCR(26)_TSSR(2A}eTSR(
I24),TCTR(Z4)
FCRWATII6AS)
READ SUIT DATA,SIZE,RADIANT AND THERMAL PROPERTIES°
READ INPUT TAPE 41j41|O,RIIHIeTBtEIBo CK2tTH2t CKI
FORMATIBFIO.O)
RI" INSIDE RADIUS OF SUIIIINCHES)
HI'LENGTH OF SUIIIINCHES)
Tfl'SKIN TEMPERATURE OF CREW(R}.
EIB'EFFECIIVE INTERCHANGE.EACIflRIINSIQE SURFACE-SKIN}.
CK2=THERMAL CDNCUCTIVITY OF SECOND LAYERIBTU/HR-FT-R).
TH2"THICKNESS OF SECOND LAYERIINCHES)o
CKI-THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF FIRST LAYER(BTU/HR-FI-R).
READ INPUT TAPE 4It41lStNSt KMAX
FURMATI8IIO)
MS=NUMBER OF ELEMENTS INTO WHICH 1180 DEGREES) IS DIVIDED.
KMAX=NUPBER OF (CLIFF ANGLE AND SUN ANGLE COMBINATION) CASES.
PRELIMIkARY COVPUTATION FOR SUBROUTINES.
FNS=NS
NMAX=NS*I
DAhG=3.161592T/FNS
GAPMA=-Q,5•DANG
DO 20 N=I,NS
GAMMA-GAMMA+DANG
ICRINI=COSFIGAMPA)
TCCR(N)=TCR(N)*TCR(N)
TSSRIN)-I.O-TCCRIN)
ISRIN)=SQRIFII$SRIN]I
TCTRIN)=TCRIN)/TSRIN)
RM=RI÷Th2
THK=TH2ICK2
TOPER=EIB*O.1713E-8
TB4=TB*14
TTERM=TCPER•TB4
HM=HI+2.O*TH2
DO 615 K-I,KMAX
READ INPUT TAPE 61,4105,HEADNG
READ INPUT TAPE 41961IOISXDEGtBASE, StASB,AEB
READ INPUT TAPE 41o4IISt NTH
READ INPUT TAPE _IB_IIO,ITHIN}_N=I.BNTH)
THIN)=FIRST LAYER THICKNESSIINCHES).
SXDEG-SUNRAY-VERTICAL PLANE ANGLEIDEGREES).
BASE=WIDTH OF CRATER BASE (FEET),
S=S_LAR CCNSTANIIBTU/HR-SQFT)
ASB=SOLAR ABSORPTIVITY OF SUET.
AEB=INFRARED ABSORPTIVITY AND EMISSIVIIY OF SUIT.
XMAX=BASE*I2.O
ES=AEB•O, ITI)E-8
SA=SmASB
SE=S*AEB
SS=SIO, ITI3E-B
SN=SINFI0.OI745329252*SXDEG)
SX=SQRTFII.O-SN.SN)
SEX=O. ISgI56q611SE•SX
NPAGE-I
WRITE CUTPUT TAPE 42t4200,HEADNGtNPAGE
B-1
4200
4201
NPAGE=NPAGE÷I
FORMATI|HItgXtI6ASt4X,4HPAGEoI3)
TX=(SXmSS)JmO.25
WRIIE C_TPUT TAPE 42,_20[,RASE,S,SX_EGtbX, IX
FORMAT|///,2OX,IIHFLAI SURFACE ,/,F3]._,2_H = WII)TH f]F BASE IF
IEETI,/,F33.3,JIh = SOLAR CONSTANT (BTU/hR-SQFT)t/,
2F33.3,36H = SUN RAYS-VERTICAL ANGLE (OEGREES),/,F_3.3,ZqH = RADIOS
3ITY / SCLAR CONSIANTt/,F]3._IZOH = SURFACE TEMP° (R)I
WRITE CUTPUT TAPE 42t4202,RloHIp TH2t_S_tAEBrCK2tEIBtTR
4202 FOR_AT(/I/,2OX, IHHSUIT (CYLINDRICAL),/,F]).),IBH = RADIUS fINCHES)
I,I,F]].],[BH : hEIGHT IINCHFSI,I,F33._t34H : SECOND LAYER THICKkES
2S (INCHESI,IItF_J.3,2IH = SOLAR A[_SORPTIVITY,I,F33.3,24H = INFRARE
3D ABSORPTIVITY,/,F33._t48H = 2-ND LAYER THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (BTUI
4HR-FT-R)tltF)3._,28H = INTERCHANGE FACTCR E(D-I)t/,F_.]t]IH = SKI
5N TEMPERATURE CF CREW (R)I
CC_PLIES HEAT TRANSFER RhTES OF SUIT.
NLI_E=5!
DB=O.5,EASE
DX=O.5
DO 615 M=I,NTH
THI=TH(M)
RB:RM+TF|
HB=hM+2.O*THI
ASIUE=2.0*RBuD_NG,HB/L_4.0
AT[]P=3.1415921*RH,RB/I44.O
ARfA=ASIDE*FNS+ATOP
RLK=RB=LOGFIRMIRII/CK2
RL=RB*LCGF(RE/RM)
CK=I2.0/IRLK+RLICKI)
ER=TOPERwRI/RB
TERM=ERgTB_
RX=RB/XPAX
HX=O.SthBIXffAX
XH=HXeHX
QLEAC=O.O
AVGT4=O.O
IF(NLINE-qq)I05,105,100
I00 WRITE CbTPUT TAPE 42,4204,HEADNG,NPAGE
4204 FOR_AT(IHItgXpI6A5e4X_4HPAGE,I),//_IOXelOHSPACE-SUIT,BX,_2HABSDRBE
lD HEAl FLUXES IOTU/HR-SE),I&X,L4HAV_RAGF VAL_;FS,/,3X,RHDISTANCE,2X
2,7HI-LAYER,3X,_hELE-,2X,6H_IRECT,2X,6HCRATER,?X,6HCRATER,I5X,2HTS,
)4X_HT(EUT)_3X,SHQRATE,qX,2hTS,qX,bHT{OLT)_2X,&HTIINS),3X_SHQ(IN)_
_/_4X_6H(FEETI_4X,SH{IN.I,4X,_HMENT,]X,ShSDIAR,2X,6HBOTT_M,IX_5HCLI
5FF,IX,SHIOTAL,6X,3H(R),6X,3HIR)_3X,_HB/E-SF_IX,IHIRI,SX,3H(R),5X_)
6HIR),4X,6HBTU/HR_/)
NPAGE=NPAGE+I
NLI_E=O
105 WRITE CCTPUT TAPE _2,4205,_B, TH|
4205 FORMATIIH Fg.2,Fg.3)
NLINE=_LINE+I
OWALL=O°O
DL] 610 N=I,k_AX
IFIN-KM_XIII4,LII,III
III QSb_:SA_SX
QhLAT=O.O
CK:|2°O/IIHK+TH|/CKI)
ER=T{)PER
B-2
oTERM=TTERM
GO TO |25
||4 CR=TCRlhl
SC=SN*CR
IF(SC)IIStlI5,IL6
115 QS_N=O.C
GO TO lit
116 QSUN=SAISC
117 CCR=TCCR|N)
SSR=TSSR(N}
SR=TSRt_}
CIR=ICTR{_I
B=-DX-RWJCR
A=B/IHXJSR)
ROET=I.C/SQRTFIe'B+XH)
ONE=ATAkFIA)-HX,CR_RCOT*II.57OTgb3S+ATANF(B-RI]OTmCTR))
B=-_X-RX*CR + 1.0
A=B/(HXmSR)
RCCT=I.OISQRTF(B,B+XH)
TWC=ATA_F(AI-HXwCRoRCOT*II.SIO796)S+ATA_FIBeR_DT-CTR))
QFLAT=SEX_(TWO-Z_E)
IZ5 TOTAL=GSUN+QFLAT
TS4=TOTaL/ES
TS=TS4mmO.Z5
TMID=CK'ITS-TB)+TERV
IFITMIC) 126,126,127
126 TMID=TS
GC TO IZB
127 TMID=(TWIDIER)*,O.2S
IZ8 DXZ=O.5-ABSF(IMIC-TB)
XZ=O.5-ITMIC+TB)
XL=XZ-CX2
XR=XZ+OX2
KO_T:O
S02 QR_TE:ER_X2_m4-TERM
TOUT=X2+QRATE/CK
YMID=ESuTOUTI*4-IOTAL_QRATE
IF(ABSFIYMIC)-I.E-))SIO,5)O,50]
50] IF(YMIC)504,5IO,505
504 XL=X2
GO TO 506
505 XR=X2
506 KOU_I=KCUNT_I
X2=O.5_(XL+XR)
IF(KGU_T-20)502,502,SIO
510 X2=TOUT
IF(N-k_aX)606,6C5,605
605 AVGT4=AVGT4+IS4_ATOP
QLCAD=CLOAD÷CRAIEJATCP
WRITE CUTPUT TAPE 42,42[O,QSUNoQFLAT,QW6LL,TOT6LtTS,X2,QRATE
4210 FORVATIIH 23X,3PTOP,4FB.2,3X,3FB.2)
GO TG 610
606 AVGT4=AVGT4+TS4_SICE
QLCaD=CLOAD+CRATE*ASIDE
WRITE CCTPUT TAPE 42,421],N,QSUN,OFLAT,CW&LL,TOTAL,TStX2,0RATE
4211FORVAI(|H 126,4FB.2,3X,]F8.2}
610 NLINE=KLINE+!
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IAVGT6=AVGT41AREA
AVGT=AVGT4**0.2S
TSKINufAVGT4-QLCADIIAREAuESIIeeO.2S
TOEEP=(ITERM+QLCAD/AREA)/ER)**O.25
WRITE CUTPUT TAPE 42t4212tAVGTtTSKINoTDEEPtOLQAO
6212 FORMATiLH++8SXe3FS.2oF8ol)
615 NLINE=NLINE÷|
CALL EXIT
END
B-4
Appendix C
Computer Program for Ran in Lunar Crater Environment
i,
* 3014 H1490 S,H. LIN (MAN IN CRATER) (3501-1]0617-01-0]00)
C SIITT HEAT TRANSFER STUDY FOR MAN IN CPATER,,
DTMFN%ION DR_'I20)tTH(20), lFAr_NG(]6),TcR(24|,TCCR(24),TSSR(241,TSRI
124),_TCTR(24}
--CT3M_ON RLK ,I_L • THK ,TH I
CC)M_C)N CR•CCR•SR,SSR,CIR,,NHtNPT,STEP
• COMMON XS,X,BX,BY,RRtR3,SYtS*4CYoCX,SS
IN, ES*CK2 • TOPER • l TERM,DANG, FNS,NMAX,NPAGE,HE ADNG• TCR, TCCR, TSSR,TSR,
2TCTR
-/F1"05 FORI,4AT ( 1_A5 }
C RFA_ SUIT DATA,SIZF,RADIANT AND THERMAL PROPERTIES,
READ INPIIT TAPE 4],t_]iO,RI,HItTBIEI8, CK2•TH2
i _ F_r,,,_ f i _ F]-d_ 0-}..........................................................
C RI= INSIDE RADIUS OF SUITIINCHESI
C HI=LENGT_-I OF SUIT(INCHES)
C CK2=THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF SECOND LAYERIBTUIHR-FT-RI,
C TH2=T--41CKNESS OF SECOND LAYER(INCHESI•
C TB=SKIN TL;4PERATURE OF CREW(RI,
C .... L_ !g--F__r FC.T-|VE- --INTERCHANGE- YAETDR CINS]i}E 3U-RF ACE--SK-i-NT.- ..............
READ INPUT TAPE 41,4115•NS,NI•KMAX
4115 FORMATIfl i0)
C NS:NLh',4HER OF ELEMENTS INTO WHICH I180 DEGREESI IS DIVIDED,
C NI=NU_'-_I_ER OF INTERVALS INTO WHICH {XMAX OR YMAXI IS DIVIDED,
C KMAX=NU_._BER OF (CLIFF ANGLE AND SUN ANGLE COMBINATIONI CASES,
_. ............. T'_I_FT_] _,_Y-_-n_IPUTA-? I-C_N-F_I'_-.-S-C£_I_i_[TIIN-_E-5_, -- -
FNS=NS
NMAX=NS+I
[_AN_=3,1.,_1592 //FNS
GAMMA=-0.5*_ANG
DO 20 N=I,NS
TCR(N)=COSF|GAMMAI
TCCR (NI=TCRI N)*TCR IN I
-- T S S R (N )-_-?)-_-T-C-CI_-(N I
TSR(NI=S_RTFITSSR(N) I
20 TCTR (N)=TCR( N } ITSR (N I
..... RM---_ I -i-TEl2 .......
THK= TH2/CK2
TOPER=EIB*0.] 7]'BE-8
..... Tl_ -=TIT_T_
TTERM=TOPER_TB4
NH=NI/2
NPi-=NI-+ I -
FNI=NI
DO 30 I=I•NPT
XII I:AIIFNI
30 XSII )--'Xlll_X( I !
.... STEP-kT_)-_,d "
HM=H 14-2.,'3• TH2
DO 99 K=I•KMAX
REAl) INPUT TAPE 4],",IIO,('SI_IG,SXF}F(_,BASE, _IGH,S_,ASI._,AEI3
READ INPUT TAPE _],4]]5,NO,NTH
....... t_f_Ab ]NPiR-TAI'L- 4i,_,iin-;i:'_tsC_N_.N---Y;N[_} ......
RLAI) INPUT TAPE 4],_'_I]CI,(THIN),N=],NTHI
C TI4(N}-'=FIPST LAyr p T_IICKNESS(INCHES).
C ...... CSF)F_='?RATF_R _VALE-VrRTICAL-PLANE ANC;I__TDEGPEEST, ....
C-I
C SXP, EG=StINRAY-VERTICAL PLANL- ANGLE (DEGREES).
C BASE=WIDTH OF CRATER BASE (F_IITI.
-C-..... h-T_i_hEIC_iW-SV-f-_Y _:R-i,_Li (-r_[:"_•
C S=SOLAR C,)NSTANT ( t]Tll/tli2-',tQf:[ )
C AS_:COLAI_ AI_.',ORPTIVITY ()i. :31111. _ __
C I)BC(N).':DISTANCE FROM CONNER TO SUIT(FELT),
XMAX=RASE*12 °0
CC=I ,0--_,1 rl"q I N
(IC)S_q.)R] F ( .'-( )
-?M-AX-;i_'i'_,H'-/"C_-US_i2-. d
E S=AF P,_D° 1713E-,S
SA= ':,'_A S "_
,qFZ_A*AFi 5,
SS=S/O. 1 713E-8
SN=.SINF (C),hl 7a'b32c_2h2_SXL_i--.(_l
S_-T., U_ T}q- I;?_: SQ_SN )..................
SY=SN RCOS i-SX*.,_ I N
HSY--:O, 5 _ SY
-Ry-x= Y_A X 2 XMA X-
(-y =,O, .s_ Ry x _-C C
CX=CY-_RYX
- #-#-_ YT<_ i_Y-X--
HRS=PYX_SIN
RS=2. O*,HRS
DO 40 I:2,NPT
40 BX(I )_-!_X+HSY*(I o0-(HI#S*X( I ) )/SQRTk{XS( | )*[4R+RS*X(| )) )
N-I_i-_F_-_----- .....................................................
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE ,4.2,/4.200,ttEADNG,NPAGE
NPAGE=NPAGE÷ 1
i,_?-50---_5i_ K6:ii (TH i,-'_x ;i 6A5,4 X;4, mA F,i:-, i 3 i
WRIT{: OUTPtJT I'APE 42,,420l ,I{ASI- ,,IiI(:,H,S,CS JLG,SXDEG
4201 FC)RMATIIII*'_OX,ITHCPATFR ( V-GROOVF }'I'F33"_''21H : WIDTH OF BASE IF
"--: __T-)-;i-,r _ _-_%-_ , _5:i =:i-t E- i c-;l-ii- -OF-_i L] F¢ i,e-ETi i ), 7-_t-- 33-"3- 3ill _O-E-AR -C_N.S-
2TANT IBTI.I/HR-SOFTI,I_F33,3,33H = CLIFF-VERTICAL ANGLE IDEGREESI_,I,,
L . ¢3F33.3,36tl = SUN RAYS-VERTICAL ANGL[..D__GREE_))
........I,VRITT _I_TPI;I TAPE 42,42,'12,RT,141, TiI,?,ASi_,,A,r.P,'(TT42;T'IB;_T_
/¢202 FORMAT(III,POX,1811'-,'.)IT (CYI. INI)I._ICAL)./.F _"..:_.IRH = RADIUS (INCHES)
l,/,F33,3,1Brl : tlEIGIIT ( IN( H(-S),/,F3I:I,,3,'$'_'H = SECOND LAYER THICY-.NLS
...... -2S--7-I'_ CI-IF'.S-) i 7 / _T 13;, 3 * 2 ] H- -_ S 0% A R -JR SORPT I V I TY, 7 i F-"3"3i 3 i 2_H- --" - I I_RA'R-E
3D ABSQr_PTIVITY,/,F33.'3 "48H = 2-ND LAYER THERMAL CONI)UCTIVITY IBTU/
41"IR-FT-,q),/,F3_.9,2RH = INILRC rtAN('L FACTOR E(k_-I ),/.t. F33°3.31H = SKI
• --SN-'I"F-'_PvP/'_TJq_ C,F _PEW fP I I ....................
WRITF r)IITPlIT TAPE a:),,/,21-)n,,IILAI,'N(_,t',IPA(_[
NDA(:,I ---Nt"AG[-- ÷ ]
.... _'A-[TE-C-RC_OV-E
99 CALL SUIT
CALL EXIT
....E t_ b "
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SUBROUTINE FOR H149n
SUBROUTINE GROOVE
COMPUT[S RADIOSITY DISTRIBUTIONS BIX} AND BIY),
ADIABATIC WALL CONDITION REQUIRES B(1)=H(1), THAT
RADIOSITY OR EMITTED FLUX=INCIDENT FLUX,
DIMENSION FK(41t41),GRANI)(41)
DIMENSION XI41I,XSI411,BXI41)oBY(:I)
COMMON RLKtRLtTHKgTH1
IS
COMMON CRtCCR,SR,SSRtCTR,NH,NPT,STEP
COMMON XStX,BX,BY,RR,RS,SY_SXoCYoCXtSS
GRANDII):n.O
COMPUTES K(XtY) AND BY(J) ALONG CLIFF WALL,
DO 30 J=2,NPT
DO 25 I=2tNPT
XY=X(II*XIJ)
FK(ItJI:XY/(XS(1)+RRmXS(JI+RS_XY)*_I.5
GRANI)(1)=BX(1)*FKII,J)25
30 BYIJ)=SY+CY*SUM(GRAND)
TS2=SLIM(BX)+SUMIBY)
KOUNT=O
WRITE OUTPU'T TAPE 42,4204
4204 FORMAT(I//,TX,I2HFROM CORNERo4X,26HHEAT FLUX
]]5HTEMPERATURE (R),/,TX,I2HX/LX
2X_4HTIX)96X,kHTIYIo#)
]00 TSI=TS2
KOUNT=KOUNT+I
' DO 130 I=2,NPT
DO ]25 J=29NPT
]25 GRANDI3)=BYIJ)_FK(IoJ)
130 BXIII=SX+CX{SUMfGRAND}
DO 230 J=2tNPT
DO 225 I=2,NPT
229 GRAN[)(II=HXIII_FKII,JI
230 BY(JI=SY+CY_SIIM(GRAND)
TS2=SUMIBX)+SUMfBY)
DTEST=ABSFITS2-TS1)
C TEST CONVERGENCE CRITERION SATISFIED OR NOT,
IF(DTEST-1,E-5)250t250,245
24--5 IF(KOUNT-30)l_O_1OO,250
250 DO 300 I=29NPT
TX=(BX(1)_SSIN_,?5
I SOLAR CONSTANT,SXt
OR YILYt9X96MHIXI/S,4X,6HB(Y)ISt11
300
a205
42()6
]
TY=IBY(II_SS)_O,25
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 42,_2nS,I,X(IIgBX(1)oBY(II,TX,TY
FORMAT(1H 15,FIno4,BX,2FIO,3,SXo2FIO,2)
.... WR I-lqE-75(_TPI71"--T_PE _2 _420_;-_T_S-T ...........................
FORMAT(////,IOX,8HD(SUM) =,IPIEI3,6,/,lOX,32HADIA_ATIC WALL CONDIT
ION ASSHMEDI
-- RETURN ............
END
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iII-
'C
gI,InROIITINE FOP, Hl,'d'_n
SU_3ROUTIN_ %UI T
E rI_,IpITT['_ Itt"AT TRANSFFR PATFF, OF "-,fliT.
l) IMr NSION Xn(411,PYDIz, I |,YI¢(AI ),XGRANI)141 ),Y(,PAr!l;(t_l )
I ,_H.I_X(4] } ,_HIP,Y ( & 'I}
--TYT_TFIT_ V_-- X-l% T}-;Y._. T EI-i-, h_-I a i t ", E_V(L i] .................................................
DIMENSION DnC (2r)) tI11120 ),_.i!.:AI)NG(]6) ,TcR(241 ,TCCR(241 *ISSR(24 1, ISI'_(
124),TCTR(21, i
-_OMMhN RLK,RL,TI_r,liil
COMMC_._! FReCrR,.SR,.%%P_( TI-',N_IeNPf *(,TFP
COMMON XS, X '__ X , RY 'PDP '*I"S'D-c,Y1%X I(-Y 'C X'j%%
IN,ES,CK2, TOPER _ TTERM_DANG, FN(_+NMAX _NPAGE _H[ AIJNG_ TCR_ICCR _TSSI_ _TSR _
2fCTR
BX! ] )=2.r)_v_X( ?I-BX(11
RY(] )=2.n,BY( 2 )--BY( '_I
-l'iD--_-- 1---Ei-l_rrt .............
BBX(I )=BX(1)+BX(I-II
4 BBY( I ):flY( I )+BY(I-I)
'_._-_k 0; _i'#!_ _! t4 /n!_*L,I _
SEO=O°25_SE
RFAD TNPIIT TAP[ 4],h]OO,,(Kl
_'fEO --FG_-t "i_ _-_?)263 ....................
DO 615 K=]_ND
NLINE=5]
rff_-=_ii_c(F:.]_ 12i 6
f)X=DU/XMAX
DY---I)H/YMAX
RSX=RSWDX
DO 5 I=2,NPI"
X[)-{T) _-X ( I [-DX
5 YD(I )---X(I I_SIN-DY
DO 615 M=I,NTH
t_l =].Hi t_ _ ....
RB=RM+THI
HB=HM+2.0*IH1
AgIf3F:T. ,t_WRF1_r)A_,/',_ilR /'j 4 t+, c3
ATOP= 3, 14 15')/ / _ Ri_',_ R!". / ] .",", ,O
AREA=ASIPF. wFN.",+AIOP
Rt:K _:RB _I_OBF I R;.', / R I ) /CK2
RL=Ra_LOGF (RB/RH)
CK = 12.01 (RLK+RL ICK I 1
I/R:I 01)L f" _ R I/RI:
I I:."R M = _"R ,_Tli4
RY=RH/YMAX
-RX--Ri_/XMAX
IIY=O. 5*HBIYMAX
YMIN-'2,0_HY
IIX-: HY-'#R YX
XII=I-IX ;llX
RI I - R y .w("-()S
DO 10 I-_2,NPT
10 YH(1)= X(I I_COS-HY
DI4: DY *COS ÷HY _,S I N
TEc;Ah -- d), h
AVG T_ -:O.n
il (;_1 I_ '_ -4,'_ I lq",l_' , IOn
190 '_VRITE Ot!TPUT TAPE 42,/_2,m,q,HFADNG,Nr'Ar, E
C-4
4200 FORHAT(]H] 99×,16AS,_4X.Z_HPAGE,I3,,l/,1nX.]OHSpACE_SUIT,RX,32t_tAt$sOR_E
ID HEAT FLLIXE5 (iJTLI/HR-SF},34×,14HAVFRAGE Vt*L_IE.S,/g_×*8HDISTANCEi2x
34X • 6HT ( OUT ) * "_X * 5HQRA TE, 4 X • 2HT S, 4X .oHT ( OUT ) • 2 X • 61 _T ( [ NS ) _ 3X t 5t{0 ( I N ) 9
4/,4X,6H(FEET ),4X,5H{ IN. },4X•Z_F MFZNT,gx,5143C)LAP•ZX,6tH_QTTOM,14X,SHC[_ [
5FF'3X_SHTOTAL_6X,_H(RI_6X_3HIR)*3X96t4[_/ft-SF,3X,3H(R),SX_3H(R)gbXe3
6H(R)*_X,6H_TU/HR_/)
NPAGE=NPAGE+I
..... NETNE=0
105 WRITF OUTPUT TAPE 42,4205,DRC(KI.TH]
4205 FORt4AT(llt F'4.2,F9.3)
NL ] NE=NL l NE+ 1
DO 610 N=I,NMAX
[FIN-N_AX)II4,1]I,111
ITI-USUN_
112
"]q4
115
116
117
YO=O.
YGRAND(] )={DX+RSfI_YMINI/SOPTFIDXX+RR{YMIN_YMIN+RSX_YMIN)
Ou ttz I=Z,NP[
YGRAND(II:(DX+RSH_X(I))/SORTF(DXX+RR_XS(1)+PSX,X(1))
YO=YO+BBY(I )*(YGRAND(I-I)-YGRAND(1))
OFLAT:0.0
CK=]2.0/(THK+TH1/CK])
ER:TOPER
TERM=TTERM
GO TO 125
CR=TCRTN)
SC=SN_CR
IF(SC}115,115,116
OSUN=0.0
GO TO 117
OSUN=SA_SC
CCR=TCCR(N)
SSR=TSSRIN}
SR=TSR(NI
CTR=TCTR(N)
XO=O,
YO=C.
-L3-_:D_X--_#X_,_CR........
A=BIIHX_SR)
ROOT=I.0/SQRTF(B*B+XH)
XGRAND(1)=ATANFfA}-HX*CR*ROOT*{].57079_%__OT*CTR})
B=DY+RY_CR
UP=I./((DH+RIIWCR)*SR)
_{B_STN_IT_COS_SSR}_rjp--- ................................................
ROOT=I,/SQRTFIB_B+HY_HY)
YGRANDIlI=ATANFIA)+HY*CR*ROOT*(1,57079635-ATANFIB_ROOT*CTRl)
II=I-1
B=XDIII-RX_CR
ROOT=I,O/SORTF(B_B+XH)
XGRAND(1)=ATANF(A)-HX*CR*ROOT*(1,57079635+ATANF(B*ROOT*CTRIl
I_-YDFI-_RTqFCR
C=YH(1)
CC=C_C
ROOT=]°/SQRIF(B_B+CC)
YGRAND(1)=ATANFIA) -CWCR*ROOT*(I.57079635+ATANF(B*ROOTWCTR))
XU=_X (T f_ FXGR_ NrJT I- [=_ C_ _ TT _] _x_
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120 YQ=BBY(1)w(YGRAND(I )-YGRANI)(II) )+YQ
QFLAT=SEP*XQ
R:TWAT_Tf --S EP _Y]_- .....................
125 TOT AL =QSUN+OFLA 1 +QWALL
TS4=TOTAL/ES
IS=TS_**0,25
TMID ={(CK*ITS-TBI+TERM)/ER)'_'mO.25
DX2=O, 5_ABSF ( TM ID-I'B )
......_2- b,.5*-( t #,_i b_t if) ...............
XL=X2-DX2
XR=X2+DX2
...... -K-OD_T---_
502 ORATE=FR*X2*_4-TERM
TOUT=X2+ORATE/CK
..... yMTD _E j_. T_LTT-_-z[_ TOT Ai ¥ _ ,_ T E .........
I F( AI4SF (YMII)) -i .E-3 ) 5 ] (), 5 iO,.503
503 IF (YMID)504,51.0,505
-_0_ XL=X2
GO TO 506
505 XR=X2
50-B -l_OU I_ T-K ,0-.i)NT_- I-......................
X2 = 0.5_- I XI_ ',-XR )
I F (KOUNT--20) 502,502,5 : O
510 z./= iOul
I F (N-NMAX) 606 _605 ,605
605 AVGT4 =AV(_T4+ T S4*A TOP
........ I:_IL-O-/_D=--_III]7_TI_tTA-T !T_ T O,_ ...................................................................
WRITE OUTPUT IAPE 42,4210,QSHN,QFLAT.,QWALL,TOTAL,TS,X2,QRATE
4210 FORMATIIH 23X,3HTOP,4FS.2,3x,3F8.2)
GU IU bid
606 AVGT4 =AVGT_.+ T Sa _AS IDE
OLOAD=QLOAD+QRATE_-ASIDE
.............--wTR-[T E-0 Erl"P U I"--T-AP E-42 ;li 21 I_;N ;-O*IIN-;C}F E A T, O WAI_ E iT 0"I"AT: iTS , X 2-,-0R_ T E
4211 FORMAT(]H 126,4FS.2,3X,3F8.2)
610 NLINE=NLINE+I
...... -A-V--C_---AV6T4-J_REA.................................................
AVGT=AVGT4_'I0 • 25
TSK I N= I AVGT4.-OLOAD/( AREA*E S ) )**0.25
........ TDEEP -i"( TE RPI:i-O]._ 0 A D 2 AREA I/ER ) _ _ci, 2 b..................
WRIIE OUTPUI TAPE _,2,4212,AVGT,TSKIN,TDELP,OLOAL)
_,212 FORMATI IH+,85X,:_FS,2,f8.11
--61T--N--C-FNE-N-CTNE_I-...................
RETURN
END
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FI_NCTION FOP I-'II_90
Ft)NCTION _IJNI((3RANI))
{_Ii'4FNSION CTRAI_II)('] )
c.OMMCiN RLK,RLITHK,_TH1
(TC)MM()N C b_,pCCR, SR 9.SSR ,,CTR ,,NH ,_NP T '*STF P
PERFORMS INTEGP, ATION BY SIMDSONS R_ILE,,
SIIM:GRAND(II-GRAND(NPI)
DO .51 K=I,NH
Kg=g_K
51 SLIM=£LIM+4.0*GRAND(K2I+2.n*GRAND(K2+])
SUM=STEP-gUM
RETOlRN
END
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